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FOREST CITY RYE HOUSE,

Rates of Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, concents.
tinuing everv other day after firstorweek, 60
Halt square, three insertions
less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-tliird additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
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THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

13 Preble Street.
sneod4w
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Published every Thursdav Morning, at $2.50
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
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BeldiigBros.SpoolSilkaitdTwist

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ONLY 8 CENTC PER SPOOL,
Commencing Nov. 1st, we shall sell the
best spool silk at 8 cents per spool, and
twist at 2 cents.
This is to give our
customers and the public in general a
chance to buy the very best make of silk
at a great reduction. This is the only
silk in the market and running full
length in every letter. W hen you can
buy tiiis flue grade of silk at this low
price, you should buy in good quantities to last some length of time, as this
is a great saving to the consumers of
silk and twist. There is no such slock
in Portland, and prices are lower than
any other house in the City for same
N. H. STUDLEY, Manager,
quality.
No. 499 Congress Street, corner Brown,
sn\VF&M
eepll

Washington, Nov^feo.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—Fair
weather, followed by local rains or snow. No decided change in the temperature.
The indications for New England today arc
cloudy weather, local rains or snows, with no decided change in the temperature; winds generally
northerly, becoming brisk in force on the coast.
For the South Atlantic States—Generally fair
weather, no decided change in the temperature,

PAYS NO
FANCY PKOFIT
But is

an

orinHc

original compound,

made from
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PUREST

by the

STOCK, and is sold
makers and dealers

WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me., Nov. 20, 1885.
| 7 A M j 11 A M | 3 PM | 7 P M 111 I* M
Barometer. 30.139 80.148 30.126 30.154 30.169
27.7
32.2
35.0
131.0
Thermo’r.. 24.7
23.2
26.0
22.0
24.1
Dew Point. 15.7
82.0
72.6
64.4
70.8
Humidity.. 67.0
S
W
N
SW
Wind. N
LOCAL

the

nearer

production than any
other Laundry Soap in the
market. See that you get this
cost of

PATEMT

Steam Carpet Beating liicliiiie!

Soap, and
the

Carpel!. Cleansed

al all seasons of
the year and all kinds of
weather, at

Beating Rooms,

Hands

EnlnbliNhvd iu 1843.

The Capital Stock all paid in is

1el7snly

FURS!
attention of
"We invite
intending purchasers of FINE
FURS to our superb stock. We
have, without doubt, the best
stock of RELIABLE COOPS in
this line of any house in Boston.
These goods are all of our own
manufacture, hence we quote the
LOWEST PRICES for equal

Loans on Real Estate.
Interest on Rents accrued.

TOTAL ASSETS.$4.316.957.91
INABILITIES

Cash Capital.$2,000,000.00
Reserve for unadjusted losses.
257.608.78
Reserve for reinsurance. 1,286,661.94
Net

1). W.

II. KELLOGG, President?C. SKILTON, Secretary.

W. I). LITTLE &
nov5

31

CO., Aid’s,

EXCHANGE ST.

Brilliant

eod3w

Collections

Recollect that We Warrant
our Garments and that we
Goods

AT A MARVELLOUSLY LOW PRICE !

us are oertain to
purchased
give superior service and in the
end prove the cheapest.
INSPECTION SOLICITED.

contains 216 large, sheet music size
pages, and from 50 to 70 pieces of music by the
best composers.
Price 50 ct*. each! Mailed for the price and
postage, or 6S ct*. each!

EDWARD KAKAS
404

Washington St.,

Each

one

American Song and Chorus Collection.
68 New and Popular Songs with Choruses.
American Ballad Collection.
53

large number of the best Waltzes, Polkas, &c.

American Piano Music Collection.
50

novl7

eoil4w

Sleighs.

Sleighs.

OPENING OF SEASON OF 1885-6
I

am now

ready with my assortment

of

very good Piano Pieces

FOR CHRISTMAS.
Phrintninti CJifB, by Rosabel. A truly delight*
rul little Cantata for Children, with a very pretty
story, neat music, pleasing dialogues, and all quite
easy enough for the younger children of sahools
and Sunday Schools Price 25 cts. $2.50 per dozen.
of Cbri^tutn*. A rousing good, stirring Cantata by Fanny K Newbery and T. Martin
Towne. For children, with the assistance of a few
adults. Simple scenery needed Price 30 cts. or
$3.00 per (loz.
OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.
Send to JOHN ('. HAYNES & CO., Boston,
branch house of O. Oitson & Co.) for grand Ulus
trated Catalogue of all Musical Instruments
nov21eod&\v2w
Strings and Trimmings.

Sleiglis!

Fine

adapted for pleasure

or

business.

RUSSIAN, CANADIAN AND STANDARD PORTLAND STYLES.
High Hacks, Deep Seats, Soft Cushions,
Low Posted, Broad Step.

Treasonable
Come and

see

them before purchasing.

Me.
Portland,dim

Union Street,
no28

CHSGKERING
IN PORTLAND.
A Fresh Stock Now

THURSTON’S,
SOLE AGENT,

3 Free Street Sleek, Portland.

ASHTON’S

Factory-Filled Salt.
FOR DAIRY USE.

KID
FOREST

PORTLAND, ME.

229 COMMERCIAL ST.,

HEADACHE)

Cured by*
these Little Fills* ■
They also relieve Dis*
tress from Dyspepsia*
I ndigestion and Too*
Hearty Eating. A per-*
feet remedy for Dizzi-*
ness, Nausea, Drowsi-*
neee, Bad Taste in the*
Mouth, Coated Tongue*
Pain in the Side, &C.H
rhey regulate the Bow-*
Const!-*
__Jels and prevent to
take*
nation and Piles. TheBmallestana easiest
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg-*
etable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by mail for$1.00*

■_^Positively

aactcd

urmnucrA

kl»,. v

,.i<

IB

A Valunble Family Medicine.
Messrs. Maurice Baker & Co., Gentlemen; Have
used Baker's Great American Specific tor some
time and have fonnd it a very valuable family
medicine. Bv external application it gave me very
much relief from piles, which had been troubling

*1. T. COLLINS,
for many years.
144 Suffolk street, Lowell, Mass.
Ask for “BIKER’S (ireal American
(Specific,” prepared by Maurice Baker & Co.,
Portland. Me. Sold by all Druggists. IhMcer.o cts.
NAT INF At.”!'I ON GEIBANTEED.
eodlst,or4thp
nov(.
me

DRESSES, ULSTERS &SACQUES
Cleaiiwed

Pressed
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Dyed Whole? and
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Wear,
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St.
FOREST CITY RYE HOUSE, 13 Preble
eod4w
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GLOVES
CITY

DYE

30.26

30.16
30.19
30.10
Norfolk. Va. 29.88
Philadelphia. 30.09

Washington.. 30.08
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.04

Charleston... 29.99
Jacksonville. 29.98

Savannah,Ga

30.01

New Orleans 30.14
Cincinnati, 0 30.11

Memphis.30.09
Pittsburg.... 30.09

Buffalo, N.Y. 30.13
Cleveland.... 30.11

1

Detroit. 30.10
Oswego. 30.14
Alpena,Mich 30.06

Chicago, Ills. 30.12
Duluth,Minn 30.10
Marquette...
Milwaukee.
St. Louis, Mo
St. Paul,Minn
Omaha, Neb.

Bismarck,Da

St. Vincent..

HOUSE,
eod4w
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30.09
30.07
30.14
30.00
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34
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An Unfortunate Brush Fire.
Mi. Vernon, Nov. 28.—The Town House in
Mt. Vernon was consumed by lire about 2 o’clock
Friday afternoon. The cause of the fire was from
burning brush in a field adjoining. The fire ran
Tiie
on the grass and around the building.
gentleman who set the brush was unable to stop
tbe progress of tlie flames.
Maine
Post
Batch
of
masters.
Washington, Nov. 28.—New Maine post
offices established and postmasters appointed:
Cedar Grove, Lincoln county—F. E. Colton,
Another

postmaster.

Point, Hancock county—Alonzo If. Grindle,
postmaster.
Pratt’s Corner, Androscoggin county—Edward
Pratt, postmaster
Bridgewater Centre. Aroostook county—Charles
P. Church.
Oak

A Sabattus Workman Falls Into
Kettle of Boiling Dye.

a

Sabattus, Nov. 28.—John Wright, a man employed in It. Bleakie & Co.’s dye house, fell into a
boiling dye kettle this morning. He was terribly
scalded. It is not known yet bow serious bis internal injuries are.

the

Dead Vice President.
Lewiston, Nov. 28.—The city government tonight adopted resolutions of sorrow over the
death of the Vice President. The fact that but
one corporation in the city has seen fit to place its
flags at half mast is exciting much unfavorable
comment,
Bangor, Nov. 28.—By order of the department
the government buildings of this city were draped
today out of respect to the memory of the late
Vice President Hendricks, and tile City Council
at a meeting tonight passed resolutions of condolence with the widow of the deceased.
A Wandering Veteran.
Boston, Nov. 28.—Gottlieb Serger, who claims
to belong at the Togus Soldiers’ Home, was found
tonight wandering aimlessly about the Boston &
Maine depot in this city and locked up at the
station house.

Knights

of Labor.

Bangor, Nov. 29.—A lodge to be known as
Penobscot Assembly,
Knights of Labor of
America, under District Assembly No. 86, was
organized here today by George F. Dutton of
Lewiston.
Sprung Aleak.
Provincetown, Mass., Nov. 29.—Arrived
27th, schooner American Eagle, Trask, Bangor
for Newport, lumber loaded. She sprung aleak
F'rlday night ten miles north of Highland Light,
is leaking 2200 strokes per hour, and will haul
out and hold a survey. Also arrived, schooner
Harbinger, Bangor for Provincetown.

z'
Captured

Latest

ricks.

The Remains to Lie in

Years’ Work of that Service.

Indianapolis
Washington. Nov. 29.—The annual report of
S. I. Kimball, general superintendent of the life
Saving service, shows that at the close of tlie last
fiscal year the establishment embraced 203 sta.
tlons. The number of disasters to vessels during the year was 250 having on board 2200 persons, of whom 2190 were saved.
The number of
who received succor at stations was 568. The estimated value of vessels
involved in these disasters was $3,519,550, and
of their cagoes $1,084,405,
and of the total
amount $3,352,7G0 was saved and $1,351,695
lost. Tlie number of vessels totally lost was 50.
In addition to the foregoing there was during tlie
year 115 casualties to smaller craft, on winch
were 233 persons, 232 of whom were saved. Tlie
property involved In these instances is estimated
at $28,925, of which $20,823 was saved. Thirtyseven persons Were rescued who had fallen from
wharves, piers, etc., and who would lufve perished without the help of (the life saving crews.
Tlie total loss of life within tlie scope of the service is the smallest ever readied since its
general extension except in tlie year 1880 when
out nine were lost. Since that time, however, the
field of operations lias been greatly enlarged by
tlie addition of 24 stations. Tlie assistance rendered in saving vessels and cargoes during tlie
year was also larger than in any previous year
except tlie last preceding, 300 vessels having
been worked off when stranded, repaired when
damaged, piloted out of dangerous places and
similarly assisted by statiou crews, besides 204
instances where vessels running into danger of
stranding in the night time were warned off by
tlie signals of tlie patrol.
Tlie following table gives a summary of tlie statistics of tlie service from the introduction of the
present system in 1871 to tile close of the fiscal
year. (The loss of life includes 183 lost at the
wreck of the Huron and Metropolis, which really
is not chargeable to the service):
Number of disasters.
2,918
Property involved. i.;.. $51,703,094

shipwrecked

persons

Property saved.$30,277,929
Property lost.$15,485,765

Persons involved.
25,693
Persons saved.
25,236
457
Persons lost.
Persons succored at stations.
4,829
Deducting from tlie number of lives given
above tlie loss at tlie wrecks of the Huron and
Metropolis, there is presented the remarkable
♦exhibit of only 274 lost within tlie scope of tlie
service during the fourteen years embraced by
the table._

DEPARTMENT

OF

AGRICULTURE.

Nov. 29.—Commissioner

Coleman, in his annual report to the President,
says the year which opened in gloom, threatening
destruction of winter crops by the severity of the
temperature, is closing with bright prospects of
abundance produced at a cost which is not a
burden to the producer, and to be sold at a price

they are now separately carrying on experiments
at an expense of time and means, aud yet without
any central head through which to report and
compare results with each other. He submits
that the department should have full authority
and ample means to avail itself of the peculiar
advantages offered by these endowed institutions

in order to test in a manner aud on a scale sufficient to determine all questionable points of the
adaptability of new and rare seeds to the various
sections of the country. He describes the serious
effect upon our foreign trade in live stock result-

ing from the existence of» contagious diseases

among cattle, sheep and swine and .says the restrictions upon our interstate commerce from the same
cause nave been a very great burden, and that
the reduction in the value of cattle in the affected
districts has been enormous.
Of the work of the division of chemistry, lie
says that the investigation of the influence of
climate and soil in the composition of cereals has
progressed far enough to scientifically determine
what parts of the country produce the best

cereals.
The annual report of Mr. Dodge, statistician of
the department, for the present year contains, the
commissioner says, a review of the course of agri
cultural production during 15 years, which allows
an estimated increase in
corn of 37.000,000
acres, or 80 per cent.; in wheat, of 20,000,000
108
in
oats, of 13.000,000
acres, or
per cent.;
acres, or 142 per cent.; and all cereals iakeu toor
97
gether 07,000,000 acres,
per cent. The enof the wheat area was extraordinary
largement
the
of
the
partial failure of the
during
period
The extension of
crops of Western Europe.
breadth in maize was aided by a reserve of the
foreign trade in beeves and fresh meats, and by
the sudden enlargement of the exports of pork
products; and induced by the cheapness of corn
and the cultivation of oats it has received an
especial impetus from the seeding of rust proof
varieties in the South and from a necessity of less
heating food for horses than too exclusive maize
rations.
Increased from 09,000,000 acres of
cereals in 1870 to 130;000,000 acres means the
and
harvesting of an additional area
seeding
cqiuti

iu

me

cmuv

auimuc

in

luitd aim

ituun

Carolina

Tlie average estimated product of the principal
food crops of tlie last live years is compared with
tlie average of tlie ten years preceding,
1870 to 1879 inclusive, showing ail enormous- annual increase in aggregate as well as per acre.
Tlie average yield of corn, lie continues, per acre
lias been 23.9 bushels, against 27.1 for
period, and the average value therefore has been
higher, 44.7 cents per bushel instead of 42.0, and
the average value of the acre, §10.07 instead of
§11.54. The average yield of wheat iu the two
periods are nearly identical, 12.3 and 12.4 bushels respectively, hut the price lias averaged 90.1
instead of $104.9, tlie demand not being equal to
the supply.
Tlie commissioner describes the result of tlie
work of the microscopic division in the discovery
ofja method of detecting counterfeit butter, and in
this connection lie says the unparalleled increase
few years of tlie manufacture and
during the
sale of various compounds of animal fats, vegetable oils and other substances which are fraudulently represented to tlie public as butter, threatens tlie destruction of legitimate dairy business

(from

preceding

past

interests winch are of the largest magnitude and
It is not. he
affect all sections of the country.
says, competition dairying that is deprecated, but
simulation of true dairy products, tlie deception of
misleading names, use of impure substances and
dishonest sale at high rates of products otlierwiso
of little value, practices which demoralize trade,
defraud honest industry and deceive tlie buyers.
To protect the public from these deceptive practices lie earnestly recommends tlie prompt passage ol a stringent law by Congress to prevent the
continuance ot tins business except under such
regulations as the necessities of the case demand,
the enforcement of this law if thought advisable
by Congress to he placed under the control of the

Internal Revenue Department.
In conclusion lie says: “I beg to represent that
the department of agriculture growing in importance and usefulness as our agricultural population increases and its wants and necessities multiply, should obviously be a progressive institution
m order to keep pace with the increasing demands
made upon it. It is for the legislative branch to
determine how far its importance shall be recognized and witli what powers it shall he clothed to
enable it to partially meet the obligation which

tlie country always

owes

to its agriculture.”

WORK OF THE SEA.

Great

Changes Wrought Along

the

Cape Cod Shore.
the Harbor at Wellfleet

Disappears.

UP.

and

Plundered.
San Francisco, Nov. 28.—Chinese advices by
Steamship City of Felling contain the following:
The British Steamer Greyhound, trading between
Hong Kong and Paklioi. left the former port on
Oct. 17tli, with 120 passengers and a general cargo. When seventy miles southwest of Hong Kong
abi ut forty of the passengers suddenly opened
fire with revolvers on the unsuspecting officers.
The captain \va< stabbed and then thrown overhoard. Tin :.) other unite officers on board
wore the lirsi :ihd second mates and chief and assisl ut engineers. The chief officer and assistant
engineer were forced at the point of the revolver
to work the vessel, while the others, with the remaiiiingp ssencers and the Chinese crew of 25
men were ..laced ill the hold and the hatches batThe pirates then ransacked the
tened dm. o.
steamer. The vessel was ttirned about and when
about fortv miles from Hong Kong three junks
and plunder
o; me alongside, took off flic pirates
valuedtat in,000 and sailed away. The pirates
of the vessel nearly nine
were in possession
The Chinese authorities have captured
hours
the two junks containing the property pirated
from the Greyhound and six men who were concerned in the outrage. The prisoners will probably be beheaded.

WASHINGTON.

Looking Up Mail Contractors.
Washington. Nov. 28.—Postmaster General
Vilas having been informed by First Assistant
Postmaster General' Stevenson that certain mail
contractors had become bondsmen for postmasters
on the line of their routes, In-day issued the fol.
lowing order:
Mail contractors, mail carriers and their agents
who iiave contracts or are interested in
transporting mails will not be accepted as sureties on bonds of
postmasters at post offices
located on any mail route on which way mails are
transported under such contract.
Minor Matters.
Tut* total postal revenue during the year was
while
Hie j xpeudilures actual and
$42,5<iy,.S4:i.
..led including coinot-nsHlion to Pacific rail;•!-■. for mall .-irryin;- wore $50,942,4:16, leaving
r
an excess of the estimated total cost of the serI vice over the gross receipt of $8,381,571.

Reports from
Steamer
Nov.

the

Wrecked

Brooklyn.

28.—The

latest

news

of

the

wrecked steamer Brooklyn received at the Signal
Service Bureau states that tlie vessel is ashore on
Anticosti Island, having been driven farther up
on tlie beach by the recent easterly gales. She is
opened forward, is breaking amidships and will
probably go to pieces during the next easterly
gale. Nothing of importance lias been saved
from tlie cargo. Tlie wrecking steamer Earl of
Dufferin lies near tlie Brooklyn, and is also breaking up. It is more than likely that the Dufferin's
It
crew will have to w inter on Anticosti Island.
is stated that the steamer Coban refused to answer signals sent out from Fame Point by the Signal Service agent there, who had been instructed
by tlie Signal Service Bureau to try to draw the
attention of the Coban and have her go to the resThe shipwrecked crew of the Dufferin, ascue.
sisted by fishermen, are now busily engaged In
erecting dwellings opposite tlie wreck for shelter
during the winter. The Dufferin had on hoard a
large part of the Brooklyn’s cargo. There is little
chance of saving anything more from tlie Brooklyn.

Frovincetown, Nov. 28.—Engineer Nickerson
is inspecting tlie ravages made by tlie last storm
along tlie back side of tlie Cape. In some places
great slices of tlie shore from two to three hundred feet long and thirty feet wide have disappeared beneath the waves. Tlie patrolmen say the
work of the surf is most apparent near Peaked
Hills. When High Head Life Station was built
two years ago a lull nearly forty feet high intervened between it and the sea. Nowall has been
leveled bv wind and waves, and at high water on
Thursday the station house was surrounded by
water, and the fresh water well was filled with
brine. South of the station a deep gully has been
washed, necessitating an extra half mile w'alk for
the snrfmen on patrol duty.
At Newcomb’s Hollow, Wellfleet, where before
the storm a good roadway led down to the surf,
Tlie whole
now intervenes a bluff 15 feet high.
beach line has changed very much in the past two
years, and it is estimated that between 30 and 40
feet of the entire beach has disappeared beneath
the sea the last two years.
In the harbor tilings remain practically unchanged, except the washing away of House
Point Island, a small island in tlie cove formerly a
great resort of picidc parties. It disappeared entirely Monday night. Long Point remains intact.
The storm also caused considerable damage to
tlie Chatham beach, sections ot which are now
entirely submerged at half tide. It lias been tlie
most severe gale in this vicinity for a long time.
HURLED DOWN A SHAFT.

_

LAND CRABBINC IN TEXAS.
Three Men
A Serious Condition

of

Things

De-

scribed by the State Land Board.
Galveston, Nov. 28.—A special from Austin
says: “The State Land Board held a prolonged
session yesterday and finally adopted an address
to the Governor on the subject of the land laws
and their open violation. The address says that
the hoard.learns that the land inclosure act and
the act for the sale and lease of educational lands
have been and are now being openly and notoriously violated; that a scope of country In the
western part of the state embracing over 100,00(1
square miles, nearly one-lialf of which is educational land, is lield by a population not exceeding
6000 souls: that a large majority of these occupants are there in violation of the law, and that
grass is being fed upon and timber sold and cut by
The
t hese usurpers in open defiance of the law.
board presents three alternatives to the Governor
immedibe
the
in
premises: First, new laws must
ately passed to meet emergencies: or, second,
some plan devised by which the State constabulary force can be used to enforce tlie law; or. third,
the educational lands must he abandoned to tlie
rapacity of the few and taxation resorted to for
,»
i
the :: ppmt of t.ie public schools,
ight
bym uy that this action on the part of tlie hoard
extra
sestlie
will
suit in
Governor's calling an
sion >f the Legislature for the purpose of devising
the
land laws and protect the
meal s to enforce
Stati from rapacious foreign cattle corporations.
■
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NOVEMBER

Fall Down a Mine

Shaft

One Hundred and Fifty Feet.
New York, Nov. 28.—A terrible accident occurred early this morning, at a place called Merritt’s Corner, N. Y., in Westchester county, near
tlie hue of the New York City and Northern Railroad. While a number of workmen were descending a shaft at the new aequeduet works,
the guard slide caught when but a short distance
from tlie top. throwing out one of the occupants
of tlie car, named John Edwards.
In his fall
Edwards struck against a bucket which was comthe
shaft, also containing several workmen.
ing up
The concussion threw James Burke, Michael
Doyle and an Italian, name unknown, from tlie
ascending ear, and they with Edwards fell to the
bottom of the slmft, a distance of 150 feet.
Edwards, Burke and Doyle were instantly
killed, and Hie Italian sustained injuries which
will probably prove fatal. His skull is fractured.
Burke leaves a widow ami child. Doyle was also
a married man, and leaves a family in Ireland.
Edwards leaves a widow and child in some part of

Pennsylvania.

Peter Barr’s Horrible Death.
Great Barrington, Nov. 28.—While Peter
Barr, who has been in the employ of the Monument Mills Company at Housatonic for the past
three years, was cleaning a rag-pteker, this
forenoon, he was caught In the machinery and instantly killed. His head and arms were severed
from iiis body. He was aged 51 years and leaves
a wife and child.

State

President Cleveland
Attend

in

the

Today.

Court House

Decides Not to

the Funeral.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 28.—The arrangements for the funeral of Vice President Hendricks
are now about complete, and the order of the procession has been determined upon as follows:
Mounted and unmounted police.
Military baud from Columbus barracks.
Gen. Fred Kneffier, marshal of the day, and staff.
Adjt. Gen. Konntz, and staff.
Military companies.

Hearse.
Guard of honor.
Mrs. Hendricks and family.
Members of President Cleveland's cabinent.
Ex-President Hayes.
Judges of the United States Court.
United States Senators.
Members of the House of Representatives.
Governors of states and their staffs.
Civic organizations.
Mayors of cities and officers.
Members of city councils and other municipal
bodies.
Citizens in carriages.
The procession will be in three divisions, each
under the grann marshal and his aids.
The line
of march will be from the church through the
principal streets to the cemetery.
At the Hendricks residence this morning there
was a large number of callers, and the usual curiAt 10 o’clock
ous crowd iii front of the house.
Mrs. Hendricks and other relatives united in private devotional exercises, there being no minister
present, but afterward Rev. Dr. Strlnfellow of
Montgomery came in and participated in the ser-

Hendricks was there. She wore deep mourning
and a heavy crape veil. Her face showed evidence of weeping, but she bore herself with
much composure, giving way to lier emotions only
Wlille the remainder of the party waited
once.
ill a Side Corridor she leaning on the arm of one of
the gentlemen went to the side of the casket and
gazed long and fixedly on tlie face of her husband
and was then kindly led away apparently reluctunt to leave the spot. After she had retired tlie
doors were once more reopened and the crowd allowed to go through till midnight.
New York, Nov. 29.—A delegation from the
Tammany Hall general committee and the Tamthe \ ice
many Society to attend the funeral of
President left the Grand Central depot this after
noon.
The party numbered 40, and they expect
to reach Indianapolis tomorrow night.
Sad Death of a Yale Student.
New Haven, Ct., Nov. 28.—Tlie dead body of
Warren S. Yates, son of President Yates of the
Nebraska National Bank, Omaha, of the junior
class of Yale, who was blown out into the Sound
in an open boat while dnck shooting Thanksgiving
Day, was recovered this morning on the Long Island shore.
Notwithstanding tlie fierce gale
which was blowing, his boat did not capsize, and
his dead body, one oar, and tlie gun were found in
The
it when it came ashore at Baiting Hollow.
body was frozen stiff and the knees drawn up to
sufferthe stomach, clearly pointing to the story of
ing. Deatii had evidently overtaken the youth
many hours before the boat drifted ashore.
Excessive Use of Cocaine.
lias been
Chicago, Nov. 29.—Dr. Bradley
taken to tlie Washington home, caused by tlie extlie
patient's entire
cessive use of cocaine, and
family are suffering more or less from his promisdoubtful
whether any
It is
cuous use of tlie drug.
The family consisted
of them will ever recover.
of tlie doctor, his wife and five children.
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Bulgarians Capture Pirot
Point of the Bayonet.

The

An

Concluded

Armistice

at the

Between

I

:

Queen

cnristiana

dent

tojirgehim tojreconsider

liisdeternihiatlon to

attend the funeral of the Vice President. Their
argument lias been, not that there would he more
than ordinary danger involved in the proposed
is such that it is
journey, but that the emergency risk
of accident
his duty to avoid every possible
to bis me and health until Congress meets and a
A large number of telesuccession is provided.
grams to the same effect have been pouring in upon tlie President today from leading men from all
sections of the county, including Hon. Samuel J.
Tilden, and a number from distinguished friends
At a late hour this
of the late Vice President.
afternoon, the following was received from Mr.
Hold, ids law partner and intimate friend:
Indianapolis, Nov. 28.
To the Presdent:
“Mrs. Hendrick requests me to thank you for
your message of sympathy, and also Miss CleveShe reland for her kind and beautiful letter.
quests me to say that your presence at the funeral ol her husband would be very grateful to her
feelings, lmt that she fully appreciates the
weighty public reasons that exist at this time
against your coming west, and begs that you will
lie governed entirely by your sense of public duty.
Oscak B. Hobi).
Washington, Nov. 29.—The President this afternoon determined not to make the trip.to Indianapolis. To a representative of the Associated
Press lie said:
"in tne nrst

moment oi

me

shock oi iur. nen-

dricks’ deatli I yielded to my inclination and declared my intention to be present at tlie funeral.
Of course in reaching that conclusion 1 did not
of public
put out of view a peremptory pressconsiderabusiness or what I deemed sufficient
The
the
to
tion of my .duty
public busipeople.
ness 1 thought I could dispose of by additional
of
and f conmore
hours
and
work,
application
sidered if my duty to the people to answer the
to the
affection
of
and
tender sentiment
respect
dead Vice President which does them great
in
conI
at
fault
now
was
In
am
satisfied
honor.
sidering the ,question in that I did not take as
I
owe
tlie
of
the
view
a
duty
comprehensive
public us I should. That is, I did not look at
and
1
am
afraid
of
my strong per|.it
every phase
sonal desire somewhat clouded my judgment. I
reminded by some of the best
now
am
and most patriotic and thoughtful of our
of
the solemn duties
that
citizens
my
and
national
office are at the
capital
that in the present pecular and delicate situation
I ought not to take an even chance of accident incident to travel to gratify aesntiment so general
and so characteristic as that involved In this subject. I have been profoundly impressed by these
considerations, but most of all influenced by
their strong and unanimous presentation by devoted friends of the late Vice President living in
his State aud city, and their endorsement by the
noble and patriotic woman, who, iu the infinite
sorrow of her widowhood, reflects tlie spirit and
character of her honored husband in her solicitude
for

the

public good.

neither my desire

nor

1 am now certain that
the sentiment referred to,

difficulty that attends iu this case a
change of design nor any stubborn idea of heroism will justify me in subjecting the country to
any greater chance of disaster than attends my
performance of strict duty here, and that I
ought not to inflict upon my countrymen even
the unrest and anxiety attending my departure,
nor

the

absence and return in attendance upon the funeral ceremonies.
Indianapolis, Nov. 29.—Uniformed soldiers
kept watch all last night in front of the residence
The day dawned
of the late Vice President.
gloomily, but the sun was scarcely visible before
curious people began congregating about the gateway. By 8 o’clock there were a thousand persons
present, mostly working people, and an hour later
the crowd increased to such proportions it was
necessary for the police to keep a passage way
Wear for those whose duty called them to tlie
bouse. Mrs. Hendricks arose early and with the
family and Ur. Jenckes went to St. Paul’s church
and joined in devotional exercises. No callers
were admitted except those who were to make
tlie necessary arrangements for the removal of
the body to tlie court house. It lay in the darkened parlor, the casket and floor around it being cov
ered with floral designs. On the outside the
crowd increased till it reached a block away from
tlie bouse in each direction, and all the streets
down town were tilled with people who hurried
about searching for eligible locations from which
to see the procession, while the side streets were
filled with carriages. The usual religious observances of the day were for the greater part unattended. All tlie forenoon the weather had been

threatening,
i.«t Kciirlithr nnrl

but abont 10 o’clock the

tlie day.

onntinnoil

tn

allinix

sun came
tlll'nilU'hnilt

At 10.30 the local military companies under
command of Adjutant General Kouutz and the
Governor’s staff marched to the Hendricks residence hind were drawn up in line in front of the
gate. The hearse was drawn by four black horses
covered with silk flags festooned with crape.
Promptly at 11 the burial casket was placed in
the hearse and the procession slowly moved toWhen the procession
wards the court house.
neared the court house it was found necessary to
stop for |nearly 10 minutes till the streets could
be cleared ;for it to proceed. This building presented a striking appearance. The entire front
was .covered with black and the white marble
columns were incircled with streamers of black
and white and the national colors. Inside the appearance was striking and in perfect taste. The
galieries were covered with evergreen interThe approaches to
woven with the folds of flags.
the stairs and side corridors were full of ferns and
growing plants and flowers were under the
rotunda. Directly in tlie centre of the building
stands the catafalque and in the centre is the bier
raised about three feet from the floor and covered
witli broad cloth.
At 11.30 o’clock the casket was brought in and
placed in the catafalque, after which tlie floral
offerings were arranged at the head and foot. A
large broken column surmounted by white doves,
and sheaves of rosebuds, smilax, ferns and carnations, was placed directly at the head of the coffin, and a very elaborate offering was sent
by Patrick Eagan, president of the Irish Land
League of America, and was placed on the
coffin, together with a beautiful floral pillow of
roses and smilax, on which rest a broken gavel,
the insignia of office made of violets, and below
this another pillow of white, with the letter “H”
in blue immortelles in the centre. At the foot
was another very elaborate design, sent by citizens of Madison county.
Many other floral offerings. beautiful and elaborate, were placed in tlie
and face of the dead
bust
the
catafalque. Only
statesman were visible through tlie heavy plate
glass. The body was arrayed in an evening dress
of black broadcloth, high collar and white silk
tie and a plain shirt front with gold studs. The
features are remarkably life like, with the
exception of a slight discoloration jnst under the
eyes.
After the personal friends and organizations
that performed escort duties had viewed the remains, doors were opened and the apparently
endless procession began. Tlie arrangements had
been made so perfectly there was neither confusion nor delay and the crowds passed quietly.
They were not allowed to linger by tlie coffin, lmt
could catch only a hurried glimpse of the features
of the dead man as they passed. At half past five
o’clock it was decided io close tlie doors till six,
and
this arrangement was announced to the
crowd. Thousands, however, retnaiued in line
and more than 35,000 people poured through the
building during the afternoon.
At 7 o’clock in the morning the building will
>nce more be thrown open to the public and be
.cept open till 5 o’clock u. m., when the remains
will be returned to the family residence.
Mrs. Hendricks having expressed a desire to
visit the court house, where the body of her husband was lying in state, Gen. Knefler this evening
sent her a message asking her to designate the
time, so the building might be cleared. She
named ^o’clock, and at that hour the doors were
closed and everybody was excluded while Mrs.

lanes

me uoui vi

Allegiance.

*.*.*

This afternoon the body of Vice President Hendricks was dressed, and, after being placed in the
burial casket, was carried down stairs to the front
parlor where it will remain until tomorrow.
Around the room on tables and mantels are beautiful floral devices sent In by sympathetic friends,
and on the coflin is a large pillow of white tlowersjWith the simple initial •TP'in blue immortelles
in the centre. The casket rests near the window,
and through the darkened curtains but little light
falls upon it. The face of the dead man retained
very much of its natural appearance, and aside
from the closed eyes and rigid muscles the presence of deatli is not shown conspicuously.
Only
the intimate friends of the family were, admitted
to the room, and tonight the house was closed entirely to callers.
Tliis morning H. It. Parks, the sculptor, took a
plaster cast of the face, and succeeded in securing a fine impression, from which lie will model a
bust for the family.
Telegrams of condolence continue to come in.
A despatch from Hon. Edward S. Phelps, minister
to England, readied Mrs. Hendricks through the
State Department, and 50 or more similar messages came this morning from mayors of cities,
chairmen of memorial meetings and political
clubs in all parts of the country.
Indianapolis, Nov. 29.—The full list of pall
Gov. Gray, Ex-Gov. Porbearers is as follows:
ter, Hon. Win. H. English, Judge W. A. Woods,
Postmaster Jones. Mr. Freileiirk Hand, Mr. David Many and Mayor McMaster.
Washington. Nov. 28.—The United States Supreme Court will meet Monday and adjourn until
Thursday without transacting business. Justices Matthews and Blatchford will represent the
court at the funeral of the late Vice President. A
considerable number of senators, representatives
and public officials, as well as many distinguished
citizens of Washington have called on tile Presi-

Off with

He Runs

York

$45,000
City.

to

New

Montreal, QvT.., Nov. 27.—Mark Isaac
Gauthier, who was a short time in general business here, previously, for
many years confidential
clerk and book-keeper in Lefebvre & Co.’s vinegar
manufactory, has absconded to New York State,
after defrauding his former employers out of $15,000, and the banks .Tacipie Cartier, Nationale, Du
Peuples and several wholesale firms out of $30,000. As a number of forged notes have been presented with Lefebvre's name endorsed, an application will be made for the absconder’s extradition. He appeared very pious all the time he was

systematically embezzling

his former employer's
money, having a private chapel fitted up inside his
dwelling, and compelling his family and employes
Ic attend prayers, morning and evening. Two of
his, ins remain here, one studying to be a doctor
and Hie other for the priesthood.

CROOKED

CANADIANS.

Counterfeiters Circulating

Montreal

Bills.

Forged

Montreal, Que., Nov. 28.—A gang of swindlers, supposed to be German lithographers and
printers, have emulated forged $5 bills of the
Bank of British North America all over this province. Tlie banks generally being on their guard
have escaped loss, but the country dealers and
farmers have been defrauded to large amounts as
learned by hundreds of dollars of counterfeit bills
coming here to be deposited. An attempt of a
similar kind was tried In Ontario two years ago,
and it is considered that the present counterfeits
The imitation Is defecare from the same block.
tive in many respects, the type, color of ink and
Two dollar Dominion
likeness being imperfect.
currency bills, dated the loth of June, 1878, have
also found circulation to a considerable extent.

SOUTH AMERICA.
The Remains of the Late King Alfonso Lying in State.

....*

THOMAS A. HENDRICKS.

tlierst, the leader of the clerical party, defended
the Jesuits and complained that the evangelical
missions were favored by the government. To
this Prince Bismarck replied that only Jesuits
were excluded from the coloni°s.
A MONTREAL ABSCONDER.

Ex-Queen Isabella Offers Her Influ-

Panama Railroad Underwater.
Panama, Nov. 28, via Galveston.—The Panama
Railroad is covered with water to the dcptli of
flfteen feet at Matachin, and all the traffic on the
This state o£ affairs was
road is suspended.
caused by a heavy sea and wind on the Atlantic

side of the Isthmus, which backed up the waters
It is expected that the
of the Cbagres river.
waters will

rapiillyjnibsiUe._

ence.

CENERAL NEWS.

English Elections
Fully Known.

Result of the

Not

Sofia, Nov. 28.—Reports from Prince Alexander’s headquarters at the front, state that the
Bulgarians continue their forward movement. A
severe battle was
fought at Pirot, in which the
tile
Bulgarians forced the Servians to retire at
and captured tliat town.
the
of
bayonet,
point
The town is occupied by a force of Bulgarians,
and a portion of Prince Alexander's arms has advanced seven kilometres beyond tiie town.
London, Nov. 28.—The Servian government
lias called upon every man in Nissa, under pain
of being shot, to provide himself witli three days
rations, and prepare to defend Pirot and Nissa.
Fifteen thousand Servian troops are disabled. The
As a last resource, Col. Harvatoarmy is sullen.
viteli, the Servian minister at St. Petersburg, who
is an able strategist, lias left that city o take
command of the Servian forces. The inhabitants
oi Koumelia have sent a collective telegram to
Prince Alexander, urging him to continue the
war with Servia.
Eustchuk, Nov. 28.—The commander at Widdin telegraphs that the Servians, under Gen.
Leshjanin, attacked that place under pretence of
an armistice, but were repulsed with lieavy loss.
Later, a force of Bulgarians from Lorn Palanka
carried the Servian positions at Arzer Palanka.
Belgbade, Nov. 28.—King Milan lias joined
the army near Pirot. where he will soon take
command of a force of 80,000 men. Gen. Topalovitcli has refused to propose an armistice to Prince
Alexander.
London, Nov. 28.—A despatch from Belgrade
says that an armistice between Servia and Bulgaria was concluded at 3.30 o’clock tliis afternoon.
The cessation of hostilities was brought about by
the efforts of Count von Khevenbuller-Metscli, the
Austro-Hungarian envoy extraordinary and minister

plenipotentiary

at

Belgrade.

London, Nov. 29.—Advices from Sofia state
that the armistice between Bulgaria and Servia
was only concluded after the Austro-Hungarian
minister to Servia had notified Prince Alexander
that if the Bulgarians advanced another kilometre, Austrian troops would cross the frontier and
The minister added that
fight the Bulgarians.
the capture of Pirot had showed Prince Alexander's military honor and assured his reputation.
Meteoric

Displays.

London, Nov. 28.—Meteoric displays in connecwith Biela’s comet, have beeu observed
disslightly in London and Windsor. A brilliant and
play is reported from Athens, and at Naples
stars.
of
showers
were
shooting
there
Teheran
Loyal xo t-arneu.
London, Nov. 29.—Fifty thousand l’arnellites
gathered opposite the vice regal lodge in Dublin
today despite the rain that was falling, and
pledged their confidence in Mr. Parnell, and
crowds of youths headed by bands paraded
"God save
through the principal streets singing the
ConserIreland.” A row took place opposite

workingmen’s

house.

Sad Accident in

Birmingham.

London, Nov. 28.—At a banquet given at Birmingham tonight to celebrate an opening of the
museum of that city, when the Prince and his party were about to retire, a number of guests rushed
to tlie balcony to wituess his departure, in the
crowding that ensued. -Mr. Bennett, a magistrate
and famous philanthropist, was pushed from the
balcony and fell to the pavement, 50 feet below.
His body was literally dashed to pieces. The accident was witnessed by the Prince of Wales and
an enormous crowd of people.

Honoring the Dead King.
Madrid. Nov. 28.—The sad procession from E
Pardo to Madrid was made under a flood of gloriIt
ous sunlight, and the weather was delightful.
is estimated that the multitude who viewed the
The
royal
pageant numbered at least 80,000.
family have settled themselves at the palace.
Great anxiety is expressed with regard to the attitude of the'Vatican in the present crisis. The
Pope will undoubtedly have great influence over
tlie political situation, and if tlie Vatican favors a
regency and the crowning of Mercedes, the Carlist movement will come to naught.
King Humbert has sent two aides-de-camp to
represent him at the funeral of the late King AlThe London Times’ Marseilles despatch says
the Spanish revolutionists of that place liave sent
delegates to Madrid to take part in the expected
uprising of that faction.
Tlie London Times, editorially speaking of
Spanish affairs, says: “If Spanish statesmen neglect tlie chance to Improve Spain’s foreign policy
and, instead, give free play to personal ambition,
dark days are coming for Spain.”
The King of Portugal says, in a telegram of con“1 have lost the best
dolence te the Queen:
brother I had.”
A state of siege has been declared in Old Castile, forming the preseut provinces of Burgos,
Valladolid, Polensla, Avila, Segovia, Soria, Logrons, and Santander. It is reported that revolutionary agents, with important papers, have arrived m the nortern provinces.
Madrid, Nov. 29.—The body of the late King
Alfonso, was removed today to the Palace of the
The remains were followed by the
Escurial.
royal family, members of the Cabinet, and a long
procession of the nobility and other mourners.
The bier was covered with floral wreaths and
The weather was dull.
crowns.
Ex-Queen Isabella has written to Queen Christiana, in which shejplaces her influence at ChrisThe Queen has also received a
tiana's service.
declaration to the same effect from the Duke De

Montpensier.

Queen Christiana was intensely agitated during
the ceremony connected with taking the oath of
allegiance to tlie constitution, and the moment
the ceremony was over she retired to her apartments in an hysterical condition.
At a reunion of Moderate Republicans, which
was attended by Senor Castellar, it was agreed
not to attempt a revolution, but to quietly await
uevexuimxema.

The New Parliament.
Loodon. Nov. 28.—Yesterday closed leaving
the relative positions o{ the parties unchanged.
The counties that voted exhibit no such positive
returns as would justify either side in relying on
the capture of the bulk of the counties. The
Conservatives have obtained a slight advantage in
the city votes, but the majority is not sufficient to
enable a forecast of tire issue before the voting of
next week, when most of the counties hold their
elections.
The l’all Mall Gazette’s

analyses of

large

T.

C.

W.

U.

A letter from Bishop Fabre,granting permission
to all churches in tire diocese to say mass for the
repose of the soul of Riel, provided no political
demonstration was made was read in the Montreal churches yesterday.
Considerable excitement was caused yesterday
afternoon in Abington, Mass., by the report of a
small pox case in town. It seems that a young
taken
lady residing on Washington street was
sick witli varioloid Saturday afternoon and it is
said she contracted the disease oil tiro ears beand Boston.
tween that

Law

and

Order

Tiie Law and Order League meeting at the
Chestnut street church last evening was well
attended, and the large number of hearers
were addressed by Mr. Geo. L. Kimball,
president of the Portland Law and Order
League, Mrs. Geo. S. Hunt, president of the
Portland W. C. T. IT., Rev. Mr. Crosser, pastor of the First Presbyterian church, and
Rev. Mr. Daniels, pastor of the Second

Parish.
Mr. Kimball

opened the meeting by

read-

the 10th Psalm, after which prayer was
Mr. Kimball
offered by Mrs. Humphrey.
then said that it is .the intention to hold
meetings regularly during the winter and if

ing

the finances will warrant it to procure good

speakers from away. He hoped that the
evening’s contribution would be a generous
one.

Afterthe collection, Mr. Kimball made the
opening address. He said that those preto discuss for a little while a
great question—a question which is being
considered by all thinking people, and is fast
becoming historical. Different questions occupy the attention of the people of different
sections of the country, as for instance Massachusetts takes pride in her manufacturing
industries, the coal and iron industries are
sent had met

of the greatest importance in Pennsylvania,
and other pursuits in other portions of the
land. One section cares little about the sueof the industries of another section,'
but the entire country takes interest in the
liquor question, and that question in the
course of a few years is to do more to break
cess

down sectionalism and unite the country
than anything else now before the people.
On the one side is the strong and powerful
interest, against which the fight is

liquor

being carried on, and great gains have been
made during the past twelve months. The
speaker said that those who read only the
1
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these gains, as such papers either misrepresented the facts or ignored them altogether.
Immediately after, Mr. Kimball read the
following despatch,—which, he said, of
course

was

Saturday,

as

true—printed in the Pinss
showing the prohibition gain

of
in

the South:

ENTHUSIASTIC PROHIBITIONISTS.
FULTON

COUNTY, GEORGIA, GOES AGAINST
THE BUM SHOPS.

lows.

James Douglass, a tough character, was cap
tured by the police In Portsmouth, N. II., yesterday morning while attempting to ritle the money
drawer in a store lie had broken into.

and

League Meeting.

Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 27.—When it was announced Wednesday night that Fulton
county, Georgia, in which Atlanta is situated
had adopted focal prohibition by 240 majority
the enthusiasm of Prohibitionists was un-

The city was in a state of wildest
The Prohibitionists paraded
the streets by thousands and torches and
This is not,
bonfires lighted the heavens.
however, the end of the Prohibition fight.
The Prohibitionists declare thatnot until the
State is absolutely prohibition territory will
the right be stopped. Already instructions
have been sent out to leaders in the country
place
to see that all candidates for the State legislature, for governor, for Congress, and all
other offices shall be pledged to Prohibition.
Oak Crove Seminary.
This pushing of the prohibition question inTuesday the new school building of Oak to the active politics of the State has created
Grove Seminary at Yassalboro was dedicatunbounded excitement in all sections. The
Prohibitionists declare their purpose of only
ed, there being a reunion of old scholars, and
by the Democracy in so far as the
alumni. The day opened auspiciously, and standing
party makes itself a prohibition party. Cries
to
the
gather.
at an early hour
people began
for St. John are heard on all sides. If a
national election were to take place this
A large number of the old graduates and
week the State would vote the Prohibition
friends of the institution were present. At
The negroes are all actively comticket.
the morning meeting Mr. Charles Jones, the ! mitted to Prohibition and go arm in arm
of
weladdress
the
with their white allies.
present principal, gave
It has been claimed, said the speaker, that
come, which was responded to by Mr. Eli
Jones who gave an interesting history of the
the question of prohibition should be taken

early days of the school. The afternoon
meeting opened with reading of the scriptures by Mr. Charles Jones and prayer by
C. M. Bailey of Winthrop, after which the
presiding officer, introduced Mr. Augustine
Jones, A. H., formerly principal of Oak

bounded.

excitement.

politics, but the persistent efforts to
pervert the laws has rendered this impossible, and ten States this year give a larger
prohibition vote than was polled in the entire
out of

country last year.

Mrs. Hunt was the next speaker, and devoted her attention to two branches of the
work of the Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union. When the association was organized
its work was divided into two channels. One
was to carry the gospel to the poor and
down-trodden; the other, to secure better
laws for their protection. From these two
..14,.Fltn iiiirnncti nf iv.ivinff nff tllD
have grown out about thirty
debt on the building. The evening exercises I departments
subdivisions of the work which Mrs. Hunt
consisted of a paper by E. H. Cook, a former
principal of the school, on the Relation of likened to the mass of telegraph wires
the Seminary to Primary and Collegiate Inover the streets, composed of a large
stitutions,” followed by a prayer. “The strung
number of single wires, each of which while
Need of Better Primary Instruction” by
Miss Ellen A. Winslow of the institution.
not distinguishable to the imtrained eye has
The new building built
by Philbrook
its special purpose. Of these thirty divisions
Brothers of Lisbon Falls is a very conspicuof the work, the speaker took those which
It is a wooden
ous object for miles around.
referred to the laws of heredity and scienbuilding four stories in height, with a French
roof and bell tower, and heated with steam.
tific temperance instruction as the subject of
number of years the law partGrove, for
ner of Gcv. Audrew of Boston, and at present principal of the Providence school, who
delivered a very interesting address. Mr.
Chas. Jacobs, an assistant at the school,
read a paper giving a history of the institution from its foundation. A hymn composed
for the occasion was snug by the choir.
About $2000 were raised before the meeting
a

tion

vative

The strike at Wallace’s shoe factory in Rochester, N. H.,was ended Saturday afternoon by a satisfactory settlement.
Tlie funeral of Worcester W. Dearborn, tile locomotive engineer killed at Plymouth, Friday evening occurred in the Universalist church at ConThere was a
cord. N. H.. yesterday afternoon.
attendance of railroad men and Odd Fel-

CENTS.

TEMPERANCE.

pursue their calling In the same place. A
lengthy debate took place, in which Dr. Windto

Bulgaria.

Servla and

vices.

The burial casket came from Rochester, N. Y.,
this morning. It is veey richly and elaborately
mounted with solid silver and lined with fluted
white satin. On the head cap is a silver shrine
plate, bearing in old English ietters the words:
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of the Best Ballads.

American fiance Music Collection.
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BOSTON.

Me 30.14

TOTAL ASSETS.$4,316.957.91
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inferior stock.

Eastport.

772,687.19

Surplus.
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New London 30.151
Boston, Mass 30.12!

follow*:

159,580.00
8,599.70
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$2,000,000.00
are as
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1854.

Company
Cash on hand and in Bank, in hands
of Agents and in course of transmission.$ 518,315.37
Heal Estate.
108,255.31
United States Stocks and Bonds—
124,356.00
State, Countv and Municipal Securi....‘.
ties
236.475.47
Bank Stocks.
916,806.00
School District, Corporation and
Water Bonds.
277.490.00
Railroad Stocks and Bonds. 1,713.345.00
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Nov. 20, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations takeu at the same moment of time
at all stations.
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unsurpassed and a sure cure for moths.
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Clear Clear
IClear Clear
Mean daily bar. ..30.145 Maximum ther....36.8
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Total precip.00
Mean daily hum. 73.3
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the returns

up to last night, show a Conservative gain of 80
seats, against a Liberal gain of 38, but this gain
is still insufficient to give the Conservatives a
clear majority. The Liberals claim they hold lfil
seats against 139 for the Conservatives, 28 for
the Nationalists, and S for the Independents; the
latter are virtually Conservatives.
lieports of provincial agents to the Liberal
headquarters contain a number of complaints
against knights and dames of the Primrose League
for Infractions of the “corrupt practices” act, and
the agents urge that the alleged offenders be prosProminent Liberals, howecuted without delay.
ever, deprecate taking legal action in the matter
on the ground that such a course would probably
result in throwing the sympathy of the public on
Sir Charle’s Dilke’s accuthe side of the ladles.
sation against the ladies in Chelsea of making
vulgar, indelicate, unladylike andlying statements
about him has raised a storm of indignation
The Cabinet will meet Dec. 7th.
Cork, Nov. 29.—An agent of the Conservatives
has lodged an objection to Mr. Parnell’s election,
because Parnell is “wrongly described on the voting papers as the leader of the Irish people.”
A meeting of the supporters of Mr. Nolan, Parnell’s candidate who is running in opposition to
Mr. Callan In Dundalk, was advertised to he held
today in the town. Four thousand Callanites assembled and prevented the erection of a platform.
Parnell, who was present, attempted to speak
from a wagon in Market Square, but was hauled
down when he retired shouting, “You hired ruffians.” A number of fights took place and Mr. Nolan, who attempted to address the crowd was
hooted and pelted. The Parnellities then withdrew to the hotel where similar scenes were enacted. In one of the tights a youth was stabbed
and dangerous wounded. Parnell and O’Connor
authorize a denial of the report that the Parnellite manifesto has been withdrawn.
Missionaries in Cerman Colonies.
Berlin, Nov. 28.—In the Keichstag today,
Bismarck, replying to a question regarding the
treatmentjof missionaries in the German colonies,
pointed out that what was forbidden in Germany
could not be permitted in the colonies, lie said
that the fact of the Jesuits having severed all
national ties was an argument against their admission to the colonies. This, however, did not
apply to Catholic missions generally. The matter
was not a religious but an international question.
Jesuits were always notified that they would not
lie admitted into the colonies, and moreover, the
Jesuits in question were naturalized Frenchmen,
and In view of the anti-German feeling prevailing
in France it was only prudent to keep
such elements of disorder at a distance.
The French would probably not admit English or
German missionaries into their territory, nor was
it advisable tfor missionaries of different nations

Sunday School Assembly.
The State Sunday School Association, at
its recent annual session in Auburn, appointed a special committee, consisting of Rev. I.
Luce, Gardiner; Rufus Peering, Esq., Portland; Rev. A. S. Ladd, Bangor; Rev. B. P.
Snow, Biddeford, and Rev. E. C. Whitteniore, Auburn, to consider the question of
holding a Summer Sunday School Assembly
in 1886. All the members of the committee
we,re present at a meeting held in Biddeford
November 24, and in a thorough and harmonious discussion canvassed the question
submitted to them by the State convention.
It was the unanimous sentiment of the committee that a summer assembly for combined
recreation and mental culture is both feasible
and expedient. The committee did not find
itself prepared to recommend at present a
location, but decided to open correspondence
with New Hampshire, Vermont, and the
Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia on this point. Much interest was
manifested by the members of the committee, and another meeting will be called, when
Summer

the results of the correspondence will, it is
hoped, show the way to more decisive action
as to the best locality for the assembly.
A

Skowhegan

Divorce Suit.

divorce suit
at the last term of
court in Somerset county isn’t over yet.
This was the case where a diary was produced and caused such a consternation that
Last Saturday Mr.
the case was dropped.
Fogg returned from New York and went to
the farm where his wife lives, and after a
lively encounter took his 12-year-old daughter away from her mother. Mrs. Fogg and
her mother then went before a justice of
the peace and sued out a warrant for assault and battery against Mr. Fogg. Sheriff
Vaughan was sent for and served it at 10
o clock at mgnt on tne respondent wno was
in bed. Then a dispute arose between the
officer and his prisoner about the disposition
of the daughter.
Finally William Folsom
went hail for Mr. Fogg. Mr. Fogg came before Judge Bacheller Monday morning, for
his trial, but his case was postponed much
against his wish until Saturday. Mr.
Fogg is to proceed against Sheriff Vaughan
for trespass.
It is evident that

which

was

the

Fogg

partially tried

Fraternity Primary.
The good influence which the Portland Fraternity exerts over our young people is generally understood and appreciated.
Hundreds of boys
have been saved from the temptations of the
its
attractive amusement
streets by
rooms,
library and gymnasium. Many men now holding
responsible positions in Portland owe their success in life to the opportunities for study offered
them by the Fraternity.
But there is a large class of boys in our city
who, by the time they are old enough to enter the
Fraternity, have become too demoralized by their
life on the streets to care for its privileges. If
these boys are to be saved it must be by bringing
them under good influences before their characters have become erystalized. There is little hope
of reforming a big boy, but there is a fair chance
of saving a small one; and this is the work which
the Fraternity Primary is trying to do, and it is a
work which should appeal to the heart and purse
of every one whose sympathies are not limited to
the circle of his immediate family and friends.
There is no trouble in getting at the boys; they
are eager enough, poor little souls, to come out of
the cold streets into our warm pleasant rooms.
But there is difficulty in obtaining money to carry
on the work,and the appeal for new and increased
is therefore most urgent.
subscriptions
The Fraternity also earnestly asks for games
and story hooks—for bright pictures and mottos
to give a homelike look to our rooms, and for
scarfs and mittens.
If our friends will come down to the Fraternity
some of these eoid nights before the doors are
opened and seu the shivering little fellows in
their thin jackets, with their hare hands blue and
chaDped with tile cold, waiting to be let in, this
last appeal will surely he generously answered.
Contributions sent to or left in care of Mr. J. T.
Woodili, janitor of the Fraternity rooms, Nos. 4
and 6 Free street, with the names of the donors,
will be gratefully received and acknowledged.
Maine Dividends.
The following dividends will be payable in
•ceember:
Date. Name.
Amount.
Dividend.
1—Calais Gs, 1891.S
83,000
1—Lewiston Citv Gs, 1888.3
1,000
1—Maine Central Coll. Tr. Es, 1923..2%
18,000
3
1—Maine State Gs. June, 1889
69,900
1—Portland City Gs. 1890, B. R.3
3,000
1—Portland City (is, 1887, b ld'c ....3
9,750
Interest on Haliowell 0s is payable December
1st at the Suffolk Bank, Boston.
...

her remarks.
The true meaning

of sin as- used in the
second commandment—“The sins of the
fathers thall be visited even unto the third
and fourth generations of them that hate

Me”—is disease, the Jews believing that
disease was the direct punishment of sin.
In visiting the homes of the lower classes
almost the first thing encountered by the
members of the W. C. T. U. was the case of
the blind and maimed children. Investigation showed that these were in a majority of
children
of
cases the
intemperate and
drunken people. Blind Katie and the little
lame girl, both of whom became known to
the members of the Children’s
Club, had such parents.

Christmas

In studying this phase of their work, the
ladies were told that these people sinned in
a great degree through ignorance rather than
wilfulness, and it was urged that they be
taught the true effects of alcohol upon the

system. The question of temperance
instruction became in this way brought into
intimate relation with the question of heredIn thirteen States laws have been
ity.

human

passed providing for the teaching of physiology and hygiene in the public schools with
special reference to the effects of alcoholic
stimulants and narcotics upon the human
A text book has also been prepared
under the direction of the Union.
Rev. Mr. Crosser said that not haviug had

system.

privilege of being present at the previous
meetings he was somewhat at a disadvantage
the
as

to what

phases

of the

question

are

under

discussion but he presumed that the object
of all was to
lm.nl

push

national

»*nhihilinn

prohibition by
A

..

K

Taunts may be hurled at the
people of Maine but especially ha?, e the people of New York and Ohio no right to make
such aspersions with the political machines
stinence.

in those States in the saloons. In the recent
election in Ohio the result was simply to
change the machine from the Democratic to
the Republican saloons.
The eyes of people of other States are upon Maine watching the war against the rum
sellers. The speaker said that to him the
Portland rumsellers appeared to bear the
mark of Cain.
In the liquor question parents should take
interest for the sake of their children and
every effort should be made to
induce
moderate drinkers to become total abstainers.
It is easier to prevent the formation of bad
habits in the young than to break the habits
when formed.
Rev. Mr. Daniels, the last speaker, referred in an interesting manner to the progress
of temperance work in the countries of the
Old World. The question is gaining in England, Switzerland has adopted local option,
and all eyes are bent upon Russia in anticipation of the closing of her rum shops.

Bismark

never said a truer thing
that,
when he deplored the fact that Germany had
become a land of beer drinkers.
The meeting was dismissed with
the

benediction by Mr. Daniels.

Knights

of Labor.

There is certainly nothing more surprising
and suggestive in the line of labor movements than their extension into Maine, and
the growth of the Knights of Labor here.
Until within a year or two, even a 10-hour
law has been regarded as one of unattainaMassachusetts manufacturers
ble things.
have moved their shops into Maine, just to
unions. That they couldn't
trades
of
rid
get
do. Today there are 31 or 33 assemblies of
Knights of Laber in the State, and the work
of extension still goes on. The most of these
are mixed assemblies, but one composed entirely of printers has just been organized by
the 75 craftsmen in Lewiston and Auburn.
At Skowhegan an assembly has been formed.
At Richmond, where Morgan & Dore now
run a shoe shop, the Knights now count
up
175, and have applications for membership
from half as many more.
Very few of
Morgan & Dore’s employes are now outside
of the organization.

*
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We do not read anonymous letters and cominuncatious. The name and address of the writer are
n all eases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

STATE OF MAINE.
CSOVEBNOK.

BY THE

PROCLAMATION.

.A.

ProviIn view of liie recent sad dispensation
deuee in the removal by death of the late Hon.
of
President
the
UniVice
Thomas A. Hendricks,
ted States, from the active duties of responsible
of
in
his
consideration
past emiofficial life, and
nent services for the u elfare of our common counhe is
and
affection
with
which
try, an<i tin* regard
everywhere held by his fellow countrymen, I do
on
his
funeral
Tuesadvice and desire that
day.
day. December 1st. the National flag be displayed
at half must from the State House, and from all
other public buildings and armories of the State,
and such oilier observances be made as may seem
suit I He to the solemnities of so sad an occasion.
Given
the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
twenty-sixth day of November, in the year of
our Lord, One
Thousand plight Hundred and
Eighty-five, and the Independence of the United States of America, the one hundred and
tenth.
FREDERICK UOBIE.
By the Governor.
OKAMAN DAL SMITH, Secretary of State.
of

■

lias been ap-

Emery Pratt,
pointed postmaster of Phillips,
Mr. B.

who

was

one

of

lawyers (great constitutional lawyers
were called by the Fusionists) employed
to hunt up technical defects to enable the
Garcelon Council to reverse the result of the
State election. It was to Brother Pratt that
“Let me
Brother Ehen F. Pillsbury wrote:
know what town it is so that I can calculate
upon results. Have, you found any other
the

they

Brother Pratt’s appointirregularities.”
ment to the Phillips postoffice is credited to
the influence of Brother Pillsbury.

The Marshal undoubtedly did right in asking the Board of Aldermen to revoke the license of John W.Sullivan and the Board was
right in doing so. A license ought never to
have been granted to Sullivan. The statute
says licenses shall be granted to persons of
“good moral character.” Mr. Sullivan is not
a person of that description.
But why did
not the Marshal ask for the revocation of
He savs lie
Cordis L. Lmmlev’s license?

believes Longley sells liquor and that his

place is

by

resorted to

lewd women.

These

which he asked the regrounds
vocation of Sullivan’s license.
Why should
they be more potent in Sullivan’s case than
in Longley’s?
were

the

on

It appears that the vote in Atlanta showed
but the vote
of the suburban district was more than sufa

majority against prohibition,

The anti-Prehibificient to overcome it.
tionists are already preparing to contest the
result in the courts on the ground that the
election was not held legally.
We don’t
know what the machinery is lor enforcing the
law in Georgia, but it has got to be much
more effective ttian any yet devised in Maine
if Atlanta goes dry after July, when the law
takes effect. It is a fact that cannot be
gainsaid that never yet in any of the large

cities of Maine lias there been for any
siderable length of time a liquor drouth.

con-

As

Dr. Warren says, there are no avowed liquor
saloons such as one finds in New York and
Boston, but as the Bridgton News says,
there are plenty of places tolerably easy of
The
access where liquor is sold and drunk.
prohibitory law lias accomplished much,
but not so much as its friends anticipated
nor so

much

as some

of its friends claim.

The death of Vice President Hendricks
has invested the presidency of the Senate
with more than usual importance. The suggestion is made in some quarters that a Democrat should be elected, because the Vice
President was a Democrat.
As the millennium is a long way off j et, there is no
reason to believe that this suggestion will be
acted upon. The Republicans have a majority of the Senate, and they will elect a Re-

publican president
publican shall it
question. Three

What Repro tempore.
be is the only practical
are

so

far

prominently

mentioned—Senator Edmunds, Senator LoThe friends of
gan, and Senator Sherman.
Senator Logan argue that inasmuch as he
the Republican candidate for Vice Presdent, it would be in accordance with the fitness cf things to elect him president pro tempore at the present juncture. There is something in the argument, although it is by no
The chances are
means a conclusive one.
that the man elected will fill no more responsible position than was filled by the late Vice
President, but he may become the executive
head of the nation for a year, a possibility
which cannot be lost sight of in making the
selection. The wishes of Republicans generally should be consulted, therefore, to a
larger extent than is usual in choosing a
president of the Senate.
was

THE ENGLISH

ELECTIONS.

The Parliamentary elections in England
concerned were
boroughs
The result is a
completed Saturday night.
remarkable triumph for the Tories.
They
have carried all the large cities except Birmingham, and even there the Liberal majoras

far as the

are

The boroughs
greatly reduced.
have always been the strongholds of the
Liberals, and in elections preceding the presities

are

ent a Tory success in them would have indicated beyond all cavil a Tory victory in the
general result. It probably indicates that
this year, but not so certainly as heretofore
because in the counties 2,000,OtX) newly enfranchised men are to throw their votes for
the first time. The Liberals are hoping that
these new voters will turn up cn their side
and check the tide of Tory success. But
they almosteonfess that their hope is a for
lorn one. In their hearts they are probably

already

convinced that they are destined to
be in the minoi'ity in the next Parliament.
Assuming that the Liberals are defeated the
size of the Tory victory becomes a matter of
Will the Tories have a
all or only a plurality, and
be compelled to seek the assistance of Mr.
Parnell’s following to control the House?
The answer is full of significance to the
Irish cause. If the Tories have a clear majority it will be pretty safe to conclude that
their Irish allies will get the cold shoulder,
and Mr. Parnell’s demands be accorded very-

deep importance.

majority

over

Already a part of the Tory
anticipating this result, are advoca.

little attention.
press,

ting the abandonment of the Nationalists.
The alliance between the Tories and the
Parnellites was an unnatural

...

one,

because

the Tories have always been bitter foes to
the doctrines which Mr. Parnell is preaching
and the radical changes in the goverment of
Ireland which he is seeking to achieve. Bain
parties to the compact were animated by the
beat the
same, motive, a determination to
Liberals. Mr. Parnell hadnotgot all he wantIf by an allied from the last Parliament.
ance with the Tories he could prevent either
of the great parties from holding a majority'
of seats in the next House of Commons he
shrewdly calculated that both parties would
be at at his mercy and that he could compel
one or the other of them to pay for his support by such legislation for Ireland as he
whnlp

micrVif /Unfoto

pp»ivfls«

great

jority

care

as

First National Bank Building.

IC.

Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Portland is not such a had place after all.
The municipal officers of that flourishing
village sent afflicted Galveston $300. It is
such little acts as these that make the world
iuhabitable. It is w ell enough to sympathize,
but it needs lucre to buy bread.
WHAT TUE DEMOCRACY NEEDS MOST.

Fairfield Journal (Dein.)

why should not the young men of
Maine “get into the habit of thinking that
all of the intelligence and culture in the State
belong to the Republican party?” Have tire
leaders of the Democratic party in this State
shown any remarkable intelligence during
And

tlie past few years ?
What the Democratic
party needs most is brains. When the friends
of successful candidates for important offices
in tiiis State; openly boast that “Cleveland is
fixed,” and the party organization is drifting
like a rudderless vessel at sea, on account of
the rule or ruin policy of tlie leaders, and the
federal patronage of the State is parceled
out by known railroad lobbyists, what encouragment is there for a newspaper in
starving and sweating to bolster up such a
rotten condition of things? Is it very encouraging to the young men who are about
to become voters to know that the important
offices in this State have been given to old
worn out chronic office-seekers, who held,
Where do the
office under Buchanan?
Is it in
young men come in for usefulness?
furnishing funds for a campaign that loafers
may lie rewarded with tlie best offices for

contributing nothing?

personal interest attaches to several of the
pictures and articles in the December Century.
The froutisplece is a striking portrait of the late
Helen Jackson (“H. H.”), with which is given an
appreciative account of her life and writings, by a
New England writer, followed by seven new poems, her last work in verse. George Parsons
Lathrop draws entertatning word-portraits of the
Gardiners of Gardiner'slsland, under the title,
An American Lordshipr and the sketches, by
Harry Fenu, give charming glimpses of their island estate. Mark Twain contributes a chapter of
autobiography entitled The Private history of a
Campaign that Failed, which is humorously illustrated by Kemble. Captain Ericsson furnishes
A

the serious war paper of the number, which is
both important as a contribution to history and
interesting to the general reader, since it describes
the principles of construction of the original Monitor, and the performances of “The Monitors” as
a class, all from the point of view of the inventor.
The Shah and his palaces are described incidentally in an attractive illustrated paper on The City
of Teheran, br the Hon. S. G. W. Benjamin, late
United States Minister to Persia. James’s The
Bostonians, and Mrs. Foote's John Bodewin’s
Testimony are continued. This number also contains two short stories, one by H. H. Boyesen, eniitled A Child of the Age, and the other Mrs. Berty's Tea, by Thomas A. Janvier (Ivory Biack),
author of Rose Madder. An art interest is lent to
the number by Henry Eckford’s essay on The
Laima of Keats, and the Illustrations by Will H.
Low- with wood-cuts of some of Mr. Low's drawings; and by a suggestive essay on The Lesson of
Greek Art, from Dr. Charles Waldstein, the young
New-Yorker who lectures on Greek Art in the

English Cambridge University. Popular essays
contributed by the Rev. A. F. Schauftler, on
Faith-Cures; on John Burroughs, on Bird-Enemies; and by Professor Waller, of the Columbia
College School of Mines, on Dangers in Food and
are

Driuk.
The Christmas St Nicholas is all that the double
promise conveyed in its title implies, and fairly
bristles with holiday features, from the opening
poem, The Little Christmas Tree, by Susan Coolidge, to the amusing pictures by A. E. Sterner
and O. Ilerford on the last page. Santa Clause on
a Lark is the immensely suggestive title of a story
by Washington Gladden, which is illustrated by
Sol Eytinge; Frank R, Stockton contributes a
whimsically humorous tale, called Christmas be
fore Last, with five appropriate pictures by E. B.
Beusell; there is a decorative Christmas card by
D. Clinton Peiers; Our Holiday Party contains
clever suggestions for those looking for a novel
form of vacation entertainment; Through the Register is the name of the Middle-aged and Little
Folks’ Christmas story; and there are other
bright and timely contributions by Mary Hallock
Foote, Grace Denio Litchfield, and Edith M.
Thomas. Other features of the number are Mrs.
Frances Hodgson Burnette’s new serial, Little
Lord Fauntleroy, and Edgar Fawcett’s charming
poem, My Echo, illustrated by Sterner. Then
there are the articles on Rugby—one on the
School.life, by Elizabeth Robins Pennell, the other
telling of a Vacation Visit, by Edwin D. Mead;
both copiously illustrated by Joseph R. Pennell,
and accompanied by a full-page engraving of
Thomas Phillip's celebrated portrait of Dr. Arnold. The New Bits of Talk for Young Folks, by
Helen Jackson are continued.

untarily what be wanted. His design was to
place both of them in such a position that he
/could crack the whip over them and compel
If the result
tham to accede to his wishes.
of bis manifesto to the Irish voters on the
eve of the election has had the effect of giving the Tories a clear majority we may be
sure it has accomplished more than he intended it should.
The causes that have led to the Tory trimany.

Depression

of trade

SNEEZE! SNEEZE!
SNEEZE until your head
ready to fly off; until
and eyes disyour nose
charge excessive quantities
ol thin, irritating, watery
fluid; until your head aches,
seems

mouth and throat parched,
and blood at fever heat.
This is an Acute Catarrh,
and is instantly relieved by
a single dose, and
permanently cured by one bottle
of Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.

constantly

have

deal of influence.

Englishmen

are

proverbi-

ally conservative and such an innovation as
that in the established order of things was
certain to excite general alarm, even among
those who cared very little about the church.
Viewed in the light of Mr. Joseph Chamberlain’s radical utterances on the stump men
who cared very little about this question per
se would regard disestablishment as the entering wedge to be followed by other reforms

hand
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No. 218 Middle Street.
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Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
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plasters and liniments powerless to relieve him. To such the Cuticura AntiPain Plaster is an elegant and neverfailing source of relief, banishing rheu-

\ inatic, neuralgic, sciatic, sudden, sharp
and nervous pains as by magic.
New, original,
speedv, safe. At druggists, 25c.; five for one dollar, mailed free. Potter Drug & Chemical Co.,

f delivered and )
i set up with mat i
"

"

$ 3 60
4.50
5.75
6.87
7.75
9 50
12.65
13 50
17.00
20 00

"

''

We liave

no

hesitation in saying

we

have the

assortment and heaviest stock of Parlor
Stoves east of Boston, and they are alt good ones.

largest

BANKERS
Cor*. Middle aud Exchange Street.

band.

PENINSULAR,

BOND

ST

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central. .7s & 5s
P. & O. R. R— Cs

AIIETAS SHURTLEFF,

RANGES.

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 MIDDLE STREET.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES
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C. PAYSON,

The New Byron, Our Choice,

Viola, Kirby, Union, Nassau,
Quaker, New Tariff, Croveland, First National, and Dot.

dim

nov3

Positively the largest

stock in New England,
and two car loads to arrive this week. All the
and
zinc.
A
picture, and stove set lip at
war©? pipe
above prices, Ask the salesman who waits on
show
our
stock
in the basement all set
to
you
you
Buy a big Range and have it set up this day
up
oven
in
so
it,
you can cook a big Turkey
with a big

MARKS,

{he

Book, Card
—

AND

Job

Printer,

Exchange St., Portland,

SPECIALTY.
at-

novlleodtf

ALONZO S. DAVI&,

Parlor Furniture.

Middle
near

corner

HairCloth Parlor Suits,
Ramie Parior Suits,
Petit Point Parlor Suits,
Mohair Plush Parlor Suits,
Silk Plush Parlor Suits.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

ALL PRICES!

ALL KINDS!

Job

$P{\mlci)

No. 37 Plum Street.

DAVID W.

SNOW,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
NO. 36 EXCHANGE ST.

dim

uo9

Honey the great Cough cure, 25c. 50c
and $1. Glenn’s Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies, 25c. German Corn Remover kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye,
Pike’s Toothacke
Black and Brown, 50c.
Drops cure ill one minute, 25c. Deans Rheumatic Pills are a sure cure, 60c
eod2dp&wlynrm
janie
Hale’*

J. & T. COUSINS'

Wilford G.

Chapman,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
38,
Bank Building,

ROOM

First

National

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

dim

nov2

OPP. FALMOUTH
PORTLAND,

HOTEL,

ME.
eodtf

janG’83_
NEW

STYLE

PIANO

The only GENUINE ones made.
The most comfortable and durable
shape for walking.
Perfect fit. No wrinkles.. .Easy as an
old shoe...Always retain the shape.
Will not tire the feet in long walks.
Made in 11 widths and all sizes.
Look

on

J. &

Sola for Name

T.

NEW YORE.

M. G. PALMER,
sepl4

•

Agent for Portland.
eodtfnrmcM

The Elaine IIuuihu Nature.

Many vain attempts arc made to repeat the remarkable success of Benson’s Capcine Plaster.
Tills splendid remedy is known, sold aud used
everywhere, and its prompt action and unrivalled
curative powers have won for it hosts of friends.
Imitations have sprung up under similar sounding
names, sueli as “Capsicin,” "Capsicum,” etc., intended to deceive the careless and unwary. These
articles possess none of the virtues of the genuine. Therefore we hope the people will assist us
to protect what aro at once their interest and ours
Ask for Benson’s Plaster, and examine what is
given you, and make sure that the word “Capcine”
and the
is cut in the middle of the plaster itself,
"Three Seals” trademark is on the facecloth. Any
show
these
will
you
safeguards
reputable dealer
without hesitation. If you cannot remember the
name—Benson’s Capcine Plaster—cut this paranov30MW&Snrm
from the paper.

graph

THIS
PAPEE,rM»C^
Street), where acU-f-rtlaAdvertising Bureau (10
Spruce
tog contracts may to mauo for 1* IN M£W YORK*

Car Load of Special Scenery. Superb Cast.
Magnificent Hperlnculnr Triumph
The original

l-KAMLS !

ATLANTIC
LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

OF NEW

MAINE.

©F

ORRANIZED

IIV

$7,892,511.71

Endowments paid.

3,140,251.96
5,592,112.84

■

TOTAL PAYMENT
nearly
Policy-holders

to

SHOWING
millions
T»yenty.one
lars, equal to
of

of

hol-

QIX IIUNDREO THOUSAND
►5 LARS, paid policy-holders for each
the company’s existence.

DDLyear of

PRESENT ASSETS ARE 86,399,while its liabilities are only 85,999,576.50.

ITS001.67,

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
8400,000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of 8795,900.00 by the New
York standard.
HAS

IT

policy-holders.

dealings

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance

ITS

misconception.
POLICIES ARE

After three years

INC ON TESTABLE
for any cause except fraud.

PAYS HEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting60, 90,
or any number of days.

IT

ISSUES POLICIES

ITplans, and its

ou

HOW CAN WE DO IT?

1884..:.$3,958,039.44

Premiums
Policies not marked
oil 1st January, 1884.
on

Premiums marked off from Jan, 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

PLAN

and

ADVANTAGES of this Company are
EXPERIENCE. STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS.EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.
Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

circular

a

SINKiNSON,

Portland, Maine.

P.
meeting
Wescott, 33 Plum street, Portland, un WEDNESDAY, the second day of December next, at ten
o’clock ill the forenoon, to act upon the following

articles,

tlie
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their office. No. 10 Central Wharf,
on Thursday, Nov. 2Gth, 1885, at 3 o’clock p. m.
WM. R. WOOD, Clerk.
Portland. Nov. 19,1885.
Tlie above meeting will be adjourned to Thursno20dtd
day, Dee. 3,1885, at the same hour.

To Ike Public:
is

called to the Ordinances of the
Tenants, Occupants or
or

abutting

Lots

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Pei). 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CEUJT.

THlWDAYS

LOSSES PAID IN

AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J.

CHAPMAN,

H.

J. W. IV!UNGER &

Secretary.

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,
dlmeodllm&w6w

fel>3 ’85

More Bread,
Whiter Bread,
Better Bread,

Cleansed or Dyed and Pressed
Ready Tor W ear, at

FOREST CITY RYE HORSE,
13 Preble Street.
no4

__eod4w_

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour,

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call In now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our <1.1 It RATES, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for. ami secure the
advantage of SPECIA1, PRICES for their
We assert that we make no difference
portraits.
whatever between the IJIAI.ITY of such Contract or Club Fhotographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all eases endeavto have it thoroughly FTRST-CEASS in every sense, and SATISFACTION RCARANFor further particulars about the club
TEEI».

photography, call

on or

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
BY

BOTH

ivl4dtf

No.

2V; Commercial Street.

dtf

MUSIC BY CHANDLEK'SBAIVI)
admit!in:;

Ticket*, $1.00»
Ijadic*.

Gentleman

nov26dtd

and

DAiYCIMi CLASSa t(i IL BERTS
Coiiiimiices Wednesday Evening,
December 2nd.
Gentlemen $5.00. Ladies $3.00 for twelve lessons in Plain and Fancy
Dancing. Waltz, Tlie
Yorke and ISew Schottische a specialty.
dtf
nev28

BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
LECTURE,

Capt. C.

Kimball,

H.

MONDAY

EVENING._

SIXTH Y. M. C.

A.,

At CITY HALL, Weduesday Eve., Dec. 2.
Lecture by the Eloquent

REV. I P. NEWMAN, D. I».
SUBJECT:

RECOLLECTIONS

PERSONAL

—

or

—

GRANT.

Reserved seats 50
gy Admission 23 cents.
Reserved seats to members 25 cents.
cents.
Course tickets with reserved seats, to the remaining five entertainments, 81.50. Half price to
members. Reserved seats now on sale at Stocknov26dlw
bridge’s.

SECOND
ANNUAL

Drill and Ball
—BY THE—

PBOGRA.HHIE:—Grand Entry

by tlie club;

Exhibition Drill by the Drill Squad,
many new and beautiful figures; to be
an order of Twelve Dances.

Music

Introducing
followed by

Full Orchestra!
by (JrimnicrsGeneral
Director and

I»rof. M. 15.

Gilbert,

Prompter.
Re-

Tickets 50 coins.
served Seats
cents extra.

To bo obtained at Stockbridgc’s
Music Store. Monday. N'ov. 30,
at t) a. m., and later.
dtd
no24

THE TREASURE HOUSES

PHOTOGRAPHER

ART!

Congress Street.
oct2l__dtt

GREAT MASTERS OF PAINTING
-BY-

514

Our Small Dynamos in connection with a small
Automatic Engine afford the only complete and
practical method for either Incandescent or Arc
Lighting where a small number of lights are required in places that cannot be supplied from a
central station.
LARGE PLANTS.
Estimates furnished for the Lighting of Theaters, Public Halls, Mills, Factories, Large Stores,
and City and Town Lighting.
THE HITHER DYNAMO
is the only Dynamo that is absolutely self-regulating and vvbieli requires no regulating device separate from the machine itself; lamps may be
turned off or on without in any way affecting the
brilliancy of the others. There is no other machine witli which this can he done without the use
of an auxiliary regulating device, which is wasteful of power when only a few lights are running,
and which always requires more or less attention
from a skilled attendant. It is the simp est machine yet produced. When used as Motor for running sewing machines or for other machinery
whether large or small, the same principle which
makes it self regulating when used for furnishing
makes it furnish a constant speed no matter
light
whether it is doing little or no work, or whether it
is carrying the full load for which it is designed.
Our prices will always be as low as those of any
other company.
nov4d6w

RELIABLE

^INSURANCE.

ANNUAL STATEMENT
—

OF

THE

Art

SIDNEY DICKINSON.
Critic of the Boston Journal,

Under the Auspices of the Portland Society of Art.
ILLUSTRATED

BY THE

STEREOFTICON.

(fit

Beautiful photographs of the works of tlie great

—

City

National Fire Insurance Go.,
of Hartford, Conn.

$1,000,000.00

CAPITAL STOCK, ALL CASH;
ASSETS AS

PROF.

masters of art.

Hall Dec. 17, Jan. 15th, 22d, 2»th.

Tickets $1.00 for tlie course, including reserved
For sale at Owen, Moore & Co’s. VV. S. Lowell's. Cyrus F. Davis’, and at Stockbridge’s.
nol7
eod3t-d6t

seats.

CITY

HAILjL,

COMMENCING FRIDAY, DEC. 4th. 1885.

FOLLOWS, VIZ.:

Bank, City and other Stocks.$1,024,034.00
Beal Estate, unincumbered.
30.405.9S

Bills Receivable, secured by Mortgages and Deeds.

503,750.00

Bills Receivable, secured by Stocks
and Bonds.
Accrued Interest.
Cash in Banks and in Office.
Amount Due from Agents.

18,000.00
17,037.73

GRAND PRIZE

129,695.25

Entertainment

40,000.00

Total Assets.St ,770.302 .96
LIABILITIES:

—

Capital Stock.$1,000,000.00
Unsettled Losses.
Reserve for Reinsurance.

293.880.70

Net Surplus.

426,746.43

50,000.83

FOll

THE

—

Benefit of Thatcher Post G. A. R.

81,770,302.96
MARK HOWARD, resident.

Charily Fund.

JAMES NICHOLS, Secretary.

W.

D.

LITTLE &
AISENTS,

CO.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET.
no6

eod3w

Steam

Heating

The Victor Heater,
A Boiler for

of

our

Interest in the Brack-

Low

HOUSE

or-

Banks, Stores,
and

Manufactured by
THE

TELEPHONE 189-fl. Old No.

or 189-B New No.
Alexander to our former
Coniniendine Mr
we
shall be pleased to
TOIVJT”
customers,
“UP
attend to all orders sent us, with usual promptness.

THEJBEST.

YOUR OLD Cleansed or Dyed
CLOTHES and Pressed by
Artistic Skill, Original and Elegant Designs, Superior
T“"
Reasonable
Prices.
Workmanship,

nov23

CITY
HALL,
Tuesday Evening, December 1st.

FOUR ILLUSTRATED LECTURES

COMER PEARL AP MILK STREETS.
IS

EVENINC.

—

_A_ SERIES OE

—

COR. PEARL AND MIDDLEST8.

EVERY

AT

—UPON THE—

For §ale
cers.
nov20

OPEN

THE—

RELIEF ASSOCIATION of the PORTLAND FIRE DEPT

EUROPEAN

S. L. HOLOREGE, Agt., 153 Essex St., Boston, Mass.

lust opened. Cotton and Wool Carpets, Floor Oil
Cloth and Straw Mattings. We shall offer for the
remainder of the month a Prime Velvet Carpet for
95 cents per yard. Come and see the line,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

Second Annual Ball and Band Concert

address, for circulars,

us

by All First-class

Gro-

eodlm

CYRUS
«IO

¥. RAVIS,

CONGRESS

STREET.

eodtf

no20_._

ALL GOODS LEFT
on

or

before

October

SOth,

ni

Foster’s Forest City Dye House

ABE
uo4

READY

FOR

DEIIVERY

eod4w

Heating Co.,

Norwich, Conn.
for Circular

end

N. Blacksto ne&Co
AGENTS,

L. A. GOUDY 4 CO.
13 PREBLE ST.

Forest

City Dye House.
eod4w
*

FlumSt. Portland
oct26
eodGw

cllw

nov25_

PICTURE FRAMES.

Fish,

Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

R. A. Of F. F. 3Z>.

ENGAGEMENT OF BRYANT AND DIAMOND'S

Merry-Makers!
B-'BI BAY. DEC. Jih
Wonderful Wire Ascension from tile top of City Hall by the American
Blomiui. Grand display ol fireworks at 0.30.
yiiiaic by Cbaudlcr’. Band. 9
The following ate a part of the attractions during the week:
SATURDAY II.1TIXEE
Grand Baby
Show. 2 prizeseaehforhaudsomest single babies,
twins apd triplets.
SATURDAY EVENING
An elegant set
of Furs to the handsomest Miss under 15 years of
age.
MONDAY, DEC. Jib
Crazy Quilt Exhibition; 1st and 2d prizes.
WEDNESD AY, DEC. 9th-Great Png Dog
and Cat Show; 1st and 2d prizes for each.
THURSDAY’, DEC. tCtb
Magnificent
present to the Handsomest I.adv in Portland, and
a fine prize to the Homeliest Man—to be voted for.
—

44 NEW PATTERNS

B.A.AM0MC0.

25 cents, to bo had at T. I.. Merrill’s.
TUESDAY EVENING, a farce entitled “A
Ki»* ill the »nrk” will be presented by well
known amateurs.
WEDNESDAY EVENING, a dance for which
Grimmer will furnish the music.
Supper each afternoon at 0; price 50c. nu25dlw

any

CABINETS $5.50 PER DOZ,
PANEES
WO PER DOZ.

disposed
ett St. I’-akery. to C. N’. Alexander. All
HAVING
hereafter will be sent to our
ders intended for

Than any other Flour.

In beautiful design and finish. All Wool Extra Su
looms in the country.
per Carpets from the best

coatsTants and vests,

HALL,

1885,

On and after November 1st,
our prices will be for

Factory,

Plano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Soi
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Plano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS.
oct20dtf
114% Exchange St,.. Portland.

on

Electric Light Ho.,

SHALL PLANTS.

—

MECHANIC’S

DECEMBER 1st and 2d, AFTERNOON ANO EVENIMG.
Admission free each afternoon. Evening tickets,

—OF—

We manufacture instruments for delicate and
accurate electrical measurements and can guarantee the best of workmanship.

Roxbury Tapestry Carpets,
Sanford’s Tapestry Carpets,
Smith’s Tapestry Carpets,
Horner s Tapestry Carpets,
Higgin’s Tapestry Carpets.

FIRST PARISH FAIR,

HOUSEHOLD

scriptions.

Chamber Sets in Ash, Pine, Cherry, ‘Walnut and
Mahoganized. Prices$15.75, §18.00, §20.00,
$25.00, §27.00. §30.00. and up to $200.00. We
have a very handsome Walnut Chamber Set with
best Italian Marble Tops for $40.00. We wish to
call especial attention to our 70 Walnut Set, which
It is handsomely burled
we are selling for $00.00.
and polished, thoroughly well made of the best kiln
dried stock, lias a full Combination Commode, best
Italian Marble Tops, Bevelled Plate Mirror, and is
certainly |tlie best set for the money we offer.
Call for No. 76.

C'ougrcww Street,
Farrington Block,
ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER l»t.
Entertainment in the
Fair in the afternoon.
evening. Refreshments for sale. Admission free.
nov30

Sidewalk to cause accumulations of Snow or Ice
to be removed from said sidewalk within three
hours after the ceasing of tile fall of tile snow in
the day time, and if in the night time before ten
o'clock of tiie forenoon succeeding.
I trust citizens will promptly comply with the
requirements of the ordinance, thereby convening
the public and avoiding complaint and prosecuBENJ. F. ANDREWS,
tion!
City Marshall.
nov28d2w

or

19 1-2 Exchange St.

Portland,

of any capacity furnished complete for both Incandescent and Are Lighting.
Galvanic Batteries, Electric Motors, and General Electrical Instruments and supplies.
Our small Motors together with a galvanic battery furnish a practical means of running sewing
machines and other light machinery.
We are prepared to clo electrical work of all de-

FLOUR.

Fair at the

in

GENERAE^

City Marshall’s Offick, 1
Nov. 26, 1885, )

PLANTS

WHICH IS

viz:

1—To hear the report of the Directors and act
thereon.
2—For the choice of nine Directors for the ensuinj>: year.
3—To elect a clerk of the Corporation.
4—To consider a lease to the Boston & Maine
Railroad, to be submitted by the Directors of this
Company and to act thereon.
5—To transact any other business that may legally come before them.
b
Wm. H. CONANT, Clerk.
Portland. Nov. 1G, 1885.novl7d2w

ATTENTION
Citv requiring
Owners of

a

HALL,

$12,938,289.38.

Sole Manufacturers of 5,10, 15 anti 20 Light
Dynamos of the Mather System for the Lighting
of Private Dwellings, Offices, Stores and all places
requiring small isolated plants.

Chamber Furniture.

anim-

are

will hold

A.

Portland Wheel Club

codtf

manufacturer and the distributor, or in other
putting vou on a basis with the distributor or retailer. Come and seethe goods, select your coverings, and have a suite made to order that will
suit you in every particular, or money refunded.

These are the Standard Goods of this conn try
We have them all In stock and ill the latest pat
terns and colorings.

Stockholders of tlie Portland & Rochester

Railroad
THE
hereby notified that their
will be held at the office of Geo.
al

COMPLETE PLANTS FOB

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

Society

M. C.

—AT—

other.

marl

Portland & Rochester Railroad.

ASSETS:

approved

all

1,447,75G.70

Total Marine Premiums..$5.505,700.14

—

Easy enough. We manufacture our Parlor Furniture, thereby saving you the profit between the
words

THE

Buildings

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,

company

JAMES

Annual Meeting of tlie stockh older* of the
Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias
Steamboat Co., will be held at the office of the
Company in the General Office Building of tlie
Maine Central Railroad Company, on Tuesday tlie
first day of December, 1885, at 2.30 p. m., to act
upon tlie following articles, viz;
1. To hear tlie report of the Treasurer and act
thereon.
2.
To elect Directors for the ensiling year.
3. To act upon any other business that maycome before tlie Meeting.
GEO. W. YORK. Clerk.
Nov. 21,1886.
nov23d1w

1848.

paid,

Y.

—

Insure Against Marine Risks Only.

RECOBP 18

Death losses

Mt. Desert and

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

This Company "ill take risks attheiroffice. New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

Reserved seats 10 cents extra, and may be ob
tamed at Stockbridge’s on and after Wednesday,
nov23-7t
the 25th hist.

Macliias Steamboat Co.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders
j
THE
the Westbrook Manufacturing Company, for
choice of officers, and tlie transaction of any

YORK,

General Admission, 25 Cts.

—OF

of

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

Tickets for sale at the usual places and
by Members of the Post.

MEETINGS.

ANNUAL

THE

JTS

I

Reserved seats on sale Wednesday, Dec. 2.
Seats 75 and 50 cents. Gallery 35 cents.
dtd
nov30

___«i<f

THE
AGE,

Body Brussels Carpets
and Y elvet Carpets

and Address of

COUSINS,

A

Stage-100

m

FRANK B. CLARK, 5Hj Congress St,
iiariae mam

BECAUSE IT MAKES

FORTES

CHAPMAN^ SELLERS.
MILITARY BAND and OBCHE8TBA.
A Grand Street Parade Daily.

To make room for Xmas, goods, I have reduced the price
of all my Tablets, and shall offer them at unheard of low
prices for thisweek only.
Buy up a lot for the children, they are great bargains.

—

Specialty.

under tlie management of

the

In aid of the Charity Fund of Bos worth Post,
2, Department of Maine, G. A. R. To be illustratedjwith numerous diagrams, showing all positions
of the contending armies. It is an intensely Interesting and instructive narrative of “The Great
Battles of the Ages.”

_<l“‘_

c/>

S have on hand a iarge lot of Plush ans Velvet Frames, for
Cabinet Pictures. I shall offer the lot this week at half price
to close them out.
%

Carpet Department. CUT TIE BEST,
PHOTOGRAPHER
n

great Military Flay,

on

HALL,
Monday Evening, Nov. HO, at 8 o’clock,
No
CITY

FAIR.

Her Atonement,
100—People

Lecture by Rev. C. H. Kimball of Manchester,
N. H. (late a Captain in the Berdan s .sharpshooters). will be given at

Tlie New Church

(12w

r

Fine Portraits

DOLLARS.

n

novl6M&Th&w2w

Boston.

*T"

Anson Poud’s

■

special

A good Hair Cloth Parlor Suit tor §35.00, and
Crushed Plush and Silk Plush Parlor Suits up to
S200.00. A splendid assortment to select from.
Don’t pay long prices when you can get just as good
as can he made, and save from §5.00 to $15.00.

and (gaAd

HUNDRED

PLUSH AND VLLVL1

are
none

«

BERRY,

«

-i

ADJUSTED
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
and issued by
features of this

PRICES..
eodtf

jel 9

STEPHEN

^

PREMIUM

Street,

of Exchange St.

from

©
©

ITS

PHOTOGRAPHER,

180

ONE

UNION MET UAL recognizing its mumost liberal company in its

Me.

telephone promptly

or

ranging

THE
tuality, is the
with its

PRINTERS’ EXCHANGE,

orders by mail
tended to.

FIVE GENTS TO

for Thanksgiving.

—

EVENING.

Two Sights—Friday and Saturday, Dec.
4th and 5th.

A

Surrendered policies,

MAIJfE.

POETIAND,

Wl. JH.

at Prices

A

Exchange Street,

All

17 inch ovens,
20x18 inch oveifB,
22x24 inch ovens.

AND THEIR NAMES ARE

|ul2dl.f

faithfully executed.

97 1-2

*

15 Inch ovens,
18 incli ovens,
20x20 inch ovens,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
So. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
5gB>“AlI business relating to Patents promptly

31 1-2

g
g
Z2Q

S 15.00
20.00
25.00
27.50
29.00
30.00
32.50
35.00
60.00

of

27._no24dtd

^
w

EASTERN ART GOODS!

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

—OF—

^FRANKLIN

^

Mrig^s,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AM) SOLICITOR

a no

Importation from China and
Japan. Wow opened a line line of

Direct

^

Kanges with plain base, Ranges with cabinet
base, Ranges with liot closet and reservoir, Kanges
with low closet, high closet and Reservoir.

Ranges

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

o

l'.oll

194 IYIII>»I,E STREET, Portland.
janldtf
January 1,1884.

Sale

Capt. C. H. Kimball,

Pen and Pencil Tablets.

This is no half way business, but an actual genuine mark down for 3 days. If you want a Parlor
heave
Stove don’t fail to come and see this line,
your orders early in the week. Bring measure with
you when you can, and in measuring be careful to
get the height from the floor to the bottom of the
Iiola in the wall.

Wo.

Bankers and Brokers

Seats 75 and 50cents; Gallery 35 cents.
seats Friday, Nov-

LECTURE,

H

AND OTHERS ALL IN STOCK.

eodtf

janv

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacilic Gold..6s
Anson.4s

THE BLOSSOM,
THE FRANKFORT,
THE NATION,
THE COMFORT,
THE BANNER,
THE HOT WAVE,

BUD,
PLEASANT,
FIRST NATIONAL,
GROVELAND,
OCTAGON,

Choiee Securities, suitable for Savings
Banks anti Trust Funds, constantly
on

under tlie management of W.S. t'brclnad.

MONDAY

SIGNIFIED.

WHAT IT
A

MINSTRELS

Portland, Bangor,
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

AND

PORTLAND THEATRE.

o

AND PARLOR STOVES UP TO $35.00

Battle Of Gettysburg

big booh.

IcNISH, JOHNSON ScSLAVIN’S

S3

O

wmbim & tmra,

bottle Radical Rure. one box Catarrhal Sol'
vent, and one improved Inhaler, in one package,
Ask
may now be had of all druggists for $1.00.
for Sanford’s Radical Cure.
•The only absolute specific we know of.” Med.
The best we have found in a life-time of
Times.
suffering.”-—/tew. I>r. Wiggin, Boston. “After a
long struggle with Catarrh, the Radical Cure
has conquered.”—Rev. S. W. Munroe, Lewisburg,
Pa. “I-nave not found a case that it did not relieve at onee.”—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.
Potter Drue and Chemical Co., Ronton.
is

Chamber Stove,Coal Burner
Chamber Stove,
Parlor Stove,
“
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,
Parlor Stove,

tiie on jut new

tltl

m

We warrant them all.

Complete Treatment with Inhaler, $1.00.

question that appeals to every tortured victim of
Rheumatism, who finds the ordinary

of this week, before
during the first three days
t’nilor *tov«* and
Thanksgiving, we shall offer stock
enormous
at hitherto unour
from
K»ixu<‘m
heard of prices:

MONDAY, SOY. 80.

ONE SIGHT,

Battle of Gettysbusg

Jeweller,

547 CONGRESS ST., SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.
OCtlD

Continental
Exchange
nt most favorable rates.

Surliu; ami
bought anil -old

One

and

manufactures has made a great many workingmen uneasy and anxious for a change,
in the hope that in some way, they probably
have not the slightest idea in what, a change
The cry that the
would bring better times.
church was in danger has also had a good

Exchange St.,

No. 32

FINE JOB PRINTING A

RHEUM ATIZ?

bn installments.

McKENNEY,lhe

PORTLAND^ THEATRE.

Refined

Has the largest and best selected stock of Watches in Solid Gold, Ladd,
Hoss, and Crown Filled and Silver Cases, ever shown in this City.
I will sell you Watches lower than any other dealer in first-class
goods. A beautiful line of Ladies’ Watches in Solid Gold Cases from
Come where
$20.00 to $75.00. Over 200 Watches to select from.
suit
Watches
sold
I
can
as
yon.
surely
cau
see
the
you
'argest stock,

Bankers and Brokers

MACAZINE NOTICES

YOUR

COR. PEARL k MIDDLE STS.

H. 1. PAYSON & CO.,

FLOURISHING VILLAGE IS SYMPATHET-

HOW’S

hckejm, tiii; jeweller,

&CO.,

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
JelO
_c»dtf

a

it was that of Liberals should not.
was inclined to give him vol-

are

TRUST COMPANY,
City, County ami Railroad Bonds, aud
other First-Class Securities.

Watches T

American

AUlNFMEVr*.

AMIJSEfflENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PORTLAND

CURRENT COMMENT.
THE

FURNITURE.

FINANCIAL.

to put them hack.

that

Neither party

umph

forms he advocates will come, hut his attempt to unduly hurry them has only served

hac hpon

view to this end.
He took
the Nationalist candidates
should be men whom he could rely on to vote
A great part of them he
as he dictated.
picked out himself and compelled them to
sign a pledge by which they virtually agreed
to vote on all questions as he directed. It
was just as essential to the success of his
plan that the Tories should not have a mamanaged with

that would affect their interests, such as a
change in the land laws and the abolition of
the upper house, and would vote against it
for fear of its ultimate effect. Mr. Gladstone
evidently apprehended mischief from the utterances of the radical wing of his party for
his Midlothian speeches were confined largely to putting out the fires which Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain had lighted. But the fires had
got under too much headway before he began. The conservative w ing of his party had
taken the alarm and he was not able to reassure them or allay their apprehensions. Too
much radicalism is undoubtedly at the bottom of the Liberal defeat.
Mr. Chamberlain was too fast,. In time most of the re-

*

\OTHE.
rilllF, subscribers having leased the Casco Dye
! House, 13 Plum St., and having put inenttreIv new machinery, are now prepared todo all kinds
iif Dyeing In a perfectly sutisfactsry manuer. Old
All
and new patronage respectfully solicited.
work left with us will have prompt attention.
no84dlm* STEWART & GREEN. Proorietors. ]

—

—

iV. B.
All entries for prizes must be made at
the hall before 12 in. on the day the prizes are to
—

he

Feather Beds, Bolsters and Pillows

given.

Tickets 25 Cts.
At

Renovated by Strain machine,

Reserved Seats 50 Cts.

Stockbrtdge's and

at

the door.

Open Curb Evi nine nl 5.3« p,
atajje Crrforuiiince sii!S. l*re»1'illalioii of l-rixcsal 9.110.

ainll Doors

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

in.

11O30
uo4

13 Preble Street.

IRVING J.

eod4w

BROWN7

Miigii ol* iioUl Boot, has the agency for our
FINE BOOTS. Each and every pair bear the
name of A. <*iti’«i«lr A- «ton,
(successors t
Woodmansee & Garside.

A. GARSIDE & SON.

_dtw

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Federal Street.

Admission Evenings.20 cents
Admission with Skates or Commutation
Cheek.25 cents
Afternoon Admission.10 cents
Admission with Skates or Commutation
.15 cents
Cheek
10 cents
Skate Cheeks.
six for....1.00
Tickets,
Package
Polo and all Other Exhibitions.25 cents
C. H. KNOW ETON, Manager.
nov!7dtf

RAILROAD*.

---

Fine.
Medium.
Common.
Other WesternErne and X.
Medium.
Common.
Pulled—Extra.

PRESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 30.
WIT AND WISDOM.

“Why

asked

Supernne.

an

a“Sauire

said the fanner, “look at that field of
grain You see that all the valuable heads are
while all that have nothing in them
down,
bowed
stand upright.”
We have sold quite a lots of Atlilophoros, and in
every case it has given perfect satisfaction. H
F. Wyatt, druggist, Plymouth, N. H. Tcstimoni.
als to the same effect showing its cures in rheumatism and neuralgia are received by tlie bun
dreds.

’‘Johnny, you

are

a

Montevideo.

Cape

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, NoV. 28. 1885.-The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 12 00212 50; short cuts 12 50
@12 75; backs 12 50,/13 00; light backs 12 00*
12 50; lean ends 12 50*13 00; pork tongues $13
@13 25; prime mess Sl2@l2 50;extra prune 9 50
-*S10; mess 10 50: Western prime mess pork at

The Rev. Win. Stout, Wiarton, Out., states:
"After being ineffectually treated by seventeen
different doctors for Scrofula and blood diseases,
I was cured by Burdock Blood Bitters.” Write

60®811
Lard 6%@7c p ib in tiel-ces; 714@7%c in 10pails; 7Vs@7%c In 6-lb pails; 7%@8c in 3-lt.
pails.
Hams DVaglOe p Ib, according to size and
cure; small 10@loy2e.
Dressed hogs, city, 514c p lb; country at 4%c;
live 4V2e.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 20
@27c; fancy @—c; New York dairy 21@22c;
fancy 23c; \ ermont dally 22223c; selections 24
@26c; comhloii to good 15@20c; extra Western
fresh made creamery 20*270; fancy —@—c;
common to good 22 *25c; Western ladle packed
10q,12c. .Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than
10

proof,

Ib

Brother Charlie is going away, and 1 feel that
We should give him some little keepsake.”
".■So we should, my dear.”
How would a nice silk umbrella do?”
“Firstjrate; but don’t give it to him outright.”
■

“Just lend it to him.

He’ll keep it longer.”

“Bridget' did you hear tire door-bell?”
“Yes’m.”
“Why don’t you go to the door, then?”
“Sure, an’ it's nobody to see me. I’m not
pectin’ callers to-day.”

ex-

these

Slade’s Epicurean Spices are tlie largest and
best Cultivated Spices powdered, perfectly pure,
all dust and other impurities having been re-

20e.

Beans—Choice large hand pickek pea at 1 Son
1 90 p hush; choice New York small hand picked
do 1 8021 85; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 90@1 95.
Apples—Choice 1 H7Va@l 50; common at $1@
1 25; Snow $2@2 25.

moved.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING, Nov. 28.
Codfish—We quote large Georges codfish 3 25@
it3 70 p qtl; small do at 3 00; Bank $2 75 p qtl
for large and S2 V- for small ;dry cured do 3 00 and
2 50; Shores at 3 25 and 2 50 p qtl for large and
small; cusk 2
p qtl; haddock $214; hake $1%
and pollock $175; slack salted do 2 75 a 3 00.
Boneless and prepared fish at 3@4t4e p lb for
hake, haddock and cusk, and 4® 7Vic ® tl> for
codfish, as to style and quality.. Smoked halibut
at 0«7VaC p ib; smoked salmon 15c. Scaled herring 14c P box; No 1 and tucks 11c. Bloaters at
75c |> 100.
Mackerel—Last sales of inspected Shores at $5
@5 50 for 3s, 7$:«$95 for 2s, $18@*20 for Is; extras as high as $32. One lot Hays sold at $5, $0,
S10 and $25 for 3s, 2s, Is and extras.
Fresh Halibut—To-day’s shipping prices at 12
and 7c »lb for white and gray.
Herrring—We quote Nova Scotia large split at
5 00 p bll; medium 3 00; Labrador 4 25; Bound
Shore $2 25 |) bhl.
Trout $11 p l)bl; pickled codfish 6 00; haddock
$5; halibut heads 3 50; tongues 0 00:sounds $13;
tongues and sounds 9 00; alewives 3 00; salmon
13 00; fins 8 00; fins aud napes 0 00; No 1 shad

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
are

PORTLAND,Nov. 28, 1885.
to-day’s quotations for Flour,

Grain, Provisions, &c.:
Flour.

(Grain.

Superfine and
low grades.3 25(53 50
X
Spring and
XX Spring..5 00(S;5 25
Patent Spring
Wheats.G OOgG 25
Midi, straight
*\>ller .5 25(55 50
'dear do—5 00 a 5 25
stone ground.4 75*5 00
St Louis st’gt
roller..5 50(55 75
dear do
5 2555 50
Winter Wheat
Patents_ 5 75.5G 00

High Mixed Com.GO@61
No 2 do ear lots..59@GO
Corn, bag lots
62@63
Meal, bag lots. ..01 @62
Oats, car lots
41@42
Oats, bag lots... .42^,43
Cotton Seed,

—

Fiwli.

Cod, y qtl—
Large Sliore3
Large Bank3
Small. .2
Pollock.2
Haddock.1
Hake.I

—

—

00@27
bag...28 00^29

50
00

lots.. 17 50@1S
do bag... 18 50a 19
Middlings, 18 00@21
do bag lots,20 00 a 24
Provision*.

00
00
00
00

car

do

lots..27

Sack’dBr’n
car

Pork-

Backs ...13 00^13 50
Clear ....12 50&12 75
Mess.10 50&11 00
Mess Beef. 10 00@10 50
Ex Mess. 10 50all 00
Plate ....11 0<>,all 50
ExPlate.il 50^12 00
LardHerring—
Tubs \y p..<vy4 a7c
Scaled y bx.. 14518c
No 1.12,*15c
Tierces.G%@7c
Mackerel y bbl—
Pails.7 (a7«/4C
Siiore Is. 10 00,521 00 Hams fc> ib....9V2(alO c
8
2s.
00
do
Shore
7 oo.«,
coveredlOVa a 11%
Oil.
Med. 3s. 5 005 G 00
Small.2 75(5> 3 50 KeroseneProduce.
Port. Kef. Pet. 7 Vs
Water White.10Vs
Cranberries—
Maine.4 50@5 50 Pratt’s Ast’l.ltbbl. 113*4
Brilliant.13
00
Devoe’s
.6
Cod..
50(0/7
Cape
Pea Beans... 1 85(o 2 00 Ligonia.11
1 75(5*1 85 Silver White.1014
Medium
German nidi AOia-l 50 Centennial.11
fttni*iu*.
Yellow Eyes.l G5(5l 75i
Irish Potatoes. .50555' Muscatel.2 50@3 50
Sweet Potatoes 2 25583 London Lay’r 3 15@3 37
Onions.2 7553 25 OnduraLay. 11 Vs <i 12 V2
6 Vsvftio Vs
Cabbages.$10o,$12 Valencia
Sujjar.
Turkeys.10520
lb.7
Chickens.10,511 granulated
859
Extra C.6 Vs
Fowls
Need*.
Ducks .16@17
Geese.....14515 Red Top. ..2 25a2 37
Apple*.
Timothy Seed2 00@2 10
2 00(5:2 50 Clover.10 V2 «1 lc
Nodheads
.2 00 a 2 25
Checwc.
Snow
Tallman Swtsl 75^2 00 Vermont—10 @11 Vs
a 11 Vs
Nol Baldwins
N. Y. factory 10
and Greenings
Butter.
1 25@1 75 Creamery i> lb.. .24@25
21^23
Evaporated y lb 8511c Gilt Edge Ver
IjCUIOH*.
Choice.18«:20
25 *3 50
75 *3 00
50 a 3 25
50@2 00
75o,2 25

—

Petroleum Market.

BOSTON, Nov. 28,1885.—Refilled oil in steady
demand; sales 714 «,/% c p gall ior 115@120 test
and at 9%@10%c for Centennial and Beacon
Light, (160 test). Case oil is held at 10@llc V
gal, tins included. Naptha is steady at 10:31iy»c,
as to gravity.
_

Domestic Markets.

LBy Telegraph.]

..

Pgg*.
Eastern extras.27
Florida.3 75(54 00 Canada & Western...2G
Island.2G
Limed.19@22

OrnugrN.

1.728.000 busli do January 94yg@95c; 600,000
busli do February 9514306%c; 48.008 do March
at 97% a:08 Vie;'472,0000 busb do May 101%
@102: receipts 177,000 bu.
Corn shade easier; mixed Western spot at 403
5614c; do future at 48®55Vgc; sales 670,000 bu;
receipts 144,800 bush.
oats %•<<%c higher; State at 37®42c;Western
35343c; sales 60,000 bush, including for No 2
for January at 36c; receipts 90,250 hush.

Imports.
LIVERPOOL.
Steamship Sardinian-50 half
chests tea to (Jousens & Tomlinson, 50 do to John
O Rice & Co, 27 crates earthern ware to C E Jose
& Co.
ST JOHN. NB. Schr Seattle-107,741 ft lumber
to A Foster & Co.

Beet dull.

Foreign Exports.

Molssses steady.
Petroleum steady.
Coffee dull.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Nov. 28, 1885.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
laud 37 cars miscellaneous merchandise; forlconnecting roads 120 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Freights
Sririts Turpentine quiet
Tallow quiePat 4% c.

received

11.000 busb; barley, 84,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 26,000 bbls; wheat, 17,000
203,000 bush ;oats,102,000 busli -, rye,
;barley, 48,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Nov. 28,1885.—Flour easy Wheat
lower; No 2 Red at 92%c asked. Corn lower;
No 2 Mixed at 34% u 35e. Oats dull; No 2 Mixed
at 27% a 27%e. Lard held at §0.
Receipts—Flour, 2 100 bbls; wheat, 26,000 bu;
corn, 117,000 busb; oats, 15,000 busli; rye, 7,00o
bush barley, 30,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat 0.000 hit,
corn,000,ooo hush; oats,7,000 busli;rye,3,000 bu;
barley, 1000 bush.
DETROIT, Nov. 28,1885.—Wheat weak; No 1
White at 00%c asked: No 2 Red 92c bid.
Receipts, 23,800 busli.
_

busli :corn,
4.000 bush

Androscoggin Mills.121%
New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Nov. 28, 1885.—Money on vail
continues easy at 2®3 per cent, closing at about

2%. Prime mercantile paper is in demand at 4%
®5% percent. Exchange quiet and quotations
unchanged. Governments dull and strong. State
bonds active and steady. Railroad bonds moderately active and prices strong. The stock market
quie’t but firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre-

quotations of

coup.1133/8

coup.1233/s

.138
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Alton preferred.150
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.134

25%

Erie preferred-*.,53
Illinois Central.137%
Lake Shore. 87
Michigan Central. 77%
New Jersey Central. *0
Northwestern.
Northwestern preferred.13(>y2
N,nv York Central.105%
Rock Island.128
St. Paul.
3g%
Si. Paul

Exchange

Union Pacific. oOVi

Western Union Telegraph. 77%
43
Alton & Terre Haute.
83
do pref...
96
Line.
Boston Air
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. 80

LIVERPOOL, November 28, 1885.—Winter
Wheat Steady at 7s 1(1 a 7s 3d; spring wheat 7s Id
,0,7 3d; California average 6s 11 d " 7s Id; club at
7s 2d «j7S07s 4d; corn, new mixed Western 4s
OVsd; peas 5s 7U.
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 28,1885,-Cotton market is
quiet; uplands at 5Y4d; Orleans at ■>rsd: sales 8,00’ bales speculation and export 1000 bales.

—

45%
Central Pacific.
43»A
Canada .Southern.
120
a
&.
West.
Luck.
Dei.,
Del. Si Hud. Canal. 37%
22%
Grande.
&
Rio
Den
7 %
E. Temi., V. & ,Ua.
do pref. 12%
Missouri Pacific.104%
Houston & Texas. 37%
Kansas & Texas.3D%
Morris & Essex.130
Mobile & Ohio. 15
Northern Pacific. 39%
do pref. 63%

SAILING OAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

Rhynlaud .New York..Antwerp....Nov 29
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool ...Dee 1
Finance.New York.. Rio Janeiro Dec 2
Laguayra... Dec

2
2
2
3
3
Sardinian.Portland. .Liverpool...Dec 3
Citv Alexandria.. New York..Hav&VOruz Dec 3
Wieland.New York..Hamburg....Dec 6
5
Arizona.New
Niagara.New York Havana.Dec 5
Geiser.New York. .Copenhagen.Dec 5
Dec 5
Nordland .New York. .Antwerp
Fins.'.New York..Bremen.Dec 5
10
...Dee
Sannatiau.Portland ...Liverpool
Gallia .New York..Liveroool...Dec 10
.Dec
17
Sardinian.Portland.... Liverpool..

Philadelphia.New

York..

Elbe.New York..Bremen.Dec
SI Laurent.New York..Havre.Dec
Germanic.New York.. Liverpool... Dec
Oregon.Portland .Liverpool... Dec

Oregon Nav.109
Richmond &|DauvUle. 83
Adams Express.140

..

Express..103
00

American
U. S. Express.

Wells. Fargo Eqpress.110

Louisville & Nash. 49
42
St Paul & Omaha—
do pref.104%
110
Union Pacific 1st
.105
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.120%
St Louis Si Sau Frau. 22%
do pref. 47
1st pref. 97
19
Lake Erie & West

York..LUerpeol—Dec
—

MINIATURE ALM ANAC. .NOVEMBER 30.

Long Island. 78%
Manhattan Elevated.115
Metropolitan El.140
89%
Erie 2ds
Central Pacific lsts.114
Denver & R. Gr. .lsts.121
Kansas lsts, Den div.Ill
Oregon Nav. lsts.113
5Sl%
Union Pacific stock
New York

lirm.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Nov. 28,1885.—Consols 100 13-16.
LONDON, Nov. 28,1885.- [Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerce.] Cargoes off the coast,
wneat, slow; corn steady. Cargoes on the passage
and for shipment, wheat, heavy; corn heavy. At
Liverpool, spot wheat flat, and corn Arm.

preferred.llo

S52Br::::::::::::2:8S;; ttlrli
\

A.U

Quicksilver. 7 50
do preferred.25 00
Bodie. 1 85
Horn Silver. 2 45
Houiestake.22 50
Standard. 105
Hale & Norcross.375
Savage. 1 76

Barque Atiburudale. King, Boston, to load for
South America.
lumber to II
Sell Seattle. (Br) St John, NB
Foster & Co.
Sell Kieuzi. Cilatto. Saco.
Sc-li Lvdia Webster, Condon, Saco.
Sell Rescue. Oliver, Batli.
Scit Martha Nichols. Ferry. Macmas tor Boston,
sell Ida. Strom. Mill bridge for Boston.
Soli Muriel. Nutter. Steuben for Boston.
Sell Wreath, Moon. Sullivan for Boston.

Steamer

—

Stoneware Co.
Sell Ben Bolt, (Br) Drake, St George—master.
Sell J W Raymond, (Br) Collins, St George-

114

master.

Extra and XX.

@32

Sell Mary Lord. Lord, Bootbbay, to load for Savannah—Ryan & Kelsey.
Soli Jeruslia Baker, Chase, Machias—N Blake.
Soli Arrival, Stewart, Brooklin—N Blake.
Soli Freeman, Toney, S W Harbor—N Blake.
Sell AUandale, Kemick, Ellsworth—N Blake.
Sell J C Jameson, Hatch. Deer Isle—N Blake.
Soli Cinderella. Nichols, Round Pond—N Blake.
Sell Brilliant, Hopper, Port Clyde—N Blake.
SUNDAY. Nov. 29.

a

Arrived.
steamship Sardinian, (J’.r) Smith, Liverpool via
i Halifax—passengers and mdse to II & A Allan.
Passed Cape Elizabeth, PM, brig Ellen Maria
from Boston tor Bangor.

I

FOR

HORSES FOB SALE.

» ibioua,

Calais.

King, and

25th, schs Hattie E

FOR SALE.
TANNERY, iu first-class order,
with old established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.

l

STEAM

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

thc

"lISS^nxEnur

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Sydney. NSW, Oct 4, ship Edw O’Brien,

Libby,

for San

Magdalen Bay.

Arat Pernambuco Nov 2d, barque Formosa,
Pierce. Buenos Ayres.
sch Jennie A Stubbs,Stubbs,
At Baracoa Nov
from New York, 1 g.
Ski fin Matanzas Nov 22, sch Alfaretta Campbell, Campbell. Havana, to load sugar in hags for
New York or Philadelphia at 1.75 pr lihd.
At Matanzas Nov 20, barque Naversink, Hall,
disg; Jose E More. Carlisle, for New York; brig
sch Norena,
Hattie M Bain, McDonald, disg;

a

use

and
28-1

care

Address

treatment.

capable girl to

housework at
WANTED.—A

No.

do

general

STREET.28-1
WANTED.—A good, competent girl for genVV eral housework. Apply with references at

STREET._28-1

JUDKINS, Man-

_20-1

we will pay
eightee
cents lor clean barrels with two heads, tin
L.
A.
GOUDY & CO.. Bakers
til further notice.
and Confectioners, Cor. Pearl and Milk St. 2G-1

WANTED—Barrels;
If

WANTED—Business:
business

an

active reliable man

Vi with good
experience would like
to purchase an interest, or the whole of some well
established business in Portland; communications
confidential. Address, S„ care of Press Office,
24-2
Portland, Maine.
TITANTED—Situation by a smart, competent
VV girl to assist in general housework, chamber or table work, in a hotel or restaurant: good
references given. Apply at 228% MIDDLE ST.,
over M. G. Palmer’s store; a first-class office.
24-1

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM ARO

__

TITANTED—Advertiser desires a position in
VI store or office; is a fair penman; can soon
adapt himself to new duties; no more wages expected than services are worth. Address I. W.
WORK, Press office.21-1

TIC

WANTED—A French lady with some knowlII
edge of the English language would like to
find some pupils to call at her home for private
lessons. Call at 311 SPRING ST., Portland.
21-1

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolplio Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON &
18 BEAVER

TV ANTED—A few live men and women in
Vi
Maine to introduce the Sherman Hand
Motor for sewing machines; it can be applied to
and will last as long as the machine
machine
any
itself; It is a simple labor saving invention which
will
have; a bonanza for right parties.
every lady
Address GENERAL AGENT, Box 300, Springvale, Me.____20-1

office. 257 Middle St., opposite H. II.
Hay’s apothecary.20-1
TITANTED—Freight for Charleston, S. C.,
VV Barkentine Harriet S. Jackson, Bacon,
For
master, loading at Plaster Mills Wharf.
freight or passage apply to HALL & HASKELL,
171) Commercial St.
_20-1

STREET,

W ANTE D—A young man as salesman for aa
VV manufacturing concern, to travel west;
of experience preferred; first class references
required. Address, giving age. and previous business, B. and C., Carrier No. !>, City.20-1

YORK.

man

wanted

by
to
WANTED—Situation
assistant bookkeeper,
with
will work for small

CO.’S

BENT

pay
office;
advancement. Address, 8. E., No. 24, Portland
19-1
Business College._

TITANTED—A maii and wife for a milk farm
VV and who understand farming. Apply at
COMMERCIAL ST., head of Brown Wharf,
Portland, Me.14-3&W3

CRACKERS,

do;

Hand Made from

EMINENT PHYSICIANS

THE MURDOCK LIOUID
FOOD COMPANY
Substantiate their claims by quoting a few
surgical cases iu their Free Hospital for

formed, 37 cured, G improved, 8 unchanged. The
longest time any one patient has received treatment, 73 days; the shortest, 14 days; average,
21 23-51.

Liquid Food is administered
to each patient at tic discretion of the atIVIurdock’s

significant
hospital there
a

up

to

the

hospitals

stni^lnrd,
find

a

matter

which

other

great annoyance iu adjust-

SAVER I'It OH CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. W. entered hospital July 17, suffering from
the effects of childbirth. She was weakened to
such an extent that she was unable to eat or digest her food; had severe cough, pain in tire lungs
and night-sweats. Her physician feared she was
going into consumption, and informed her friends
that unless something was done immediately she
would probably live but a short time. She was
put on Liquid Food and a generous diet of other
fowl. In three weeks she was well enough to bear
Convalesced
an operation, which was performed.
rapidly; discharged In four weeks. Now, three
months from date of operation, is iu perfect
health.
A CASE OP INSANITV.
Mrs. C., low spirited and dejected since birth of
child, several years ago. has been in insane asylum
Examination disclosed a difficulty;
ouce since.
operation performed, rapid convalesence; all symptoms of insanity gone; cheerful and happy at the
present time, live months from date of operation
THESE OASES ARE CITED TO SHOW WHAT
MURDOCK’S
MQU11) FOOD. COMBINED
WITH SKILLFUL SURGICAL TREATMENT,
WILL DO FOR THE MANY AILMENTS OF
WOMEN.
Patients whose physical health will u»
admit of tn operation coo be sufficiently
_

Our Mr. A. L. Murdock is the lirst American
ever honored by having a ward iu one of the leading hospitals of London named after him. lhe
of the
managers did It to show their
value of his Liquid Food iu chrome surgical eases.
forWomen, of 50
He also supports a Free
beds, in London, for Lock Diseases, Consumption,
Intemperance, Paralyzed and Cancer cases, lhe
beds are all occupied, and the patients prescribed
of London.
for by some of the leading
Liquid Food is in general use by tile governments of the United Slates, England anil the leading governments of Europe,

appreciation
Hospital
physicians

0 2

Bruises, Frosted Feet & Bars,S
and all other Fains and Aches.
A safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, Ac., on Horses.
One trial will prove its merits.
Its effects are instantaneous.
Piice 25c. and 50c. Bold everywhere.
■■BBBssssr;. FrssRSsaps'wiH
febl3
__MWlAwly

EPITHELIOMA!

HOSPITALS

LEADING

LONDON,

OF

devoted to general diseases, have it in constant
use and acknowledge it to he the only Raw Condensed Food known (and much richer than it is
represented by warrant); also free of insoluble
matter, and can he retained when the stomach refuses water.
CAUTION—Remember that an extract advertised as the Original Liquid Food, and by other
names, is not a food, but the manufacturers of it
have used our trademark, essays,hospital reports,
etc., withont our authority. We have sued the
said parties for outraging our rights and deceiving
the public.
The only essay on Condensed Raw I> ood or Raw
Food Extracts read before any medical association
or society was on Murdock’s Liquid Fond.
Around each bottle is a pamphlet which contains
the said essays and hospital reports.

MURDOCK’S LIOUIDFOOD CO., Boston.

X WANTED -For two

BRANCH | J Snow Hill, London.
WORKS, 1 384 St. Paul St., Moutrcal.
SM&Wtf
110V21

OK

SHIN

CANCEK.

IJOUND—The

Mass

For seven years I suffered with a cancer on my
face. Eight months ago a friend recommended the
use of Swift’s Specific and I determined to make
In this I was successful,
an effort to procure It.
and began its use. The influence of the medicine
at first was to somewhat aggravate the sore; but
soon the inflammation was allayed, and I began to
improve after the first few bottles. My general
health has greatly Improved. 1 am stronger, and
able to do aiiv kind of work. The cancer on my
face began to decrease and the ulcer to heal, until
there is not a vestige of it left—only a little scar
marks the place.
Mbs. Joicie A. McDonald.
Atlanta, Ga., August 11,1880,
on my face for some years,
a
cancer
I have had
extending from one cheek bone across the nose to
It
has
the other.
given me a great deal of pain,
at times burning and itching to sucli an extent
unbearable. I commenced using
almost
that it was
Swift’s Specific in May, 1886. and have used eight
has
It
bottles.
given the greatest relief by removing the inflammation and restoring my geneal
W. Barnes.
health.
Knoxville, Iowa, Sept. 8. 1885.
mailed tree.
Diseases
and
skin
Blood
on
Treatise
The swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
23d
St.
157
AV.
janld&wurnilycTh
Ga., N. Y„

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

family only.

Exchange

No. 30

LET.

St.28-1

DR. W. fVlliNON respectfully inyites liis
many friends of Pol l land and vicinity to free examinations at liis old rooms at United States Hotel. His many wonderful cures are too fresh in the
Free examinations from
mind to need comment.
9 a. m. to 8 p. in.noffldtf

TO

_28-1

rro I.ET.—Two small rents of five rooms each
X at No. 99 Lincoln Street, price $12.60 per
month. Inquire at NO. 76 W1LMOT STREET,
left hand

bell._28-1

LET—Three or four stalls, carriage room,
harness closets and room for loose hay, in
of the best private stables in the heart of the
city. Address r. O. BOX, 1435.
_2-1 1_
rilO

X

one

LET—A very pleasant and convenient
1 house on St. John street, with good cellar,
Sebago water and stable. Apply at 576 Congress
street, ALVIN PEEKING.23-1
rilO

LET—House No. 130 Spring St., formerly
occupied by Hiram Beal; possession given
Apply to 0. F. LIBBY, First National
Bank Building. *_21-1
X

Nov. 1st.

I|

LET—Two pleasant and sunny tenements
and down stairs, six rooms each: in Horton Place. Enquire of EZRA 1IAWKES, 390 ConInsurance Building.21 1
street.
gress
LET—In .the centre of the city and convenient to all localities; second floor, 384
Cumberland St.; two large rooms, kitchen, pantry
and shed: rent $14 per month,and one-half water
rates and gas bill. Apply to 1). P. PERKINS, 235
Commercial St,, or at the premises between 1 and
13-2
2 or 0 and 7 o’clock p. m.

FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
More than twenty-five per cent of its
weight is duo to the best remedial
agents known to the profession, by
whom it is conceded that in ineorporating them with Toilet Paper there
bene■gj is a certainty of application and
,H fit otherwise nnattainable. Unsolicited letters testify to its remarkable
One thousand
curative properties.
sheets contain more of these reme-

§

Jgl

!*"

g

rilO

s\

jg0

X

■
8

3

rooms. Apply to A. I). BOYD,
bury and Hampshire streets.

g
k;

ROBERT PIERCE, State Agent, at Rines Bros.'
_d2\v*
I HI PORTED

novl-t

WINES and LIQUORS

corner

OF ALL KINDS,

New19-1

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

LET—French house, 8 rooms, 82 Quebec
st„ a fine tenement, all late Improvements,
heated with hot water. Apply at STORE

FOR SALK BY

X

<|

opposite.

g

g

TO

gj
g

R. STANLEY & SON,

I.ET—A first class up stair rent mi Spring
St. Apply to JAMES BAIN, 136 Commer-

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

cial street.

Also

HenLET.—Up stairs tenement at No. 19 of
L.
Inquire
ry St„ rent $16 per month.
10-tf
RED LON, 119Vz Middle St.
riio

X

DOW,

and 7, No. 12 Market Sq.

rooms

FROM

0CtlL>-tf

ODIDE

_aug29dtf

ROOMS

DR. BURNHAM’S
DR

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Deed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
the
by
allopathic and homoepathic physicians. I
will take their case threat and cure them. I hud
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent
stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office ISoiiiM—5) a. ssi. loll. p. in. novl0d3m
Dr.

Dirigo Mineral Water.
water

im
Iced water rums digestion; Dirigo
proves it; is always ‘palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water roof from 30 to 48 hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.

jel

ICt lore Slrrrl.

WEISBADEN TABLE SAUCE
The most delicious relish.

auv26

d3m

TO

WATER.

E. B. REED,

A New and Valuable Discovery for the
Preservation of Sight.
If your sight begins to blur, or where the eyes
smart, burn, itch or feel as though sand was in them,
do not fail to give it a trial, it w ill relieve you at once.
These arc true symptoms of approaching failure oi
vision. By its immediate use when the vision first
begins to blur, the use of glasses may be delayea
for years.
For all inflammation of the ey®s
and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or when
there is trouble with the tear passages, it has no
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye, or w'iiere
there is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
cataract, this is guaranteed a sure cure. Preparea
(only) by BURNHAM BROS., Opticians, No. 496
Main street, Worcester Mass., anu 390 Main street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Price 50c per package. Large packages, exua
strong, for severe cases of inflammation.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sep!7d3m
Causes and Cure, by one who
MIJIIiOO was deaf twenty-eight yc^J®*
Treated by most of the noted specialists ot
day with no benefit. Cured himself in three
same
months, and since then hundreds of others by homo
process. A plain, simple and successful
26th
East
treatment. Address T. S. PAGE, 128
novl4SM&W12w
St., New York City.

Drimrtffttiiu

"ti

LET.

SiK^faV^^fbe1^

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

California,
Japan, China,

To

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York) for Aspinwall oil
the 1st. 10th anil 20th of each month, carrying
passengers anti freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th docs not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, NewZcaland
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
„.

A.

E.

CO.,

&

A1SAIW*

....

115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Bo.tou.
feb8

_dtf_

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

—

FOR

AND ADD PARTS OF

resumption,

connecting

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
BOOTHBY, Geu’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, November 30.1885._no3()cltf

F. E.

MAIM’ STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38. East River, New Y'ork, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE. Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
sept21-dtfGeneral Agent

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP LINE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
jAk

&'ill

p.

ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.
_Oil and after Monday, Oct. I'i,
: INNS. Passenger Trams will leave

'.Portland at 7.TO a. in., and
—La-1.05 p. in., arriving at Worcester

2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. in. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. ni. and 11.15
in., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45
P-m.
For Clinton. Ayer Junction. I- ilchlinrg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham nnd Upping

at
a.

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.03 p. in.
For Rochester, .Springvale, Alfred, W uterboro mad Saco River* J.IIO a. an., 1.03
Returning,
p. an. and (mixed) at O..TO p. aaa.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.. 11.20 a.
m.. and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For <»oi-liana, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at 7.30
a. in., 1.05, 6.20, anti mixed at *6.30 p. in.
The 1.03 p.au. from Portland connects at Ayer
.In net. with lloosnc Tit him-I Route (or the
West, and at Union Repot. Worcester, for
New York Via Norwich Fine and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N’. Y'. & N. E. R. R
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.

Raltimoi'c, Washington, and the South, and
with Ilosfou A Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. E.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. K.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Portmay be had of S. II. Hellen, Ticket Agent.
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
St.
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange
St,,1> Jt
PETERS, supt.

.Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.
Connections via (irnud Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buekfield at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. in.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. in., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p.

at 10

a. m.

one-lialf tlic rate of
saiiing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip £1S.
Famagc £10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Whnrf, Bouton.
3Idtf

BOSTON

m.

_

at 4.1o and 9.10
connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bos-

Returning trains leave Canton
in.,

a.

connections daily with passenger train at
tUStage
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield for

West Sumner. Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfield. Mexico and Rnmford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
a
♦

L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

octfidtf

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
Commencing

liav-

people of 1 ortland:

A. M.

Qr. Lavifle’s Remedies

LET-A pleasant front room, furnished,
unfurnished. Enquire at No. 11 BROWN

Gout and Rheumatism
descriptive

TO

are

TO FREEJ5T._
TO
^

or

ST._

the most certain for the

Sold by Druggists generally.

'_21-1

mo LET—Suite of furnished front rooms, secA ond lloor, also front single room, with board.
JO-i
80 STATE ST-, corner Gray street.

Bilious symptoms invariably

arise from indigestion, such as
fumed tongue, vomitingof bile,
giddiness, sick headache, irregular bowels. The liver secretes the hile and acts like a
Slier or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of its functions, the bile
is liable to overflow into the

may be properly termed
affection of the liver, and
san be thoroughly cured by the
grand regulator of the liver
and biliary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. It acts upon tho
stomach, i bowels and liver,
making healthy bile and pure
ble d, and opens the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to cure. r
In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
November 21st, A D. 1885.
State of Maine.
In case of JAMES FIELDS, Insolvent Debtor.
IS is to give notice, that on the twenty-first
day of November, A. D. 1885, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by llenry C. Peabody, Judge
of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JAMES FIELDS, of Cape Elizabeth
of
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
said Debtor which petition was filed on the
which
D.
to
A.
1885,
twenty-first day of November,
date interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property bv him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of bis estate, will be held at a Court of insolvency to be hidden at Prohate Court Itooin. in
said Portland, on the seventh day of December.
A. I). 1885, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. It. SAllGEN'T.
ten.
Deputy SherBl, us Messenger of the Court of Inof
Cumberland.
for
said
solvency
County
HOV23&3C)

TH

GOLD HBDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKER'S

Breakfast Cogbs.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sngav,
and is therefore far more economi-

GwBQWTOiV

LET—Finely furnished front room to one
or two ladies; private family; good locality.
Apply at 11 CUSHMAN ST."-t-1
LET—Desirable rooms with board, No. 60

euro

sent bv the agents: E. FOUGERA
CO., 3Q North William St., New York,

pamphlet

A

|

decs

cal, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
as
admirably adapted for invalids
well as for persona in health.

of

A

dlawlyM

P.

Bridgton, arrive.11-35

M.

3.00
4.4o
5.45

Leave Bridgton.7-65
?-|9
5.55
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PEBBY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

__(‘ll

oet5_

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
OF TIME.

CHANGE

after nOilDAY, Oct. 13,

On nnd

trillil. will

run a*

1885,

follow*:

DEPAKTPBES.
For Auburn nnd L,ewi»ton, 7.05 a. m., 1.15
and 5.2o p. m.
ForGorlmm. 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. m., mixed.
For Cjorbnm, Montreal nnd Chicago,1.30
1.30 p. ill.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston nud Auburn, 8.25 a. in.,
12.05, 3.15 and 5.50 p. in.
From Gorham, 9.40a. m. and <.00 p. m.,
For

Quebec,

""From Chicago nud Montreal, 12.05 p.

m.

Quebec, 12.05 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
on day train between Portland and
cars
Parlor
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:
From

_

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED RATES
TO

—

Canaria, Detroit. CUicngo. Milwaukee,
Cinciuunti, Ml. Louin, Ouinbn, Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Malt I.nkc City.
Dearer, Man Francisco,
and all points In the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General'Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON, Supt.

ocl2dtf

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.
FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

(JLOUCESElt NET & TWINE CO.,
21-M&F

Mass.___-4

Ocl. 5, 1885.

Leave Portland (P. & O. It. R.).0.00
Bridgton Junction.10.35

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,

WUOdJ. W?

Rnmford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.

Insurance

FOR HALE BY TIIE BALE, 10,000 lbs.
best quality Cotton Lobster Twine; 30,000 Ills.
Trap Netting Hand Laid Twine; 10.000 lbs. of
High Grade Herring and Mackerel Netting; 5,000
lbs. Stow Twine Netting, line and 20 per cent,
stronger than ordinary twine.

In Boston, a widow lady
a nice location solicits
rooms to
or address MRS. MORCall
let by the day orweek.
TON, No. 8 Briggs Place, South End off Bliawmut
1
Ave., Boston,
a

Worcester Line.

Portland & Rochester R. It.

Ed-

dtf

nov20

after-

duced rates.

ra?t0t

—

the

in.;

The steamers of the Portland, Bangor. Mt. Desert & Macliias Steamboat Co. have been withdrawn from tlie route between Portland and Maehiasport until business will warrant
due notice of which will be given. Meanwhile the
steamer
Lillie,” commencing Dec. 5th. leaves
Ml. Desert Ferry for Millbridge every Wednesday
and Saturday at 10 a. ni.. aud leaves Millbridge
for file Ferry every Monday and Thursday at 9 a.
with trains of the Maine Central
in.,
R R

—

ARKANBE.TIENT.
WINTER
Steamers ot this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY amt THURSDAY at 5.00 P. 51., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked to
destination. 53f“Freiglit received upto 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s office. First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.

FISHERIES.

BOOMS TO LET.

patronage

PILLS,
_

the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retall business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMISON,
janlJdtt
No. 104 Brackett St., Portland. Me.

LET—Rooms
IlO
ing taken house in
the
of the

IRON

Celebrities of the World for Scrofula, (Tumors,
King’s Evil, etc.,) the early stages of Consumption, Constitutional Weakness, Poorness of Blood,
and for stimulating and regulating its periodic
course. None genuine unless signed ‘*BIancard,
40 rue Bonaparte. Paris.”
E. Fougera & Co., IV. Y.,Agta. for tbe E.S.
Sold by Druggists generally.
dlawMly
decs

board.
Spring.

mayl3

OF

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of Paris,
are
especially recommended by the Medical

To Let.
to let, single or in suits, with
Apple at No. 99 High street, eor. of

BABB1SOK, MAIHB

BLANCARD’S

STORE

eod6m

PORTLAND, ME.

Uaneral Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

6

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
1.
by L. C. Young-, possession given October
Enquire of JOHN T. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle

street.

Importers,

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,

LET—House No. 170 Neal St. For full pap

TO ticulars inquire of FEED N.

HOLLAND & CO., Portland, Ale.
CEO. C. FHYK.
H. P. S. GOOLD,
II. II. 1IAY & SON.
L. C. GILSON, M. D.,

Clairvoyant ami Botaiitic Physician,

the steamer “City of Richmond” from that route.
The “Lillie” will leave Millbridge at 9 a. m. Friday. December 4th; returning, leave Mount Desert
F'ery at 10 a. m. next day. Thereafter and until
further notice she will leave Mount Desert Ferry,
weather permitting, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10 a. m.; leave Millbridge Mondays and
PAYSON TUCKER,
Thursdays at 9 a. m.
General Manager.
no28d3w
Portland, Nov. 27,1885.

an

rilO

F. F.

jeio

roads at 12.45 ami 12.40 p.

run

ness

LET.—Down stair rent No. 108 Danforth
street, to be vacated Dec. 15; there are sev-

en

dies than any fifty-cent package of a
Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely 2:
wrapped in Tin Foil, and where it can- g
not he procured of the Trade, we will (gj
j|K Deliver
Free on receipt of prloe.
I 1000 Sheet M SO eta. | Sample Packet 10 eta.

S

ing

noon trains from Waterville, Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.; the night
Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. ni.
Limited Tickets, lirst and second elnss, for
all points in the provinces ou sale at re-

chias Steamboat Company.

distressing symptoms. Bilious-

up

TO

1

:3g
:S
p"'<

mornings

beyond B mgor, on Sunday mornings.
Trams are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Batli 8.45 a. in.;
Lewiston. 8.50 a. ni.; tne day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connect-

between Mount
steamer “Lillie” will
Portland and
Dr.ce, Ferry and Millbridge through
THE
withdrawal of
the
the month of December, after

blood,causingjaundice,sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious diarrhoea, a languid,
weary feeling and many other

rilO

aa

fa|
11

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
{The 11.15 p. in. train Is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and ruus every night Sundays included, hut not through to Skowhegan ou
or to Belfast and Dexter or
Monday

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Ma-

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

____28-1

,~

jl| EMMM_
MUD TCA TED

nov28-atdee4Gen. Manager.

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WIIARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m.. ami INDIA W HARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. in. (Sundays excepted.)
table
Passengers bv this line secure a comfoi
night's rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenlate
at
in
Boston
night.
ience of arriving
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jb„ Manager.
ocltf

I.ET.—Ill uew house, two of the most cosy,
sunny, sweet and convenient rents of 6 or 7
rooms in the city, $15.00 per month, more nearly
done for $12.50. Apply soon, II. H. SHAW. No.
160 Middle St.

X

InI
Sr
mm

Tuesday,

ni.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

—

rilO LET_Very pleasant up stairs tenement
JL for small family. Apply at 291 BRACKETT
ST.

0 a. m. to

Ss|fe

account of the storm, one more
anflip will be made next week than previously
Dee. 1,
nounced. Leaving Portland on
at the usual time. Leave Machiasnort Thursday,
Dee. 3, at 4 a. m. for Portland, weather permitting.
These will be the last trips of the company's steamers on tli is line until the business of the winter
due notice of
season will warrant resumption,
PAYSON TUCKER.
which will he given.
on

FARE $1.00

ligature by

1_eo(ltt

..

IT

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

rilO

L:'.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
having been necessary to abandon the Tuesday night trip of this week from Portland to
UicliMuchiasport. of (he steamer City of round

STUMERS.

29-3m

TO

4 j>. m.

marl

chias Steamboat Co.

HOTEL.

STATES

UNITED

skye terrier dog, answers to
The finder will be rewarded
307
CONGRESS ST._21-1
to
by bringing
best place to buy Wedding Cake
1
is at DEERING’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.

HOTEL, ROOM 18,

Every Saturday, from

___

and 1.25 p.

small

without detention from business. Seven years experience and hundreds of cases cured in different
parts of the State.
Bead the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skeptIca1,
Portland, Dec. 1, 1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, eau recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method Is simple, almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.
FEED H. THOMPSON. 36 Union St.
EICH’D K. GATEEY, 50 and 61 Union St.
GEO. HUMPHHEY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
I) l'\ GEKTS. 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MKRltJLE. 60 Cross St.. Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland
GAKD1NEK WOOD. 5 Temple Place, Portland
N. W. MOUSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
he given at the Doctor’s room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.

AT ! S.

dtf

nov28

—

a

Cramps, Sprains, Backache A
Sciatica, Burns and ScaJcteJ

1
|Sardinian.
passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
and C. P.
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston:
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St.. Portland.

place with safety.

BE LET.—A pleasant desirable up stairs
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 08 Pleasant street, Auburn.
CURED
rent at No. 413 Cumberland St,, suitable for
IlO
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
small
Inquire of GEO. F. JITNK1NS,

Neuralgia A

“24
“31
7
21

Jan.

Se»v Brunswiek, Nora Scotia, Eiiuee
ward* Island, anil Cape Bretou.

Conunon cases can, by the use of the Liquid Food
be built up in tliree-fourtlis the time required by
other treatment.

nud I.ineolu
p. III.; Rockland :iml Knox
and
R R., 7. 10 a. in., 1.25 p. in.; Auburn
5.00
p. m.;
laewiMtou at 8.20 a. m., 1.20,
■Mton via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.. $11-15 !>•
WiUltarop,
in.; Farmington. iTIonnioatb,
Oakland a ml North Aumoii, 1.20 p. HI.;
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. in.

THURSDAY,
Nov. 20
Dec. 10

I

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

name

than four score years these Crackers,
have been unequaled for excellence and their
are sold by firstsuperior keeping qualities. They
BENT & CO..
class grocers everywhere.

For Rheumatism,

I
Circassian.

For

mond

lowell, f.aidinceuud Bronsw
m.
7.10 a. °maHath,“iH’,,7'1
ill.. 1.25. 5.16, {11.15 p. III.;
at 11.15
1.25, 5.15 |>. in., and on Saturdays only

From Portland
via. Halifax.

iu three or
built up by the Liquid
four weeks so that an operation ran take
Food

LOST—Aof Jack.

more

or

10
17
31

FOUND—Wednesday

the stamped
which
the makers.
hear

of knife

Dec. 9

evening at City Hall, an
umbrella. The owner may have the same by
calling at STOCKBKIDGE’S Music store. 28-1

THE GENUINE,

use

The first semi annual report of the surgical deof this institution shows that 55 have
received treatment, 3 have left soon after entering
(contrary to advice), 47 operations have been pet-

Vnucrboro, Nl. .lohu, Halifax, ami the
Province*, Nt. Mtpphru ami Aroo*took
Comity, 1.20 j[» m., via LcwmIm, 1.25 and
111.15 p. in., via Augunln; and for Bar Harbor, ami Bangor & PiMntnqui* R. R.,
til 15 D. 111., for Skowbrgnn, KelfaM and
Dexter 1.20. 1.25, Jll.l"p. in.; Waterville,
<m Sat7.10 a. m.. 1.20,1.26, {11.16 P- m.; and I«aturdays only at 6.15 p. nu; 6>r Au«u»iu,_

1‘orilaml Service.

Sardinian.
Sarm.sTian.
I Parisian.
i Polynesian.

iv)

LOST AN® FOUND.

both sides the Atlantic
Get only

may2l-ThS&TUm_Milton.

•*

and

a m ft?
ctf
mlaailu.

THURSDAY,
Nov. 5

shop

™OOvlv‘ privilege

PURE.

Liverpool
From Liverpool I
via. Halifax.

city just

a

rent only $10 a month; the owner is obliged tosell
to work himon account of poor health, not able
come and see this.
self; if vou want a good
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington
20 1
St., Boston, Mass.

years, with
of paying In one year.
the money
double
worth
Prime personal property
as security, consisting of the stock, etc., of a well
estate ofreal
and
business;
established
profitable
fered as part collateral; all situated in Portland;
value of
to
the
as
satisfied
tiie investor thoroughly
the collateral of all Kinds. Address J. E. F.,Daily
20-1
Press Office.

GfcO 87/44

CHOICEST FLOUR
They are
Easy of Digestion.
Eecommended by

without the

can

TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Foi-tland as fallows:
For Bausor, Fllnworth, .Tit. Dtucrl Ferry,
On and alter

188C.

Winter Arrangements.

men

324

Guaranteed

For

young man

work in an
chance for

a

Celebrated Hand-made

ABSOLUTELY

a

or

as

1885.

central railroad

and Connecting!: Steamboat Lines.

allTanune.

SAI.E—$400 will buy a first-class barber
FOR
Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Mashop, running 3 chairs, all the business 3
out of Boston:
located in smart

FOLEY'S

dly

Spoken.

one of

OF THE

[ESTABLISHED 1861.]

Oct 4, lat 24 S, Ion 40 W. ship E B Sutton, Carter, from New York for San Francisco.
Oct 8, lat 6 N, Ion 26 W. ship Clias Dennis, Allen. from New York for Melbourne.
No date. &c, barque Louise Adelaide, Orr, from
Rosario for Boston—(by sch Alice Montgomery,
at Providence from New Orleans.)

oil

ash, velvet,
pets, nice large dining room; grand location for
boarders at good prices; rent only $75 a month:
price $1,450 part cash. G. W. JACOBS, 2G0
Washington St., Boston. Mass._20 1

—

C0„

marlO

Chase, wtg.

room

ins.

CUMBER 1.AN1)

17!)

etc. Maine Book Agency, E. H.
ager, 385 Congress St.

WATER

,HAI,E—10

difficulty has
been experienced iu keeping the nutrition

■WANTED AGENTS-'‘‘Life of Grant” by
VV Col. Burr; introduction by Dr. Newman.
Tliirtv-live Statesmen, Judges. Generals, etc.,
contribute. 200 illustrations, 1038 pages, only $3.
Score other magnificent Works, Christmas books,

20,

house

lodging
tile best streets in Boston; furnished ill black
FOB
brussels and tapestry carwalnut and

maTne

STEAMERS.

Boston.^

surgeons, and it is
fact that iu the history of the
has not been a case iu which

stylish driving

good
get
for its board, best of
horse to
WANTED.—To
K., Press Office.

No. 43 DEERXNO

NEW

FOB

tending

WANTED.

ISliglP^

Flancisco.

Ar at Pram-Pram prev to Oct 19, barque Sea
Gull. Thompson. Accra.
Ar at Ymuiden Nov 23, barque Abiel Abbott.
Chase, Plymouth.
Ar at Liverpool Nov 24, barque St James, Cook,

dtf

8neo, lflaiue.

novl4

Damon.

Sid 27th, seh Sarah & Ellen.
HYANNIS—Sid 27th. schs Elbridge Gerry,
for Boston via Edgartown; J Nickerson,Winslow,
(from New York) for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 27tli, seh Jas Crosby, Johnson,
New York.
Cld 27th, barque Clias Fobes. Buckman, Port
Spain; Georgietta, Forbes, Surinam.
Ar 28th, schs Ida A Thurlow, Young, Grand
Malian; Helen G King, Sprague, mid Hiram, Hibbard, Calais; Arboreer, Clark, Ellsworth; Opliir,
Gott, Bangor; s L Foster, Stanley, fm Cranberry
Isles; Railroad, Smith, and Tivano, Geyer, Portland.
Sid 28th, barques Georgietta, Clias Fobes. Carle
Heckle. Jessie Macgregor; brig Lucy W Snow.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 28th, schs Harry Wliite,
Bangor for Stamford; Mary. Tliomaston for New
York; John W Brqwn, Lincoluvllle for New Bedford.
PORTSMOUTH-Sailed 29th. schs Ira E Wight
Arey, Rockland for Boston; Huntress, NYork for
Maeliins; Mary E Oliver, do for Bootlibay; Tlios
R liackett, do for Deer Isle; Cliromo, Sullivan for
New Bedford; Abby Weld, Boston for Eastport;
Emily A Staples, do for Saco; Tivano,Geyer, Portland for Boston.

on
lodging house
.NAIiE—15
Beacon hill, Boston; elegantly furnished; dinand
Brussels
carTapestry
ing room and kitchen,
lease; if you are
pets : rent $1,000 a year; good
like tills, for It
looking for a good house you will Bull
particulars
is a paving house; price $1300.
of G. W. JACOBS, 2«G Washington St.,
room

partment

dtf

no9

«/««vvu.

Vl&EYARD-HAVEN—Sid

a

man.

Orr’s Island, lieturn. leave Orr
Portland at B.45 a. m., touching at intermediate
a. m.
landings, arrive at Portland at 9.15hoard
to
For freight or passage apply on
L. LOM*.
JsepHHlt?an
and

near

Women*

Would

horses for sale.

good carriage
THREE
like place for my coachman,
temperate
J. HOPKINS SMITH.

Cld 27tli, brigs Amy A Lane, Cltnord, Point-a-

me,

for

_

1114
114
Crown Point. 1%
214
Eureka.
The Wool Market.
BOSTON, Nov. 28, 1885.—The following is
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.37 @39
Choice XX.34 @36
*’
.in 33
Fine X.
Medium.35 @ 3G

Boston

Cleared.
Steamship Eleunoia, Bragg, New York—J B
Coyle, Jr.
Portland
Sell Bramliall, Hamilton, Boston

114
114
1%
314

FOR

I

—

to-day:

engine
SAEE-A two horse power,
and boiler. Enquire of H. H. YORK, 224
Federal street, City._
MALE-Dr. Chase’s 2000 receipe hook;
latest edition, sent by mail postpaid on reof
ceipt
32.00. A. H. PURINTON, 04 11 nion St.,
Agent for Cumberland County,_apt

a

Eastport and St John. NB.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Nov. 28.1885.—The followofficial
are
quotations of mining stocks
dosing
ing
Best & Belcher.
Belcher.
Bodie Con.
Halc& Norcross. —.
Savage
Con. Cal. & Va.
Yellow Jacket..

Cumberland, Thompson,

FOR

and trustworthy

3

Arrived.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle, Jr.

Coarse.30
Michigan—
•**

Virginia.
a

Nov. 28.

YORK, Nov. 28,1885.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.23 50
Ontario.29 00
NEW

IMAEE—Horse for sale cheap, for particulars, adddress. P. O. BOX 623, City. 24-1

JAMS

Boston.

LNEJEWS.
SATURDAY,

[By Telegraph.]

FOR

T

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, sell Janies Young,
Limiiken, St John, NB.
Ar 27th, lirig C S Packard. Vanslow, Sagua;
sells Horace O Bright, Seavey, Pascagoula; Martin L Smith, Smith. Kennebec.
Below, sells Lizzie Lane. Herrick, Monte Christ!
Maggie G Hart, Nickerson, New Orleans.
Cm 27th. Sell Genevieve, Haley, Charleston.
NEW YORK—Ar 27tli, ship Farragut, Hardwick. Celiu; Haul I Tenney, Wilson, Iloilo; brig
Annie R Storer, Harding, Caibarien 11 days; sells
Yale, Hodgdon,
Penobscoi, Carter, Baltimore;
Newport News for Portsmouth; Leonora, Bonsey,

sharp shoedo well to tty thmn.

I

~

,,

Sid 2Mh, sell Abbie C Stubbs, Pendleton, for
New Haven.
Tr
WILMINGTON, NC— Cld 27tli, sell Albert II
Cross. Henderson, Philadelphia.
WebRICHMOND—A1- 27tl>, sells Speedwell,
ster. Rockland; Ringdove, Haskell, do; H J Cottrell, Haskell, Kennebec.
NORFOLK—Ar 2Ctli, sell Georgie L Dickson,
Harding. Boston.
»
NEWPORT NEWS- Sid 7tli, sell Weybosset,
Crowell. Portland.
GEORGETOWN, DC —Cld 2?lh, sell Fred W
Chase, Nason, Boston.
BALTIMORE—At 20tli, sell Florence J Allen,
Soule, Galveston.
Cld 20th, sell Jennie S Hall, Hall, Boston.
Ar 27th, brig Teneriffe. Tracy, Millbridge.
Cld 27th, sell A R Weeks. Henley, and Normandy. Wyman, Portland; O D Witlierell, Garlield,

As the time draws
owners of horses will

NOR male OR TO I.E T—Twenty-live
long tables with horses,for use at halls and
banquets; each table will seat twelve persons.
Apply at 52 Exchange St._
male-A perfect 2d. hand health lift
machine very clieap, can be seen at Custom
House. Inquire of B. F. HINDS._-’Ll

s

CHARLESTON—Ar 27th, sell Victor Puig, Har-

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Mining Stocks.

ing, the

Philadelphia.

....

New 4%s,
New 4s, reg.1233/i
New 4s,
Pacific (is of ..1283/8
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:

FOR
MORRILL’S, corner Preble
near lor

/£8*N>IR

[By Telegraph.]

New4%s, reg.112%

shoe, at E.
miaee—Theneverslip horse
and Cumberland

ZIjK &.

HAVANA. Nov. 28, 1885.—Sugar market—
Owing to unfavorable news from abroad the market, which opened with good prospects, continued
nominal during the week.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization.
4% reals gold per quintal.
Centrifugal, 92 to 90 degrees polarization, in
lihds, bags and boxes, 5% §15% reals.
■Storks in warehouses at Havana and Matauzas
12,500 boxes, 121.000 bags and 7,400 hogsheads;
rcceipts|ilurhig the past week, 35 boxes, 1,250
lags and 1,650 lihds; exports during the week
280 bbls, 10,600 bags ami l.SOO hlids to tile
United States.
Freights heavy; loading at Havana to United
States per hhd ol sugar, $150'a 1 75 gold.
From ports on the north coast, outside ports to
the United States, at 1 75 a$2 00 gold.

Govern-

Erie..

h

Havana Market.

Unitod;states bonds, 3s.102%

9

37yi@37%c.

CHICAGO, Nov. 28.1885.—Flour is neglected.

Belle Telephone.163
Eastern Railroad Os.122%
Mexican Central 7s. 48%
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.122%,

300.247 shares.
Tlie following are to-day's
ment securities:

at

For

SAVANNAH—Ar 28tli, scii Fostina, Plmbook,

ris, llaracoa<

house in

MALE.-A good second-hand Top Buggy
Apply to B. r
cheap, also harness.
PRITCHARD. 2051/2 Middle St.-’8-1

Streets.

o “.si ssr&ft Wft

at 2 p. ''a1.1': st;
cepted, weather permitting)
Island, Little and Great Chebcagne,s Harpswell
lsland fm

HAI.E_Lodging
Boston,
business part of city and depots, 25 rooms,
FOB
0
ail
by

let, run
present owner
years,
rent only $900 a year, price of furniture $1000,
extra good paying house, grand chance for transient. nest of reasons for selling. BON I) & BRITTAN, 339 Washington St., Boston._19-1

_

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Selling. BONDS BEITTAN, 339 Washington
St„ Boston._19-1

furnished,

"IVOR sale_A good second-hand sleigh with
a;
new runners, will sell cheap, also pung top,
which can be adjusted to sleigh bottom, making a
first-rate pung for peddling purposes, can be seen
D. RAV FROat the store No. 7 Portland St.
88 A
HOCK.

Bangor.

Wheat lower at 83'/2®85c for November; closed
83%c; No 2 Spring at 83%@83%c; No 8 at 65®
69c; No 2 Red nominal. Com weak at 41c. Oats
firm at 28» i n 28y2e. liye easy; No 2 at Ole. Barlev quiet; No2 at 05c. Pork firmerjat 8 803.8 85
for old and 0 no «!) 87 for new packed. Lard firm
at 6 05. Boxed ineats are steady; shoulders 3 70
@3 75 ;short ribs at 4 80®4 90;short clear at 5 15
®5 20.
Receipts—Flour, 21,000 bbls; wbeat. 107,000
busli; corn, 210,000 busli joats.l 14,000 busb; rye,

Boston & Maine Railroad.180%
Eastern Railroad. 67
Flint & Pore Marquette Railroad pref.
do com. 17
Boston & Albany Railroad.178
Boston & Lowell Railroad.118
.30
New York and New England Railroad.
Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 87%

gated

Scott.

Foil

_no111
FOR MALE.

body,

firm.

Boston Stock Market.

daily:

Domestic Ports.
Ar 27th, barque Carrie
SAN FRANCISCO
Winslow, Lorlng, Antwerp.
Ar 20th, ships State of Maine, Nickels, Departure Bay; Oriental. Slater, Tacoma.
Ar 21st, ship Astoria, Anderson, Nanaimo.
Ar 27th, barque A lamvUde,
PENSACOLA
Newman, Galveston; sell Belle O’Neil, Butler,
Galveston.
,.
FEKNANDINA— Ar 27th, sell J 1! Holden,

grew, Boston.
Ar at Talcahuano Oct 10, ship Antelope, PeaBoston.
Arat Messina 24th, barque Clias Stewart, from

Sugar quiet .;

WESTPORT, NS. Schr J W Raymond-2 bbls
Onions 85 galls oil.

arc

night.

at

NA1.E.—Lodging house near Hollis St.,
Boston, a very central and popular location
for lodgers, 10 rooms, nicely furnished, and all
let, occupied by present owner eight years, price
$1300, splendid chance, sickness only reason for

|7B

aug3l

Ar at Shanghai prev to Nov 18th, barque Mcudota. from Bnrrard Inlet.
Arat Brisbane Oct 2d, barque Virginia, Petti-

Pork dull; new mess 9 87%®10 25.
Lard dull; steam rendered 6 42%.
Butter firm; Western 8®27c; State 18328c.

3 do flour 2 do

The

1885.—Flour dull and

NEW YORK, Nov. 28.

iu some cases a shade lower;sales 9600 bbls ;State
3 201/5 50; Ohio 3 40 u 5 05; Western at 3 25@
5 50; Southern at 3 60 « 5 60.
Wheat, unsettled and %@%c higher with fairly
active business; No 1 White nominal; sales 048,OOO bush No 2 Red for December at 92%@93c;

Good.15@IG
Store.10@12

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

port

Arey,
Sheep—Receipts GOO; shipments —; steady; natives at 2 00®3 TO; Western 2 20,33 25; Texans
1 25@3 00. Lambs ;>' head 3 50 34 50.

—

WANTBD-An

EP^See general news eoliimus for particulars of
the disaster to brig Mattie B Russell.
Barque Bertha, of Portland, Cant Benjamin,
from Turks Island Oct 14 for Boston, Is overdue,
BrlgC S Packard, Vanslow, which arrived at
Philadelphia 28tli from Sagiia, Is leaking some
and will go on the dry dock.
Hch Annie Bliss, O'Donnell, from Savannah for
Baltimore, put into Hampton Roads 28th. with
loss of anchor and chain; lost boat, broke spanker
boom, ilamaged stern, and is leaking, having been
in collision. She will be towed to Baltimore.
Manila, Sept 15-Tlie masts, with spars and rigging attached, of the burnt ship Phlneas 1 endlehere
ton, are lying where the Vessel was at anchor
and are a serious danger to vessels entering this

Slil27tli, ships St David, for Hong Kong; PG
Blanchard for Buenos Ayres; brigs Motley, for
Carthagena; Anita Owen, for Portland.
Passed the Gate 27th, sells Silver Spray, from
New York for Rockland; Caroline Knight. Amboy
for do; .Maggie Abbot, from Philadelphia for New
Haven; Ralph Slnnett, Norfolk for New Haven;
Marv O’Neil, do for do.
1’1'iRTH AMBOY—Ar 25th, seh Sandy Point,
12 oo.
Pure medicine oil at 85c p gal; crude do 55c;
Grant, and Victor, Jenkins. New York.
Ar 2(ith, sells Carrie L Hix, Hix. New York; A
blaekfish oil 50c; cod do 35 40c; porgie do 30c.
Fish scrap $9 p ton; liver do$6; fresh livers at
Hammond, Orue, and E Closson, do.
Sid 20th. schs Leonora, Bonsay, for Pawtucket;
50c p bucket.
Fish waste $2 p ton.
Pavillion, Norwood. Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 2Uth, sch Ahhie Wasson,
Lord, Bangor for New York.
Chicago Cattle Market.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, seh Alice MontgomBy Telegraph.]
ery, Lavender, New Orleans.
CHICAGO,Nov. 28. 1885.— Cattle—Receipts 2,Sid 20th, seh Jos G Stover. Arey. New York.
I
FALL RIVER—Ar 25th, sch Yreka, Falkiugham. Calais.
NEWPORT—Sid27th, sch Caroline 0, Moulton,
New York; Hattie L Curtis. Hutchings, do.
WOOD'S HOLL—Ar 25tli, sch Damon, Torrey,
Bangor.
WESTPORT POINT—Ar 24th, sch Mary Jane,

25.5,3 50

Florida.4 5055 00
Messina.4 2555 00
Malagers.3 005,3 50

quotations.

Cheese—Choice North 9V2@9%c: lower grades
according to quality; Western at9@9y2c. Job
lots Vsc higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 27@28c; fancy at 29c;
East firsts 20c: New York and Vermont at 20c;
North at 25@20c: Western at 22a 22 Yac; Island
East limed at
at 20®—c, and N. S. at 2G@27c.

“Ob, my!” exclaimed Mrs. Smytliekins, as the
Mischief was saluted by a discharge when she
passed the stake boat, “is that her jib boom?”

The following

Hope..

Australian.
Donskoi.
The Wool market has been quite active
are well sustained on medium fleecest

great source of annoyance

"Why not?”

Good

house of 15 rooms on
very nicely furnished
in good repair; rooms all let and paying well;
rent $55 month; sickness compels fhunediate sale
at sacrifice, price $75o, easy terms, an unusual
chance for some one. BOND & BEITTAN, 339
30-1
Washington St., Boston.

sale—Lodging
FOR
Tremont St., Boston;

and

active manor woman in every
per
county to sdl our goods. 8alary
month and expenses, or commission, hxpemst.s in
address
advance. Outfit free. For fullpartieulars
STANDARD SILVER WARE CO., boston, Mass.

Memoranda.

Buenor. Ayres_

to me.”
“What’s the matter, pa?”
“You ask so many foolish questions. I wasn’l
a big donkey when I was of your age.”
“-No. pa, but you’ve growed a heap since.”

him for

„..

EXCIJRXIOJW.

BUSINE39 CHANCES.

WANTED.

TIT
EP—Ladles and gent'emen
* ANTED, HE
at the r
In city or country to work lor
s
own homes, daytime or evening; the business
or
canvassing
no
light, pleasant ami easily done;
nil
peddli"g, good salary paid to smart workers furdevote full time to it, steady employment
nished.
Address FRANK EATON, Manager,
Boston, Mass., IloX 5153,__^n-o

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fill ltosario Oct 21. barque Clara Eaton, Lunt
Rio Janeiro,
Hid fm Buenos Ayres Oct 12, bng 1- I Henderson. Ross. Brazil.
Sid fm Hiogo Oct 7, ship John C Potter, Curtis,
New York.
,,
Ar at Tcnenffe Nov 17, barque Matalizas, Simmons, New York,
Ar at Auckland, NZ, Nov 27tb, barque; Elinor
Vernon, Berry, Dunedin,.to load for New twk,
Ar at Zanzibar Nov 27, Ship Oakland, Watts,
New York, (for Bombay).
Ar at Victoria, BC, Nov 19, ship Fannie Tucker,
Greeuleaf, San Francisco.

Not.
Combine aim delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing..
Fine delaine.
Low and course...
Medium unwashed
Low unwashed.
California.
Texas.
Canada pulled_
Do Combine.
washed..
Smyrna
Unwashed.

head as I do?’’
you hold up your
aristocratic lawyer of a sterling old

don’t

AGENTS

SAILED—Barque Wandering Jew; sell Mary E
Morse, and a large fleet of coasters which put in
for shelter.

Sold by Grocers every where.

BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.
dSS

h £■■22 a wa
tlfling Agency of Messrs.
N. W. AYER * SOU. oor authorized a«ent«.

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5, 1885,
until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00 n. tu., for

Fabvnu., Bethlehem, Littleton. Lauraster. WeodoviHe, Montpelier, Mt. John.-

Newport.

hury,

Burlington, Mwnntou,

Ogdensburg, and all points

lines.
.3.00 p. III.,

for

stations.

connecting

on

,,

Bnrtlctt and intermediate

ARRIVALS.

10.40 a. UI., f.iota Bartlett and way stations.
3.35 p. in., from Mwauton, Burlington and

all points

on

through line.
J.

October 3,188G.

HAMILTON, Supt.
oc-3dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

R.

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Nuudnr, October 11, 1£$5*

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For BomIou at 6.15,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. in.
Arrive in Bomiou 10.30 a. m.,1.16,4.45,8.00p.m.
Bouton for Portland 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.30
i). in. Arrive at Portland 12.30, 5.00, 8.08 p. in.,'
Hcarboro and Piue Point 0.15, 8.40 a. in.,
3.30, 5.45 l>. III. Old Orchard, Mnco. Biddefordand Ken tic bunk (>.15, 8.40 a. ill., 12.30,
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Well* Beach (>.15—&40 a. m.,
3.30 p. m. North Berwick, Great Fan*, Doand
ver, Exeter, llnverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30, 3.50 p. m.
Koch enter,
Fnrmiui;tou and Altou Haj
8.40 a. ill., 12.30, 3.30 n. in., Mnnehenter and
4'oueord (via Newmarket Junction) 0.15 a.m.,
3.30 i). m.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. in.
♦The 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Kail Lines to points West and Soi^th; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. ni.t and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
SUNDAY TRAINS
tor Ifio-.iou 1.00. 4.15 p.m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
At a.oo A. ivi.t Every day (Night Pullman)

for
Hiddet'ord, Kittery, Port.mouth, N'ewburySul,
Somin.
uu,
I.j
('bel.en,
port. Ipswich,
erville nnd Huston, arriving at 0.20 a. in.; A*
O, 00 A. 9I.i For Cape Elizabeth, Srnrboro,
We.t Scnrboro, Sneo, Hiddcford, Keane,
bunk, •'Well., North Berwick, I'ouwnt
J unction. Kittery, Porssmouth. Ncwburyport. Amcwbnry, Stilent, Lyau, Chelsea
mill Kostou. arriving at 1.10 p, in., connecting
with Kail Lines to New York and South and West.
At 1.00 I1. 91a For Cape Elizabeth, Searboro, Sneo. Biddeforil, North Berwick,
(Conway Junction, slops only to leave passengers)
Kittery, Port.mouth, New buryport, Arnesburv, Salem, Lynu, I’hel.en mid Homiou.
arriving at 5.00 p. m„ connecting with Sound and
At 0.00
Kail Lines for points South and West.
P. VI.:

(Express)

for Ho.tou and

principal Way

Stations arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. in., connecting witli Rail Lines for New York. TRAINS
LEAVE BOSTON for Portland, t7.30, 9.00
a. in., 12.30 week days, t7.00 p. m. dailv, arriving
ill Portland 12.05,1.00, 4.45,10.50 p. 111.
(The 7.80 a. m. and 7.00 p. m. trains run from
North Berwick to Scarboro Crossing via Western
Division, stopping at principal Way Stations.
PARLOR CARS on trains
9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.00 p. m., and
1.00 and 0.00 p. m.
in..
a.
SLEEP I Nil
TliROlt.il
PULLMAN
CARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
m.
a.
Portland 2.00
,.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Office,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
Ntreeli
1). J. FLANDERS, (ien. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FDRBER, Hen'l Manager,
PULLMAN

■leaving Boston

Portland at 9.00

dtf

oil'.'_
I'litmiT
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.lliou* the

of the
WILLIAM KEED (M.
unrvard. 1842.) and ROBERT
«

use

M. REED (M. D., Harvard, 1870,)
Evans House, 17.1 Tremout
si., Boston, treat FISTULA,
PILES and ALL DISEASES
OF THE RECTUM without
Ik3 B 11 Cl detention from business.
KeferSend for pamphlet.
1x11 II V ence given.
Office Hours—11a. m. to 1 p. in.
1
11
J
I'llv
a ihuw | (except
Sundays).
(
febl2
eodly
and
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PEESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 30.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NEW 4BVEBKNE.IIENTN TO-DA V.
AMUSEMENTS.
Grand Gilt Entertainment—Thatclier Post.
Pair—New Churcli Society.
Portland Theatre— Her Attonement.
N E W A I) V EKT1SEM E N TS.
Boots, Siloes and Rubbers-Smart & Wliite.
Owen, Moore. & Co.—5.

Wanted—Housekeepers’

Position.

Rilies lirot mrs—2.
For

sale—Whalebone Knox Colt.

Sand Free.
Christmas St. Nicholas.
M due Central li. K.
For

Sale—Lodging

House.__

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should always
It re
be used when children are cutting teeth.
lieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the. child from pain
and the little cherub awakes as “bright as a butIt soothes
ton.” It is very pleasant to taste.
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-live cents
a bottle.
WB&Mlyr
deelO
._
More cases of sick headache, biliousness, constipation, &c., can be cured in less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by usingCarter’s
Little Liver Pills, than by any other means.

Hamer's Bazar—This beautiful weekly pul,"
IIcation is a welcome visitor to tiro parlor circle.
The number for the ensiling week lias been received liy N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

Coughs, Colds and Sore Throat yield readily to
B. H. Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum Cough Drops,
MAV&F

oct 19

1

11

..-

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday—John Collins, intoxication; second
offence: no days in the county jail.
John Kirby, assault; tour months in the county
jail.

Alton VV. Carletou, Charles Colby, John McCriuk, coasting on sidewalk; each fined $5 and
oiie-lhird costs.
BRIEF

JOTTINCS.

Judson Keefe has been appointed driver of
Engine No. 4.
George Fernald has been appointed driver at
the city stable,
There was good skating on the Basin Saturday,
and the boys and girls enjoyed it.
The first lecture in the Dickinson course will lie
given on the evening of Dec. 17th.
It is rumored that a large glass factory is to be
established in the old Forest City trotting park.
The bark Bertha, Capt. Benjamin, from Turk's
Island for Boston, loaded with salt, is a few days
overdue.
Hon. George F. Talbot will read a paper on the
late Hon. J. S. Pike of Eastport, before the Historical Society, Dec. 22d.
The value of foreign exports for the past two
weeks was $199,953.51, including 940.021 feet
of lumber.
On account of the present had condition of the
_

streets, the street department has supplied the
engine houses with extra horses.
At Hie regular meeting of the Board of Fire
Underwriters, held Saturday, no business of public Interest was transacted.
Levi Cummings, Esq., the city electrician, is
building a handsome brick residence on Cumberland street, near Mellen.
Sarah Talbot, lately deceased, who resided at
the corner of Maple and Danfortb streets, has
left $500 to the Home for Aged Women.
Casco Bay Commandery of Portland and Garfield of Biddeford will visit Ocean View Com-

mandery, Ferry Village, tonight.
Saturday the post office and custom house were
draped ill honor of Sir. Hendricks, under the
direction of Capt. George E. Brown.
Mr. John Coleman obtained tiie gold-beaded
cane at the Catholic fair Saturday night, and
Officer McDonough the revolver and set of handcuffs.

Saturday night when the Eleanora sailed h r
New York she had on deck five carloads of fir
trees, which were all cut in Scarboro’ and are to
be transported to New York city.
There were 46 arrests last week, of which 26
A boat and set of oars
were for drunkenness.
were stolen Friday night from the Boston & Maine
wharf.
Mr. J. E. Graham recently sold a yearling
stallion colt, 15 hands high, to Mr. J. M. Littlefield of Foxcroft. The colt is by Wedgewood,
dam Ivy, by Mambrino Dudley, 2d, dam Myrtle.
Dr. Sarah Devoll will deliver a lecture this
afternoon at 4.30 o’clock in Deception Hall, City
Building. This lecture is an extra one in the
course she is now delivering ljqfore the Mission
Band, and will be free.
The Associated Charities work room will not be
open for giving out work until the second Friday
in December. The ladies will meet for cutting
out work Wednesday, Dec. 2d, at room 18, City
Building.
The second annual ball for the benefit of the
Belief Association of the Fire Department will
take place at City Hall tomorrow night, and will
draw a large party. Chandler will furnish the
music and give a choice band concert.
The First Parish fair will be held at Mechanics’
Hall, Dee. 1st and 2d, afternoon and evening.
Tuesday evening tire farce entitled “A Kiss in the
Dark” will be given. Wednesday evening there
will be a dance with music by Grimmer.
The mackerel fleet have hauled up for the win.
ter. Some of the vessels have done fairly well,
while others have run considerably in debt. The
catch has been about one-quarter that of last
year, and the stock on hand is of about the same

comparison.
Messrs. W. H. Chase and Emery C. Chase of
this city, sons of the late Abel Chase, who was a
descendant of Aquila Chase, one of three brothers
who are said to have amassed §80,000,000 in
colonial days, hope to get a part of the properly
under act of British Parliament of August 4th,
1885. Mrs. Jennie Chase of Fairfield is also an
heir.
Mr. Charles A. Jones, who is in the wholesale
department of Loring, Short & Harmon’s store,
was injured in the hand quite severely four weeks
ago, while at work in the store. He has been
unable to work since then, but the firm with
characteristic liberality have paid him his salary
the same as if he had worked. Such treatment of
employes is worthy of commendation.

State

Agricultural Society.

The trustees of the Maine State Agricultural
Society was held at the office of Secretary Dennison Saturday the following members of the board
being present: Itufus Prince, Turner; C. S. Libbey, Saccarappa; B. F. Hilton, No. Anson; Geo.
E. Brackett, Belfast.
It was decided to hold the State fair at Lewiston

on

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

and Fri-

day, Sept. 22d to 25th inclusive.
Arrangements were made and the treasurer, H.
S. Osgood, instructed, to pay all premiums at
once.

President Prince and Trustee Brackett were
appointed a committee to arrange for consolidating the indebtedness of the society at reduced
rates of interest. The liabilities amount to about
$25,000, and the property at low rates is inventoried at nearly $50,000, on which there is over
$15,000 insurance.
The main exhibition hall on the park at Lewiston which is furnished with a fine new engine. &c
will be offered for rent for light manufacturing
during the whole year except the time in September required for the fair.
An adjourned meeting of the trustees will be
held in February to revise the premium list.
Industrial School.
The new Industrial School building is now c< mpleted, and will be occupied Jan. 1st. Contributions toward tbe furnishing are now being solicited. Capt. L. S, Wyman of this city, lias generously donated twenty bedsteads with mattresses for
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, one of the
the same.
trustees, will be very glad to receive further conIt is desirable to have the building
tributions.
fully ready for occupancy by Jan. 1st. The old
school building has eleven more in it than can be
conveniently cared for, and many needy girls from
different sections of tiie State are waiting for a
place in the new building.

Ivy Lodge.

x

Queen
given
eomplimentaiy reception
Esther Lodge of Bath and Fidelity Lodge of Lewiston by Ivy Lodge, I. O. O. F., Saturday night.
About 75 guests were present, arriving at 6 p. m.
and partaking of an excellent collation at Odd
Fellows’ Hall. In the evening a delightful entertainment, consisting of music and readings, participated in by Mrs. Alfred Woodman, Misses
Cora Blanchard and Dunham, Mr. David Moulton,
and an orchestra, followed by an elegant banquet, was enjoyed. The visitors left for home by
the Pullman, much delighted.
A

CITY

was

to

Battle of Gettysburg.
Tonight, at City Hall, Capt. and Kev. C. H.
Kimball of Manchester, N. H., will lecture for the
benefit of Bosworth Post charity fund, on the
illustrated by diagreat battle, the lecture being
The Laconia, N. II., Democrat says:
grams.
and eloquent speaker,
“Capt Kimball is a forcible
he has evidently
and describes graphically what
his descripcarefully studied and observed, and
and thrilling.
tions of the battle arc instructive
for
His audience gave him the closest attention

closed greeted
nearly two hours, and when he
hint with a hearty round of applause.
Accidents.
Mrs. John W. Deering, wife of Mayor Deering,
slipped and fell on Chestnut street, Saturday,
constriking on her head. She soon recovered
sciousness and was comfortable yesterday.
ladMr. John F. Kelley, the painter, fell from a
der Saturday, while painting a house on Spring
street and was seriously injured. He was taken
to his home on Hemlock street.

Special

COVERNMENT.

Meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen.
of Policemen

Appointment

and Re-

vocation of Sullivan’s License.

Saturday afternoon the Mayor and Aldermen
held a long consultation In the Mayor’s room, and,
at its conclusion, they entered the Aldermen's
room and were called to order by the Mayor.
Mayor Deering stated that three vaean
cies existed in the police force and that by section
IV of the police bill he would appoint three policemen to fill three vacancies subject to the acquies
He had applied to the
ceuce of the Aldermen.
police examining board for candidates and had
been furnished with three names for each vacancy. He had selected for the first vacaney Cornelius
E. Driscoll, for the second William D. Brackett,
He would
and for third Franklin L. Sylvester.
also appoint Florence J. Driscoll, special police,
man without pay. in attendance on the Danforth
street skatiug rink. The Aldermen unanimously
confirmed these appointments:
C. E. Driscoll stood No. 23 in the order of examination. He is an Irlsh-American and was
He has been in the
born in this city in 1867.
in
grocery and provision business, is 6 ft. 1 inch
height, married and lives at No. 87 Salem street.
W.D. Brackett stood No. 24 in order of examination He was born in this city in 1867, is 5 leet
10 inches tall, weighs 160 pounds, married and
Ho has been a clerk
now lives on Beak’s Island.
in a grocery store for two years past. F. I,. Sylvester stood No. 3 in the order of examination,
lie was born in Freeport in 1863, is 5 leet 8
Inches tall, weighs 195 pounds, married ami lives
at 109 Brackett street. He has been employed In
the lumber yard of W. F. Milliken.
All of the men were highly recommended by the
examining board.
Win. H. Waldron of Lewiston presented a complaint to the board against Dennis Towle, driver
of a baggage wagon, accusing him of intoxication,
The
City
delay and extortionate charges.
Marshal was. instructed to notify Towle of the
complaint and warn him that if repeated ids
license would be revoked.
Oil motion of Alderman Russell it was voted
that tlie city offices be closed Tuesday between
the hours of 12 in. and 2 p. m., the day of Vice
President Hendricks’ funeral; and on amendment
that on that day the age of the Vice President be
struck by the fire alarm, and tlie flags on the
City Building he kept at half mast.
A communication was received from Marshal
Andrews staling that John W. Sullivan, No. Ill
Centre street, claimed to have a license as victualler from the board, and keeps open oil tlie
Lord’s Day, and he (tlie Marshal) wanted
Sullivan’s status defined. A discussion ensued as
to what a victualler was bound to do under a license.
Mr. Noyes stated lie had been quite surprised to learn that many people took their meals
at Sullivan’s place. Alderman Russell asked the
Marshal why lie didn't want Sullivan licensed.
The Marshal replied that he objected on the very
grounds stated to the Board when Suliivan applied for a license last June, viz: That tlie place
was a rumshop resorted to by the lowest persons,
including prostitutes, for drinking and disorderly
purposes, and lie was confident this state of
tilings would continue if the license was granted.
On July cth, as Sullivan stated that he intended
to keep a respectable place, tlie Board granted
him a license against the advice of the Marshal.
Later a conviction was procured in the Municipal
Court against the establishment on account of
At a later meeting of tlie
(lie sale of liquor.
Board, on a motion to reconsider the vote granting Sullivan a license, there was a tie vote and
the matter was laid on the table, and Sullivan
consequently claimed that his license was in full
force. Tlie Marshal further stated that on Friday
night last one of tlie worst rows occurred iu the
shop, between 9 and 10 o’clock, when a man entered tlie place drunk, and in a contest over some
woman was most brutally assaulted (although no
information was obtained from tlie police officers
by the reporters as to any such affray), aud liad
limbs broken and liis face pounded to a jelly by
one Jack Kirby, and a woman was also badly
throttled.
Alderman Gallagher said lie didn’t believe in
making flesh of one and fowl of another. He
had every reason to believe that Cordis L. Longley and A. G. Arey kept similar places to Sullivan's, and if tlie license of one was revoked those
He asked tlie Marshal
of all flic rest should be.
if lie had any reason to doubt loose women congregated iu Longley's and Arey’s, or that liquors
were kept
there, the same as at Sullivan’s, and
(lie Marshal said lie believed the same state oi
tilings existed iu all three places. He said lie liad
received no complaints against either Lougley or
Arey since their licenses were last granted them.
He had searched their places, but found no liquor.
Mr. Prince moved that Sullivan’s license be revoked,and it was so voted,only Mr. Gallagher votui£

iu

mi;

league games this week.
Tuesday, Dec. 1—Bijous at Lewiston; Granite

eastern railroad.

The financial statement of the Eastern railroad
[or the year ending Sept. 30th last, as submitted
to the Railroad Commission, is compared with
The past year the Eastern
that of 1884 below.
has been operated by the Boston & Maine, under
terms of a lease.
1884.
1885.
Total income.$1,016,754 $3,571,594
Total expense (income
6,233
2,307,587
taxes).

income.$l7oio,521

Net
Rentals.
Interest.

$1,264,007

218,330
855,554

872,602

Waterville.
Thursday, Dec. 3
Elites at Augusta.
ft vs at

The following transfers of real estate in

PERSONAL.
Dr. A. G. Youug, secretary of the State Board
of Health, was in the city Saturday.
Dr. C. A. Meserve will leave this week for Florida, where he will spend the winter.
T. C. Heraey, Mrs. Hersey and E. C. Horsey of
Portland arrived in Washington, Saturday.
Governor Robic and several members of the
Executive Council will visit Thomaston on their
annual visit to the State Prison shortly.
Capt. Charles Hallet, a respected resident of
Mansfield, Mass., died on the 26th ult. of inflammation of the stomach.
He was born in Deer
Isle. June 15,1825, and in early life was a sailor,
becoming master of a vessel at the age of 22
years. In his life he was prominently identified
with Mansfield.
The Ocean Steamers.
The steamship Sardinian, of the Allan line, ar.
rived here early yesterday afternoon, bringing
four cabin, 2 intermediate and 38 steerage passengers, besides a general cargo of 1800 tons.
The Sardinian left Liverpool at 0.30 p. m. on the
10th inst., and arrived in Halifax at 1.15 a. m.,
Saturday. She had a splendid passage.
The Dominion, of the Dominion line, will be
here the last of the week to load for Bristol, Eng.
Rev. J. P. Newman, O. D.
renowned pulpit orator, Rev. J. P. Newman. D. D., who figured so conspicuously as the
chaplain of Gen. Grant,who was with him through
ids weary months of sickness and preached his
funeral,sermon on Mt, McGregor, will deliver his
interesting lecture of “Personal recollections of
General Grant,” in the Y. M. C. A. course at City
Reserved seats
Hall next Wednesday evening.
are now on sale at Stoekbridge’s.
The

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
CO.’S MINSTRELS.
Tonight this admirable organization will appear
at Portland Theatre. Mr. C. W. Mitchell, the English champion, Sullivan’s old opponent will pose
in classic statues. Mr. Frank Howard,composer of
“Only a Pansy Blossom.” Nelsoni the juggler,
George Powers the banjo player, the Coachman’s
Clog by J. M. Doyle and nine others, with many
additional excellent acts, will make up a great bill
MCNISH &

THE MIKADO.

Gilbert and Sullivan’s latest opera, which has
before the Loudon public for a year past, but
has been heard only the present season in this
country, was produced for the first time In Portland at the theatre Saturday night, before an audience which filled every seat down stairs, took
up considerable standing room, and occupied
much space in the balcony. The company producing it was Wilbur’s, and the leading characters were J. E. Conley as Nauki-Poo, Ed Chapman as Ko-Ko, W. U. Newborougli as the Mikado, J. E. Brand as Poo Ball, P. J. Buck as Pish.
Tush, Louise Eissiug as Yum-Yum, Dora Grant as
Pitii-Sing, Marie Gonzalez as Peep-Bo, and Cora
Ferris as Katislia. The orchestra was the theatre
orchestra supplemented by a conductor and two
pieces. Wilbur’s company enabled the audience
to have some idea of what the opera is like. Several of the numbers were very fairly given. Of
course ttie scenery, which is essentially Japanese,
was wauling, and in many details both of orchestration, and vocal, much was absent that is of
vital importance to a correct interpretation of the
work. The chorus was vigorous and spirited. At
times there was a variety of keys in which orchestra principals, and chorus indulged, but taken as
a traveling
a whole, it was a fair performance for
company. The “three little maids from school”
mischievouswere lacking decidedly iu archness,
Yumness and natural school-girl love and fun,
Yum being the best, as she should be,of the three.
numher
best
was
Moon
and
Her song,‘The
I,”
ber. Conley as Nauki-Poo, was the best singer in
with
conhis
looked
the troupe and
part, acting
siderable force. The wonderful dance of Ko-Ko
and
the charming “Ding-Dong
was omitted,
quartette in the second act, while it received an
voices
encore, failed of that delightful harmony of
that has elsewhere made it so effective. The coselaborate.
not
but
especially
tumes were good
The audience was evidently much pleased and enbeen

cores were

frequent.

THATCHER POST.

Thatcher Post and Thatcher Belief Corps will
give a grand prize entertainment at City Hall,
Friday and Saturday of this week and part of next
week, during which a number of fine presents
will be given away. Among the attractions there
will be a pug dog aud cat show, a baby show, crazy quilt show and a present to the handsomest
lady and the homeliest man.
All who have cats, dogs, or crazy quilts, not to
mention babies, should.bringithem along, for the
prizes arc very handsome. Some of them can be
seen at A. M. Wentworth’s, 609 Congress street,
John E. Davis’, Farrington Block and T. F. Foss
& Sous Exchange street,corner of Federal street.
The whole matter will be under the management
of the Post,
of gentlemen of this city, members which insures
who have a reputation to sustain,
who patronall
to
dealing
honorable and square
ize them.
notes.

will be an entertainment at the West Conconsisting of
gregational church this evening,
and readsinging by Shaw’s Quartette aud others,
ings by David Moulton, Esq.
There

«

the

feeds:
Cape

Elizabeth—Samuel Teague to Leander Vi.
*500
Fobes, land and buildings.
Raymond—Daniel S. Strout to Lewis Verrill,
$6,000.
buildings.
and and
Portland—Samuel A. Tiolt to Charles E. TreEethen. land. *1.
Charles Trefetheu to \; dlls H. Tiefetlien, land.
_

Surplus for year.S 137,919 $ 190,122
213,748
351,668
Surplus, Sept. SO.
The balance sheet, Sept. 80, 1885, was as follows ;

Liabilities.

Capital stock.• it’nfJ’oSS
Funded debt.
Unfunded debt.
Profit and loss balance.

819,187
3i>1.008

Total.$19,825,776
Assets.

si and other consideration.
Lorenzo Taylor to Lliza Jane

Griffin, land

and

Pittee to Robert F.

D.

S3 000

Green,

Total permanent.$19,018,336
64,463
Cash.
229,027
Due from agents, etc.
247,513
fund.
Sinking
171.435
Debit balances.
Total assets.$19,825,776
ROMFORD FALLS & BUCKFIELD RAILROAD.
The annual meeting of this corporation will be
The annual reports have
held Dec. 2d next.

We

the road is very satisfactory. He thinks the
company should look for some plan for the extension of its road, so as to secure its part of the
through travel to the Kangeley lakes, for which it
can offer the shortest and most attractive route,
and also to reach out for the new business which
would come in at Dixfield and above, and develop
at Rumford Falls.
The treasurer, Mr. Bradford, gives the follow,
of

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in this city
week was 12, from the following causes:

,--WARDS12 3 4 6 0 7 Total.
1
1
l
l
2
2
1
3
1----2
l
1
l
1
1
l
1

Diseases.

Consumption

...

Convulsions.
Croup.

—

—

—

—

Total income.7'25
Total expenses. 30,231.28
Net income.$11,525.98
Interest on bonds.#12,131.81
1,037.9(5
interest on floating debt....
-§13,169.77
Balance, deficit.■$ 1,643.79
Earnings.
11,255 local passengers.§ 4,581.20
10,626 through passengers. 9,817.34

-$14,398.54

16.034 tons local freight. ..$13,618.71
15,540 tons through freight 15,501.22

■.it."*)

—

—

earnings.$46,757.26

6

2

1

2

2

12

Lincoln, the superintendent's report,
we learn that the falling off in business in August
and September, will probably be made up during
the fall and winter. The stiietly operating exThe bridges at
penses have been diminished.
Canton steam mill, at the head of Whitney Pond,
at Bungermuck and Stillwater, Sumner, Buckfield
Ryerson, and Allen and Pottle bridges, have eithfirst-class condition, or repaired
er been put in
The length of bridges was
and strengthened.
in
1580 feet
1883, against 703 feet in 1885, a reMr. C. E. Joy was a most
duction of 877 feet.
satisfactory manager of the bridge work. There
From Mr.

tons of new steel, and 230 tons
good iron, rails laid on the main line, making 15
miles ot steel and 12 miles of old iron, half of the
The track is nearly all steel, and in fine
latter.
condition between Mechanic E'alle and Buckfield.
A new gravel pit has been opened at Warren
crossing, and a number of sidings been putiu,
while additional ones are needed. There were
11,966 new ties laid in 1883, 10.003 in 1884, and
14,097 in 1885; 10,000 to 12,000 will be required
The road-bed has been improved, live
in 1886.
miles of new fencing built, and the rolling stock
embraces 3 locomotives, 2 passenger, 1 combiuaion mail, baggage and smoker, 1 freight saloon,
18 box and cattle cars, 50 platform cars, 2 snow
plows, 13 push cars. The stock is in good condilion. Terminal facilities are needed at Mechanic
Falls.
530

NOTES.

The lease of the Worcester &
Portland & Rochester railroads
Maine, it is rumored, will result
through trains from New York
one day next season.

Nashua and the

by the Boston &
in the running of
to

Bar Harbor in

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.
FREE STREET BAPTIST CHURCH.

Kev. Albert T. Dunn, pastor of the Free street
church, preached to his congregation yesterday
morning from the words in Matt, xxiii, 20:
“Neither be ye called masters; for one is your
Master, even Christ.” The speaker said that
these words were spoken at this time in the presence of the disciples because they had shown to
Him tire passion they felt for distinction and
worldly preferment, and this lesson of humility
was intended as a rebuke of tiie pride
they exhibited. An essential element of Christianity is
humility, and everywhere it is taught by example
and precept, as in the calling the little child whom
they were to become like to enter the kingdom of
Heaven, and in the incident where the Master
washed the disciples’ feet. These illustrate the
spirit of Christianity and show that the Christian
life is a service of humility. In the anecdote
where a mother answered her child's question as
to the way of acquiring the rich fame won by
some illustrious men by saying it was by being
obedient and good we have a correct and direct
way of reaching practical goodness, that which is
the’bud and flower and fruit of Christian faith.
Tile Lord is the example of truest faith; from
humble manger Jto humble cross He shows the
same absence of self-seeking, and counsels His
disciples to abstain from it. Humility is an
element of power; without it man’s life is insuffl
cient for good and his Christian character is but
dwarfed.
Christ is Master; the text affirms His lordship.
It has happened, and most naturally, that men
have given prominence to His character as their
Saviour. TUis lias been the result of the feeling
of

gratitude

awakened

In

one’s

mind

wtien lie

feels he lias been freed from sin. Though this is a
cherished way in which to view Ilis character, we
should hold it carefully: for while He is Saviour,
He is at the same time Master and Lord, One ot
the dangers confronting our national life arises
from the fact that all the freedman has yet
learned is that he is free, and has not gained a
proper conception of the duties and responsibilities resting upon him as a citizen by reason of his
freedom. So in the Christian life very many do
not get beyond the fact of the new birth. We
talk of serving Him, but are we ready to do it?
Are we prepared for duty’s call and ready to respond when it comes? Submission runs ail
through the New Testament, and is printed on
the forehead of every Christian; it must he there
fur him to offer the truest service. Slight matters
of self-will have kept many a man from Christ;
until utter surrender He cannot enter the heart.
Tiiis submission is not for life but for all time.
Some Christians fail to ubderstand that it is continuous and not spasmodic. If He becomes our
Saviour it is by an eternal surrender to him, giving up to Him in perpetuity the title we hold to our
life. Since the time when we surrendered our
will to His will, we have not been and can never
be our own again. Let us never forget, whatever
may have been our lives since then, if at that time
we were born into God’s kingdom we have not
been our own.
The earth life of the Christian is then neither
one of ease and indolence, nor of entire independence. but it is one of service which lie has
voluntarily chosen. The New Testament constantly refers to it as a kingdom. He witli the
right to command, we with the duty to obey;
obedience will bring joy and peace.
We call Him Master and Lord; to many these
might
words are but empty titles when they
reveal the wealth of fils beauty and power. Ife
is to control all hearts and lives 5 our beliefs should
We often hear “that it makes
ue subject to him.
no diltereuce what a man believes so long as lie is
but
is no proof of correctness;
sincerity
sincere;”
the mother at the Ganges is sincere. It does
make a difference what a man believes, and we
shall make shipwreck of out faith if we have any
ouici

uuiuniiuiuci.

He has charge of our life in every interest and
detail. All should recall this who attempt to
divorce business and religion. The true Christian
principle holds a loan to as much honesty in a
trade on Monday as in a prayer meeting on Sunday. The Lord's standards are the same for every
day in the week and an honest prayer cannot follow an unfair trade. The Master has charge of
our social life, that very imp* rtant factor iu living
for good or evil. The Christian lias no right to
have companions who drive away the Master and
bring spiritual loss to himself and reproach to the
In choosing pur
cause he professes to serve.
companions and amusements we must remember
that we are Christians. Nor are we to select by
the standards of the world.
He lias charge of our minds; we cannot well
life.
separate this from other departments of our our
They have been given for a purpose, it is selfthem.
to
Ignorance
and
develop
duty
right
with
imposed is a sin. and a man who is satisfied
his present development is stopping far short of

his opportunity. The books and studies should
be chosen which will help his Christian growth: it
is hard to estimate the influence of good hooks.
Kuril and bad literature are the greatest agencies
iu filling our prisons. An appalling and growing
evil in Christian homes 1s the increase of trashy
novel reading. Tliev tend to impair the mind and
dwarf the powers of thought winch God lias given
When we have His approval the literature
us.
and our
we read will glow witli a fresh inspiration
minds will expand to take in tlie deep and hidden
things of God. So iu every way Christ holds the
mastery of our lives from the beginning to the
•nd It is such a Master and Saviour as this whom
we present to the world today.
The Galveston Fund.
Iu response
the Mayor of
sight draft on
the following

to Mayor Deering’s telegram giving
Galveston permission to draw a
City Treasurer Hersey for $406,
despatch was received Saturday

morning:

Galveston, Texas, Nov. 27.
To Hon. John W. Jittering:
Mayor of I'ortland-Your very kind message ofI
tlie 25th did not reach Galveston until tonight.
regret to say. However tlie generous tonering
made by the charitably disposed of your far off
city is not too late to effect the laudable purpose
for which it was contributed, and iu the name of
those still meagrely supplied and of all of our
citizens, I thank you and tlie city you represent
for the efforts you have made m behalf of the
needy sufferers by our late

f

^

Base Ball Notes.
The gentlemen who are interested in tho club
which is to represent Boston in the Eastern New
form a
England Association, have decided to
corporation under Hie laws of Massachusetts,
with a capital of $10,000, more than one-half of
which has already been subscribed by gentlemen
who have taken a nroininent interest iu the na.tional game in that city in the past. A number of
good players have been secured, but their names :
are withheld for the present.

make Blankets wortli double

Edward Could has erected a marble tablet in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, in memory of his ancestors who have been buried more than 100 years.
YARMOUTH.

Charles Mitchell's house and stable at this place
destroyed by fire, Saturday, Nov. 27th.
I.oss $2,000, and insurance S1000. The Grand
Trunk depot was destroyed Wednesday morning.

were

GORHAM.

Mr. Freeman Paine of Gorham was badly bitten
by a dog owned by James Guptill, some eight
weeks ago, and has been a great sufferer.
THE NEWFIELD SWINDLE.
of the Creditors of the Firm

Ayer

....
oald have bee.. ..Id la., year by

an

Fine

neglect

nov30

tfiT ^f*

~

98 cts. per

yard.

offer this morning.

REMNANTS.
offer Remnants of the following well known Dress
Flannels:

33 1-3
33 1-3
40
50c
33 1-3
wide
50c all wool Pin Checks 38 in. “
“

12°

Stripes,

33 1-3

?'?'"■

If -I

■■

..

Tricots,

50c

The above Remnants

run

cts.(pr(yd.
lt

338 3

from 2 to 10 yards in

a

(<

{1

„

„

“

“

W e hav e

well to call to-day.
Any lady wanting a cheap Velvet will do
a full line of

They are

the best

Per Yard.
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50
above
prices.

at the

goods to be fouud

Work at
Quality Colored Plushes for Fancy
$9.25 per yard.
good quality, at 50c per yard.
Colored
Satins,
Fancy

Good

RINES BROTHERSdit

Mr. Reed and the

Speakership.

Washington despatch

the Lewiston Jour-

to

Republicans look to as ill some sense a
leader, and has some value otherwise, there is a
little interest in the selection of the Republican
nominee for speaker. The names mentioned are
Reed of Maine, Hiscock of New York. Long of
Massachusetts, and McKinley of Ohio. So far as I
can learn, Reed lias the most support. As Reed is
always looked to as a leader on the
side, especially in a partisan debate, his great
powers of sarcasm giving him peculiar advantage
in such a rough and tumble war of words, it seems
but just that he should receive the nomination.”
the

In this city, Nov. 28tli, by Rev. M. Crosley,
George F. Cushman and Miss Soplirouia Allen,
both of l’ownal.
In Scarboro, Nov. 27, by Rev. C. J. Clark, David
E. Lord of Cornish and Miss Celia M. Snow of
Scarboro.
In Brunswick, Nov. 19, Frank 0. Griffin and
Miss Annie M. Woodside.
In Bridgton, Nov. 25, Granville M. Burnell and
Miss Carrie M. Corson.

In this city. Nov. 28th, Madame H. B. Dillingham. aged197 years 6 months.
[Funeral from No. 99 Free street, Nov. 30th, at
2 o’clock p. nt.
Augusta, Me., papers please copy.
Til fliis city, Nov. 29th, Eleanor Lombard, aged
78 years 5 months.
from 18
[Funeral services Tuesday at 2 p. m.,
^
nov. 28, Madame H. B. Dillingham,
aged 97 years G months.
Funeral this (Monday) afternoon at 2 o’clock,

In' thls^'ity!

Mrs. Ellen
atln BridVtoin NovCt22,
about CO years.
of

Cole, formerly

Buxton, aged
In Boothbay, Nov. 18, Freeman Hodgdon, aged

'in Boothbav, Nov. 13, Mrs. Sarah E. Newcomb,
aged 28 years 10 months.
Tr
,.
In Wiscasset, Nov. 17, Mavis E. Hutchins, aged
16

years._

Catarrh

•‘I had catarrh nine years, and suffered terto take Hood’s
I
ribly with it. Soon after began
me less, and afSarsaparilla the catarrh troubled
I was entirely cured.”
ter taking three bottles
Clinton County, Ohio.
Jane Hiney, Lumberton,
“I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for catarrh
deal of good. I
a
and think it has done me gread
recommend it to all within my reach. Hood s
Sarsaparilla has been worth everything to me.”
Ct.
Luther D. Bobbins, East Thompson,

Cured by
fifteen years; tried all
“I suffered with catarrh
and was
the catarrh remedies without benefit,
of climate, when I took
about to try a change
not take any money
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I would
bottle did me. Now
consideration for the good one
I. w. Lilwith catarrh.”
I am not troubled any
lis, Chicago, III.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

PARLOR SUIT DEPARTMENT,

A nice Mohair Plush Suit,
$45 and upwards.
A nice Tapestry Suit for
$35 and upwards.
A nice Hair Cloth Suit
for $35 and upwards, and
all the new styles in Crush
and Plain Plushes at the viz:
HR. FLOWER’S LIVER
same
proportion. These
SANATIVE,
same goods are of our own STOMACH
manufacture and are made NERVE PILLS.
The former is an infallible
up ftrst-class and are war-

ranted.

Curtains for

upwards.

upwards,
$4.00. These Laces

newest patterns and
very fine quality.

are the
are a

NEW STORE,
an

entirely

new

stock of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
We

are

prepared

to furnish

anything

SMARTj

8c

Our new stock ol’ fine Christmas

Cards and Novelties in small books
will be ready for examination next
adTuesday morning in the case
We
counter.
stationery
joining
have a very choice collection of

goods, particularly adapted

fine

for mailing distant friends.
no30

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

L

_

FAUNTLEROY,”
FRANCES II. BURNETT,
—IS IN THE—

Christmas

St.

Library

and

Desks, Tables, Chiffonieres,
Easy Chairs of all kinds,

free upon

COMMON FURNITURE
all

of

kinds,

NY person notifying me in person or by postal
who will furnish a' barrel, I will deliver to
their residence or store free of cost sand, thus
enabling them to sand tlieir sikewalk before the
city teams can come around, and by so doing may
avoid serious accidents.
GEO. S. STAPLES,
novBOdtfCom, of Streets.
*

Nicholas.

no30_“i!

Opening of new stock of Fur
Trimmings, Collars, Capes and
Black muffs 75c
Muffs to-day.
to $6.00. Special lot Nutria muffs
OWEN, mOORE & CO.
$3.00.
no30___

MARKDOWNSALE

Mattresses,

oct28

forters &c. Don’t bny until you have called on us.
Remember now is your
time to buy good reliable
Furniture and save money.

TRADE.
Having Added Confectionery
Our Baking Business,

DEANE BROS. & SAWYER,

75 cents.
5 pieces Foulc Cloth In colors, 12 inch
width, at 37 1-2 cents; marked from
02 1-2 cents.
25 pieces Mixed Mohair Dress Goods,
21 inches wide, at 15 cents ; marked
from 30 cents.

& Little.
Millett
no26_
PIANO COVERS
dyed or cleansed, and finished like new,
13 Preble Street.

u04

eod4w

carry

a

to

full line of the

FINEST GOODS IN THE MARKET,
Thanking all

branches.

iu both

_dt*

ors.

for

past fast fav-

a continurespectfully solicitorders

we
ance

IN OUR

of their valued

NEW^DEPARTURE.

Fine Crackers and Sweet Biscuit as well
as Wedding and Loaf Cake a Specialty

dtf

__

L A. GOIIDY & CO.,

MALE—The Whalebone Knox colt belonging to the estate of the late J. W. Clark;
4 years old, weight about a thousand pounds; can
30-1
be set'll at TAYLOB'S STABLE.

Wholesale and Retail

\irA\TED -Housekeeper's position; best of
M
Address H. A., This
references given.
Office.'30-1

Salesrooms and Factory

Haskell & Jones,

COR, PEARL & MILK STREETS.
dlw

1ANUFACTUB1NG CLOTHIERS

uo25

—AND—

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

_dCm

novii

Battle of Gettysburg
Capt.C* °H Kimball,
MONDAY

SPECIAL meeting of the Society of Art will

be held at the Society’s rooms Saturday evenA December
5,1885, at 8 o’clock, for the elect-

ing

of members, the formation of classes and the
transaction of any other business that may he preCHAS G. HAINES, Secretary.
sented.
nov28
__did
ion

GENTLEMEN
liavc tlieir Fine Garments .Sponged
and Pressed by Tailor’s Pressman, at

can

F0RE8TCITY0YEH0USE,

|3 PREBLE
no4_

STREET.
cod4w

Resolute Assembly.

KNIGHTS

^of

LABOR.

Members are hereby notified that the next regui.,1 meeting of this assembly will be held at the 1*.
O. S. of A. Hall. No. 149% Middle street,
WKDMESD.1V, DECEMBER i.
A fntl attendance is requested.
I LK UliDLli.
uov28dtd

ETTElt

CAN FIND A

Order Blank Books for New Year

Early.
Check Books, Printing and Ruling

-by-

S.-We continue the srlc of Children’s School
novl4d3w
Boots at cost.
F.

GARMENTS!
uo4eod4w

eod3m

13 PREBLE ST.

POLICE NOTICE.
Police ExrfUIE regular monthly meeting of the
I. aminliig Board will be held in the Common
Council room, in the City Building, on Tl ESDAV
EVENING. Dee. 1. at1.80.
t’. W. GODDARD, Cliairman.
jy Advertiser and Express copy.

purpose of UM*i*tiiig the hard
working parent* who find a difficulty in
obtaining good *ehool Boot* cheap, I will
*ell the be*t quality of Children’* Mchool
Boot* at prime eo*t for a *hort time.
the

nov2d___'nd
WHITE WARE
IVORY

II. O. PALTWER.
oct26_dtf

BATTLE Of GETTYSBURG

—AT—

WHOLE j^res^ CityOyeHouse

School Boots at Cost
For

EVERY DAY

DYED

LORING, SHORT & MARION,
oetlO

PAX. NX E R

Gr.

NX

of all kinds.

474 Congress Street.

ASSORTMENT OF

DRESS BOOTS,
DANCES « BOOTS,
AEEIBATOR BOOTS,
CONGRESS BOOTS,
EA€E BOOTS,
BLTTOft BOOTS,
DAKTEVG BOOTS,
DAMING O'TYIPS,
MOROCCO sLiePt'RS,
ALLIGATOR SE1PPERS,
Than is now being offered at 341 <’ougre*» Si.,

Account Books.

EVENING.

SOCIETY# ART.

MAN

NO

Wien’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

U

75 cents.
10 pieces Black all Wool Serges, 12
inches wide, at 81 cents; marked from

shall hereafter

We

MS. 183 & 185 MIDDLE 3T.
iioyg

™REIAII,

WHOLESALE

OPPOSITE PREBEE HOLME.

10 pieces Boucle Dress Goods at 50 cents
per yard; marked from $1.00.
10 pieces all Wool Colored Cashmere, 1C
inches wide, at 11 cents; marked from

application.

Bedding, Spring Beds, Com-

Toy stock will be ready for
inspection in tbc basement after
Tuesday.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

HASKELL & JONES,
470 CONGRESS ST

To Make Room for Holiday Roods, We
Shall Offer Friday Morning:

a recom-

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.teoclf

Our

LANCASTER BUILDING,

Dress Goods!

e.ueuauoij

FLOWER MEDICINE CO.,
Boston, Mass.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

SIXDJKKE.

no30

are

success, and the strongest proof
As positive
of their excellence.
evidence we have thousands of testimonials which we will he pleased
to show, but which space prevents
publishing. The trial of one bottle will be sufficient to satisfy you
A
that we make no false claims.
mailed
be
will
valuable pamph'et

FOR

—BY—

Mrs.

in that line at the most

reasonable prices.

WHITE

a_

■

SANDS OF BOTTLES SOLD,
THERE HAS NOT BEEN A SINGLE COMPLAINT THAT THEY
FAILED TO DO WHAT IS
CLAIMED FOR THEM. This we
hold is an nnparalelled record of

and an endless variety of
Rattan and Reed Rockers,
all of which must be sold
at some price to make room
for our Holiday Goods,

HAVING TAKEN THE STORE

And put in

-a

druggists in New England a larger
sale than any other medicine.
I
THOUOF
IN HUNDREDS

Walnut, Marble
and upwards.
$35
Set,
Top
Cherry Wood Top Set,

Parlor

rem-

mendation which does not obtain
w ith any other proprietary article,
and command at the hands of the

Black

England.

AND
AND

edy for all affections of the Liver
and Stomach, and is besides an inThe latvaluable general tonic.
all nerfor
cure
ter is a reliable
such
and
diseases
conditions,
vous
as Hysteria, Sleeplessness, Nervous
Prostration, Depression caused by
_

GOODS.

NEW

—AT—

jam

Look at Our Prices!

xnese
Nottingham Lace $2.75 prescribed by physicians,
former price
and

nov30

FOREST city dye house,
100 Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm

ated physically is a conceded ques
tion. To restore it is an impossibility, as long as people persist in
immorality and indulgences which
arc in disregard of nature’s laws.
The most we can do then is to
ameliorate this condition, and cure
disease in individuals.
To this end we offer to the public, remedies which have done
more
good-accomplished better
results in overthrowing disease
than any others which have been
discovered up to the present time,

Ash Wood Top Set, $23
and upwards.
Pine Wood Top Set, $15
and upwards.
The Sets are made by the
best manufacturers in New

a

Can be

We will sell you good reliable Furniture lower than
the cheap
you can buy
trash that is forced upon
our market to be sold.

$20 and upwards.

—OF—

complaint which affects nearly everybody,
more or less. It originates in impure blood, and
is aggravated by taking cold. Disagreeable flow’
from the nose, tickling in the throat, offensive
breath, pain over and between the eyes, ringing
and bursting noi3es in the ears, are the more comis cured by Hood’s Sarmon symptoms. Catarrh
at the cause by
saparilla, which strikes directly
removing all impurities from the blood.
Is

FURNITURE!

Yet what is this “quint-essence
of dust” when blasted by disease—
his noble functions perverted or destroyed !
As “all men are born free and
equal,” as far as moral rights are
concerned, so likewise we hold they
should be born physically, but as
long as children must suffer for the
sins of their parent this canuot be.
That the human race has deteriorer.

Maddrass Lace Curtains
overwork, etc.
for $2.75 and upwards.
renieuies

store where

our

Sale commences Monday morrning.

“I ITTLE LORD

DEATHS.

WHATWE WILL DO!
llraiifllwi'Siiiwf

00 and

the Steamboat
The large centre counter at rear eml
our coming
St. Nicholas was anchored last Christmas must be cleared for
shall sncrihee
we
the
goods away
Christmas display. Bather than pack
Nov. 30th, when the fol
on them and a special sale will begin Monday,
lowing great bargains will he sold:
sell
Twenty-five elegant new patterns English Cretonnes which usually
at 33 cents will he sold at 18 cents per yard.
10 cents
Thirty pieces Faggotted Scrim for Curtains, New Patterns,
per yard.
75 cents. Our
Two pieces Drab Linen Faggotted Scrim, usually sold at
price will be 50 cents per yard.
for maksuitable
Plaul
Nainsooks,
and
Checked
Ten nieces fine quality
cents per yard.
ing nice Aprons, marked down from 30 cents to 18
10 cents pea yard.
Large lot Short Lengths in Fine Plaid Nainsooks at
Ten pieces Handsome Fluids in French Flannel, 40 emits per yard.
Six pieces Plush iu following colors: Light Blue, Mode, Dark Green,
Olive, Garnet, Brown and Black, to be closed out at 75 cents per yard.
These arc desirable for fancy work and are half price.

Republican

MARR1ACES.

dtt

noSO

How beautiful are the above lines
littered by the world’s greatest
mind! How infinite the scope of
man’s power if bis faculties are
well preserved. Nothing, short of
creation, is to him impossible. Our
soul is lost in admiration when we
contemplate the possibilities of this
greatest exhibition of Infinite Pow-

$5.00, $8.00, $10.00, $15.-

STEAMBOAT COUNTER SALE.

nal

says:
“Notwithstanding the Republicans are in a minority in the House, and therefore the Democratic candidate for speaker (who will be Carlisle) is to be elected, yet the Republican members will hold a caucus Saturday, to delegate a
candidate to be supported by them. As the nominatiou is regarded as indicating the mail whom

opening display
Doll Outlinings will
commence Tuesday.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.
Dolls and

Turcoman

ol

angel! in apprehension how like a
beauty of the world! the paragon of

an

Dressing Gowns in lineiariel*

no30_________—-—-

..

A

or

piece.

BLACK VELVET
$1.25 Quality at 621-2 Cents Per Yard.
Colored Velvets at

■/od!

___
of our new
The

$1.25 and $1.50 Boucle Stripes at

50c

and

express and admirable! in action

the

in faculties!

inform

infinite

moving how
how like

BROTHERS.,

TO BB SOLD CHEAP.

we

low.

.....
i... s„a„
are then eaisest to be seen.

FANCYTRESS GOODS
This morning

terribly

reason! how

mimala!—Shakespeare.

RINES

we

are

What apiece of work is man! how noble in

OO^itn to $(!'00

oo $3

bargains

to call forenoons as best

These

ON MAN.

-*«•

•«

■>*»■

Prices

as now.

of Blankets
extraordinary display of all kinds

of handsome patterns.
Don't

A LECTURE

pair.

are.*20.00 per pair.

JUST HALF PRICE.

A Good Story Spoiled.
Damabiscotta, Nov. 28th.
I see you have copied the story regarding the
death of Gen. Hiram G. Berry. What could have
induced tills man Baker to have given such information is beyond comprehension. Gen. Berry
was unharmed in the Saturday night conflict,
fought one of the most sanguine engagements of
the war, the
following Sunday morning,
and
fell after that conflict had ceased its
fury from a bullet from a sharp shooter. The
Saturday night in question was one of the most
beautiful, one ever beheld—moon shining brightly, quite warm and balmy. (First of May in Virginia.) So much for the well known facts. That
Gen. Berry was a devout man, and like all true
soldiers breathed his feelings to his Creator in
That
wav of supplication, no one will question.
he ever went shouting them aloud through the
woods, all know was not true. Finally, tlmik of
any soldier afterwards reproducing a prayer?
This whole matter has several times been corrected. but still inflicts itself upon the public
A Soldier Who Was There. •*
eye.
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Brothers.

A meeting of the creditors of Ayer Brothers of
Newfield was held at the Preble House, Friday.
This is tlie firm whose crooked transactions were
described a week ago. They, it will be remembered, concocted a story of robbery by which
they claimed to have lost $3700, rendering it necInvestiessary for them to go into bankruptcy.
gation being instituted by Mr. ,J. B. Dunbar of the
firm of James Bailey & Co., the story was changed, it then being stated that the money was taken
and bidden by one of the Ayers who was a somnambulist, and that $1600 of the amount had
been recovered. Detective Robert A. Davis was
put upon the case and forced the Ayers to confess.
Attorney General Baker was afterwards retained
by the creditors.
The following is a list of the Portland creditors
and pi'ineipal creditors in other places:
E. Corev & Co.. Portland.$973.40
334,15
James Bailey & Co., Portland.
Burgess, Fobes & Co., Portland. 114.4S
44.00
A. E. Stevens & Co., Portland.
16.00
Door, Sash and Blind Co., Portland.
Little & Larkin. Merrimac, Mass.,.3,096.36
St. Julian Gear Co., New York. 425.00
Goss, Drummond & Go., Amesbury, Mass 982.60
I. W. Perkins. Lynn, Mass. 072.00
.T. M. Mason, Limerick. Me. 337.00
K. F. Chase, Cornish, Me. 260.00
C. J. Adams, Newfield. Me. 730.00
J. M. Moulton, Newfield, Me. 150.00
E. Smith & Co., New York. 119.00
In all there are seventy-five creditors representing in all, as near as can be ascertained, $14,000 claims against Ayer Brothers.
The firm of Ayer Brothers is composed of Frank
and Eugene Ayer and they have been engaged in
the manufacture of sleighs and carriages at Newfield. They may, it is thought, be able to compromise the matter with the creditors.
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Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
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fever.
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made such
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Mails.

Total transportation earnings.$4(5.427.66
309.70
Received from telegraph line.
20.00
Received from rents.
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Heart.
Pneumonia.
Rheumatic fever.
Softening of brain....
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Diphtheria.
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50 cents each half.
$1.25 per pair.
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for

HORSE BIURETS. WRAPPER AID CRIB BLAAKETS.

C. Newcomb to Cyrus K. Chap-

Putnam:
No 5187—John A. Smith, administrator of the
estate of George Smith, deceased, $55.60 with interest from Feb. 8,1865.
No. 5188—John Murray, $178.25, with interest
from Sept. 26, 1863.
No. 5189—Mary A. York, $94.o8, with interest
from March 2,1864.
No 6191—Thomas II. Weston, administrator of
the estate of Thomas R. Jones deceased, $121.50,
with interest from Nov. 5, 1863.
No 5195—Robert S. Soule and Rufus C. Soule,
executors of the will of Rufus Soule deceased.
*473.25, with interest from Jan. 23,1864.

directors, says in bis report that the officers and
men have been most faithful, and that their relations with the employes and the people on the lme

Gross

Our finest

Alabama Claims.
The following judgments in favor of parties in
this vicinity have been received from Hon. W. L.

been received, from which we take the following:

Car mileage.

None .1 above Blanket.

land.

'sebago^-Oliver
land for support.
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10 quarter Brownish Bed Blankets only
“
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Grey
“
u
44
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Blankets
Bed
10 and 11 quarter White

Windham—William Sposedo to L ttio Speirs,
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F. O. BAILEY & CO.

one

ton, land and

a*Tristram

,

...

wei
no.-die well
who can use the scissors and tteeaic
these with little trouble.

Any

R. Woodbury to Levi Mars^Yarmouth—Therese
buildings. *1 and other eonsider-

man,

Cost of road.$14,497,655
1,447.828
Cost of equipment.
125,392
Lands in East Boston, etc.
1.811,500
Maine Central stock.
182,050
Portland & Rochester stock.
9.00
Eastern in New Hampshire.
15,000
Mount Desert Company.
Chelsea Beach railroad.
21,000
17.310
Chelsea Beach railroad.
551,300
Portsmouth & Great Falls railroad...
343.400
Wolfboro railroad.

..

Half pail's of $3.oO Bed
loi
Whole pairs of $3.50 and $4 Bed Blankets

Real Estate Transfers.
lounty have been recorded at the registry of

__

burnt blankets sold forenuons.

Portland;

.„

muiuiit;,

Mr. Gallagher then moved that Mr. Longley’s
and Mr. Arey’s licenses be revoked. The clerk
stated that A. G. Arey had no license, but George
Arey had. The motion was then put as to the revocation ot Mr. Lougley’s license, and it was not
revoked, Messrs. Birnte, Gallagher and Noyes
voting to revoke it, and Messrs. Prince, Russell,
Sawyer and Denison against revocation.
The City Marshal was instructed to report to the
next meeting of the city government a list of
streets in the city which he considers suitable for
coasting places this winter.
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